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EDITOR SPEECH 
 
International Conference on Business, Technology and Innovation is 
an international interdisciplinary peer reviewed conference which 
publishes works of the scientists as well as practitioners in different 
research area. 
 

The main perspective of the conference is to connect the scientists and 
practitioners from different disciplines in the same place and make 
them be aware of the recent advancements in different research fields, 
and provide them with a unique forum to share their experiences.  
 

It is also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research 
and publish their work in international standard level. 
 

This conference consists of 10 sub conferences in different fields:  
 

 Computer Science and Communication Engineering 

 Energy Efficiency Engineering 

 Management, Business and Economics 
 Mechatronics, System Engineering and Robotics 
 Information Systems and Security 

 Architecture - Spatial Planning and Civil Engineering 

 Civil Engineering, Infrastructure and Environment 
 Law 

 Political Science & International Relations 
 Journalism, Media and Communication 

 

This conference is the major scientific event of the UBT.  
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It is organizing annually and always in cooperation with the partner 
universities from the region and Europe. In this case our partner 
universities are the University of Vlora “Ismail Qemaili” and University 
of Tirana –Faculty of Economics. Other professional partners in this 
conference are: EUROSIM, Kosova Association for Control, Automation 
and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova Association for Modeling 
and Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for 
Management. 
 

This year we have more participants and publication than last year. We 
have paper from 15 different countries worldwide. 
 
We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the 
conference organizing team making this event a real international 
scientific event.  
 

 

Congratulations! 
November 2015 

 

 

Prof. Dr. 
Edmond Hajrizi 
Chairman of ICBTI 2015, UBT  
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Abstract. These days, getting new customers is much easier than in the past. People and 

customers are online sharing and exchanging ideas on products and it has become easier to find 

products over the internet and lately; with social media, where people can look for information 

from reviews and comments on sites. This way has changed shopping to a social experience and 

is the key element to the growth of social commerce. Businesses want to connect with people and 

customers which they do business, also they want customers opinions and reviews. By using 

social media, companies can now easily create an interaction between the company product and 

the customer. It is about connecting them customers directly with your website or even making 

them: from visitors into loyal customers. To fulfill research objectives, it is prepared a 

questionnaire survey through which we test and analyze the research model and hypothesis. In 

the conclusion, we discuss about research findings and the future of social media commerce. 

 

Keywords: Social Media Commerce, Social Media Commerce Application, Social Media 
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Abstract. The Albania National Archive is the main institution in Albania responsible by the law 

to create the rules for document life management produced by any organization public or private  

regardless document type or physical medium used to create and preserve them. Almost all 

archival documents stored in archival institutions must be saved for unlimited period of time, or 

as we say for forever. Today this is not a problem anymore for hard copy documents. The 

preservation of digital documents, digitized or digital born is different from preservation of paper 

documents and it is a very complex problem. This complexity is directly connected with the 

inevitable phenomenon of hardware and software obsolesces. In order to be able to bring to the 

new generation our digital national heritage produced during last years we need to have well 

defined strategy regarding the Digital Long-term Preservation. One of the most important issues 

in the digital long term preservation is choosing the right file format. This will be part of our 

presentation of this study. Which are main file format suggested worldwide for long-term 

preservation and why. We have analyzed technical characteristics of file formats proposed for 

different types of documents such are text, photography, audio and video files. The study tells 

that sustainability and quality factors are very important in the documents file selection for long 

term preservation.  
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Abstract. Linked Data refers to data published on the Web in such a way that it is machine-

readable. The Linked Open Data cloud provides a wide range of different types of information 

which are interlinked and connected. In today’s scenario, the quantity of linked data that includes 

governmental data, statistics and so on is growing rapidly. The prediction accuracy of any 

learning algorithm highly depends on the input of the features, so we will try to bring the solution 

for finding and constructing appropriate features from Linked Open Data focused on geospatial 

context. Geospatial data is information about a physical object that can be characterized by 

numerical values in a geographic coordinate system. In this paper we look at the overall state of 

the Linked Open Data cloud, with a focus on geospatial data and geoSPARQL-the query 

language that attempts to unify data access for the geospatial data on Linked Open Data.  We will 

investigate possibilities offered by geoSPARQL and working directions for possible new 

algorithms with the purpose of generating new features. Founded geospatial entity will used for 

generating features using SPARQL and geoSPARQL query languages. We will present 

experiments with and without features generated by our approach.  

 

Keywords: Linked Data, Machine Learning, Geospatial data, Feature Generation, SPARQL, 

geoSPARQL.  
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce Caputo type nabla (q,h)-fractional difference operators and 

investigate their basic properties and also to show the applicability of this interesting (q,h)- new 

integral transform method and its efficiency in solving linear fractional difference equations. 

Differential equations with fractional derivative provide a natural framework for the discussion 

of various kinds of real problems modeled by the aid of fractional derivative. Discrete analogues 

of some topics of continuous fractional calculus have been developed. Finally, we provide the 

general solutions in terms of discrete Mittag-Leffler functions. 

 

Keywords: (q,h)- new integral transform, convolution, fractional difference equations, nabla 

(q,h)- fractional integral, nabla (q,h)- fractional derivative. 
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Abstract. T-Mobile’s abusing of its dominant position is referring to the postpaid tariff models 

Relax and Relax Surf regarding the residential customers and the postpaid tariff models Business 

and Business Surf regarding its business customers. The prominent price offer to consumers is a 

case of predatory prices squeeze identified as a way of preventing or restricting competition in 

theory and practice. T-Mobile provides services at unreasonably low prices, prices below the 

level of expenditures necessary for their provision, as it is specific case with the postpaid tariff 

models Relax and Relax Surf regarding the residential customers and the postpaid tariff plans 

Business and Business Surf regarding the business customers. Providing predatory prices is anti-

competitive commercial strategy used by a certain dominant enterprise by dumping its prices on 

a certain relevant market to a price level forcing its competitors to leave the market. The 

interconnection costs or the cost amount of call termination in their own network or in other 

operator’s network regardless if it is fixed or mobile are determined by the Agency for Electronic 

Communications. The major element of the market economy is the free and effective 

competition. There is not a market economy without a competition as there is not a competition 

without a market economy. The competition in the market is a simple and effective means 

ensuring that the products and the services are offered to the customers with an excellent quality 

and competitive prices. 

By providing such services with predatory prices, T-Mobile intends to discipline its competitors, 

to protect and enhance its extended dominant market power on a long-term period. Disabling the 

competitiveness of the other operators and the inability to replicate the offer provided by an 

operator with significant market power is undoubtedly a risk leading to competition’s elimination 

on a long term. Thus, T-Mobile destroys the competition in the field of mobile telephony, taking 

advantage of its significant market power and dominant market position of the two entities, by 

providing conditions to which the other market participants are not able to respond due to the 

expenditure services structure. The competition and the free markets are the main engines of 

productivity, efficiency, product development, innovation and appropriate pricing. The 

competitive markets stimulate better technologies and technological development in order to 

provide products and services to their customers with high quality and prices reflecting the 

efficient producers’ expenditures.  
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Abstract. Natural Language Processing (NLP) are comprehended as divided in three layers: 

Databases (lexical), processes and applications. Where databases are closer to a lexical resource 

(LR) and include grammar formalization related to morphology, syntax, semantic, etc. Processes 

include tools and methods related to text segmentation, statistical methods, language generation, 

machine learning, corpora, ontologies, etc. and Applications, which are based on databases and 

processes and includes machine translation, information retrieval, information extraction, 

question answering etc. The goal of this paper will be to study different frameworks and tools for 

NLP Applications (performing most of the common core NLP tasks like tokenization, sentence 

splitting, stemming, part-of-speech tagging, morphological analysis, and Named Entity 

Recognition), tools (NLTK, GATE, Lucene, LingPipe, etc.) and lexical databases (WordNet, 

Lemon, MULTEX, DCEP - the Digital Corpus of the European Parliament, and SETimes - 

parallel newspaper corpus involving 10 languages from the SEE region). 

 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing (NLP), Part-of-Speech tagging (POST), Lexical 

Databases (LD), Language Corpora (LC) 
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Abstract. Besides being expensive, traffic violation monitoring systemsrely heavily on a huge 

infrastructure that incurs installation, operational,and maintenance costs. Developing countries 

where people do exhibit less traffic safety awareness - deployment of such systems becomes a 

daunting task. A police-men cannot be everywhere, and a policeman can also be bribed. With the 

above goals in mind, in this paper we present an infrastructure-less and police-less traffic 

violation detection system that relies solely on the broadcast messages between the vehicles and 

secure communication of the vehicles with the transportation authority. Each vehicle should be 

equipped with a small board box (or a smartphone) with a wifi antenna and 3G capability and 

subscription. The system is highly scalable and can include pedestrians with smartphones. It is 

active and operational wherever and whenever there are two participants in the range of each 

other. Each participant has two roles to bear simultaneously. The first one is to report and prove 

its location to the transportation authority. The second one is to report the presence of other 

vehicles in the neighborhood to the transportation authority and flag those that disobey the traffic 

rules acting as trustworthy and anonymous witnesses. This is a preliminary report on a still 

ongoing research project. 

 

Keywords: Traffic violation system, traffic rules, faults, broadcast messages, V2V 
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Abstract. Predicting demand for care is necessary to provide sufficient capacities in hospitals 

and enable better planning to cope with challenges like changes in the structure of the population. 

Emphasis in this work is put on the analysis of the data and on the parametrization of a simulation 

model for the paths of patients with mental diseases through the health care system. Survival 

analysis and model selection methods are used for this purpose. Data on patients and their 

treatments is analyzed with methods of survival analysis. Different methods for modelling the 

survival and hazard function are presented and compared. Hereby, the focus is on the cox model. 

It is used to model the hazard function and can be extended to analyze multiple events. With the 

use of model selection methods the significant parameters are determined. Only these are 

included in the simulation model. These methods shall help to raise the quality of the 

parametrization and therefore the whole simulation model. In the microsimulation model, every 

patient has a particular set of parameters and can be in one of several predefined, exclusive states. 

The events are implemented as state changes. The probabilities for the events are calculated using 

the hazard functions. These are estimated with several extensions of the cox model. The 

considered events in the simulation are readmissions to hospital and contacts to ambulant 

psychiatrists. The simulation runs for a predefined time span and the sequence of events of each 

patient is tracked. After the simulation, the individual paths of the patients as well as aggregated 

quantities such as the overall numbers of certain events are analyzed. Simulations for different 

populations are performed. The results for various scenarios are presented. Scenarios with and 

without contacts to a psychiatrist are considered as well as different maximum numbers of 

admissions. Also, the subpopulations are compared. For example, differences in the results for 

diagnosis groups are encountered. These simulations shall lead to an improvement of the 

prediction of the pathways of the patients and therefore help to evaluate interventions like 

treatment changes the health care system or the utilization of the capacities in hospitals. 
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to classify the risk factors of being with a type of cancer by 

applying the AHP (analytic hierarchy process) scale. The Saaty’s analytic hierarchy process is 

applied for computing weights for the factors, is a modeling for classification. A case study of 

QSUT Tirana hospital data base is presented to rank four cancer types. By  the data collect from 

the hospital during the years 2011-2015, the results show that lung cancer is mostly spread in 

humans, and the prostate cancer is lower spread in humans.   
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Abstract. This paper is introducing analyses of new design of the Automatic Identification 

System (AIS) ships antenna that will serve for both VHF-band Radio and Satellite tracking and 

identification system for maritime applications. The current AIS network is an automatic tracking 

system used by ships of Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) for identification and location of vessels 

by electronically exchanging data between nearby ships and on-shore base station. In the AIS 

system for the electronic data exchange, the Very High Frequency (VHF) range is used. Utilizing 

of the VHF range makes the AIS as short-range communication, identification and collision 

avoidance system between AIS equipped ships and base station is possible in the antennas Line-

of-Sight (LOS). In order to widen the range of the AIS from short range up to long or global 

range should be used AIS communication via a satellite. In order to provide communication via 

satellite as well should be designed multifunctional antenna for both Radio AIS (R-AIS) and 

Satellite AIS (S-AIS) communication antenna. The analyses and design of a new multifunctional 

antenna, calculation and development, including implementation and testing of helical VHF 

antenna for R-AIS and S-AIS equipment are discussed. 

 

Keywords: AIS, VHF, VTS, R-AIS 
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Abstract. This paper introduces new projects of military satellite solutions for global tracking 

and Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) of mobile assets and personnel at sea, 

on the ground and in the air. Implementing new CNS systems military mobiles and personnel 

will be controlled, tracked and managed in more tactical and safe ways. The new satellite 

communication and navigation transponders are able to provide connections, monitoring and 

detection of all military mobile vehicles and personnel, to enhance traffic control and 

management, improve safety and security of movements and augment collision avoidance, 

especially for navy and air forces assets. Tracking transponders dedicated for civilian application 

discreetly installed onboard ships or aircraft can provide to military forces reliable anti-piracy or 

hijacking solutions, respectively. Separately, the communication, navigation and surveillance 

solutions for navy, ground and air forces with their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 

 

Keywords: AIS, VHF, VTS, R-AIS 
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Abstract. In this paper is introduced an advanced E-education provision in remote dispersed 

communities, such as rural, remote, mobile, agriculture, mining, construction, surveying, 

military, tourism and so on, based on the specific needs and requirements, implies significant 

broadband connectivity requirements, timely and quality-assured content delivery of service, 

applications and interactivity. The E-education solutions of distance learning and training for 

remote and rural areas, which are out of range of terrestrial and short distance wireless 

telecommunications facilities, cannot provide the broadband access without space-enabled 

communication infrastructures, such as satellite constellations and Stratospheric Platform 

Systems (SPS) or High Altitude Platforms (HAP). The paper also discusses the integration 

challenges that are presented by combining use of the space solutions for implementation 

Education and learning in urban, rural and mobile environments. The configuration of in-house 

design and development of Space Segment, installation of the scale-down Digital Video 

Broadcasting-Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) Hub as a Gateway, Ground Network and 

Interactive VSAT, known as Fixed Interactive Terminals (FIT), for E-education, distance 

learning and staff training initiative in Africa are described. 

 

Keywords: DVB-RCS, DVB-S/S2, VDVoIP, Space and Ground Segment 
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Abstract. In this paper are introduced the modern airship techniques and technologies as cost 

effective solutions of Stratospheric Communication Platforms (SCP). The launch or putting in 

position the airship is not critical point such as launch of satellite and controlling support services 

in the creation of space-based communication technology and the most expensive phase of the 

total system cost. Therefore, with few cost effective remote controlled and solar powered airships 

can be covered some region or country including urban, suburban and rural areas, mobile, farms 

and other environments with low density of population. The airship SCP network offers better 

solutions than cellular radio systems, with greater speed of transmission than even optical modes, 

roaming will be enhanced without severe shadowing or obstacle problems and disturbances 

inside of buildings and service will cost less. The SPS mission system is more autonomous and 

discrete, can be integrated with current satellite and cellular systems, and will be the best solution 

for rural, mobile transportation and military applications. The SCP airship can be seen well from 

all positions inside coverage area, because they are overlapping the total coverage and because 

of elevation angle. In any circumstances mountains, buildings and even trees cannot cause 

obstructions like to cellular network. For these reasons, there is currently a revival of interest for 

SCP constellations and application types of various system concepts are being studied. 
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Abstract. Electrical Engineering Faculty, nowadays needs to develop by their students the “FIE 

Student MIS Application”. Development and usage of Web applications are popular due to the 

ubiquity of the browser as a client, commented mostly as a thin client. The ability to update and 

maintain web applications without distributing and installing software on potentially thousands 

of client computers is a key reason for their popularity. This paper presents the “FIE Student MIS 

Application” web platform designed for Electrical Engineering Faculty students and their lecturer 

to support on time correctly without delays and informing online all students and their lecturer 

receiving online the student’s status as per the FIE exam schema: attendance/activation at 

lecturer/seminar presence %, exam %, project/essay %, final grade of the exam; schedule of 

lecturers/seminars by day/week/month per class, other information coming from secretary part 

to all students in general or to one student. The process of implementation of the “FIE Student 

MIS Application” is based on project management of web application as per: definition, planning, 

management and evaluation. 

 

Keywords: web applications, project management, PhP and MySQL, Student MIS Application.  
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Abstract. The very first step when processing a natural language is creating a morphological 

parser. Verbs in Albanian language are the most complex area of inflection. Besides irregular 

verbs, the ways in which the regular verbs change their form while being inflected are hardly 

definable, and the number of exceptions is huge.  

In this paper, a different approach to Albanian verbs is made. Unlike traditional classification, 

based on the inflection themes they take, verbs are classified into different verb groups. This way, 

the inflection process looks clearer and more regular, as the affix remains the only changeable 

part of the inflected verb. This way of approach, makes us able to process the Albanian verbs 

simpler and easier. 
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Abstract. Most new user-centered designs start with the current solutions rather than looking at 

the entirety of evolution spectrum of the interfaces that have been designed for the problem. In 

this study, we present a strategy to find a human-centered design pattern through a systematic 

process for designing effective interfaces. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our strategy 

through the analysis of several popular human-centered designs in their entirety of evolutions. 
 

Keywords: Human-Centered Designs, User Interface Designs, Design Patterns, Soft System 

Engineering. 
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Abstract. With the advancing new era of communication, the so-called era of ‘being always 

online’ many providers offer their services for free. In that sense a small company or a virtual 

company becomes a huge competitor for different traditional telecommunication 

providers.  Using the same services such as: voice calls, video calls, chat and similar services, 

the internet technology has made huge changes how users make use of such services. Instead of 

using these services, users shall install applications that are specialized for offering these services 

via applications, such as: Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook, Google Talk etc. During the installation 

and update of these applications people do not recognize the risks of security and privacy of the 

information that makes their business vital, and how such information are abused on the fly and 

reused for unauthorized purposes. Using qualitative and quantitative methods we have conducted 

an empirical study focused on the usage of “these” services and we have elaborated further the 

need for increasing the knowledge of people in the area of security and privacy while using “free” 

services. This paper will highlight the challenges by setting a number of privacy and security 

concerns that are violated while using “free” online services, also offering a bird’s eye view of 

numerous recommendations developed by various standard organizations.  
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Abstract. The data size is increasing dramatically every day, therefore, it has emerged the need 

of detecting abnormal behaviors, which can harm seriously our systems. Outlier detection refers 

to the process of identifying outlying activities, which diverge from the remaining group of data.  

This process, an integral part of data mining field, has experienced recently a substantial interest 

from the data mining community. An outlying activity or an outlier refers to a data point, which 

significantly deviates and appears to be inconsistent compared to other data members. Ensemble-

based outlier detection is a line of research employed in order to reduce the model dependence 

from datasets or data locality by raising the robustness of the data mining procedures. The key 

principle of an ensemble approach is using the combination of individual detection results, which 

do not contain the same list of outliers in order to come up with a consensus finding. In this paper, 

we propose a novel strategy of constructing randomized ensemble outlier detection. This 

approach is an extension of the heuristic greedy ensemble construction previously built by the 

research community. We will focus on the core components of constructing an ensemble –based 

algorithm for outlier detection. The randomization will be performed by intervening into the 

pseudo code of greedy ensemble and implementing randomization in the respective java code 

through the ELKI data-mining platform. The key purpose of our approach is to improve the 

greedy ensemble and to overcome its local maxima problem. In order to induce diversity, it is 

performed randomization by initializing the search with a random outlier detector from the pool 

of detectors. Finally, the paper provides strong insights regarding the ongoing work of our 

randomized ensemble-based approach for outlier detection. Empirical results indicate that due to 

inducing diversity by employing various outlier detection algorithms, the randomized ensemble 

approach performs better than using only one outlier detector. 

 

Keywords: outlier detection, ensemble outlier detection, greedy ensemble, randomized 
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Abstract. Captcha (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans 

Apart) is a widely used online security tool that ensures that a computer program is not posing as 

a human user. While smart programs with advanced image processing capability have already 

cracked picture based captcha systems there is a need for making the test harder.  This paper 

presents a design prototype of a simplified type of labeled-image captcha where a picture of a 

common animal or household item is marked with a number of different labels and the users will 

be asked to provide the correct label for specific parts of the picture. Due to human’s familiarity 

with body shapes and part names of such common pictures, they will easily identify a specific 

organ/parts of the picture. Such labeled-image captcha tests are expected to be very easy for 

human users regardless of their culture, age, gender, educational background and other 

discriminations but tough for the bots and automated computer programs. 
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Abstract. Identified as the tendency of  IT, Big Data gained global attention. Advances in data 

analytics are changing the way businesses compete, enabling them  to make faster and better 

decisions based on real-time analysis. Big Data introduces a new set of challenges. Three 

characteristics define Big Data: volume, variety, and velocity. Big Data requires tools and 

methods that can be applied to analyze and extract patterns from large-scale data. Companies 

generate enormous volumes of poly-structured data from Web, social network posts, sensors, 

mobile devices, emails, and many other sources. Companies need a cost-effective, massively 

scalable solution for capturing, storing, and analyzing this data. They also need to be able to 

integrate their Big Data into their real-time analytics environment to maximize business value. 

Big Data was seen as a mean to manage and to reduce the costs of data management. In this paper 

we discuss definition, characteristics, challenges, techniques for analyzing Big Data and the 

importance of  Big Data.  The main importance of  Big Data consists in the potential to improve 

efficiency in the context of use a large volume of data, of different type. Big Data enables 

companies to create new products and services, and invent entirely new business models.  A case 

study will be present to demonstrate the potential of  Big Data Analytics: Oracle Application in 

Social Insurance. We conclude this paper that through better analysis of the large volumes of 

data that are becoming available, there is the potential for making faster advances in many 

scientific disciplines and improving the profitability and success of many enterprises. 
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Abstract. In this study, Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) signal generation and detection is 

implemented by using Goertzel Algorithm in MATLAB software. The DTMF signals are 

generated by using Cool Edit Pro Version 2.0 program for DTMF tone detection. The DTMF 

signal generation and detection algorithm are based on International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) recommendations. Frequency deviation, twist, energy and time duration tests are 

performed on the DTMF signals. The algorithm recognizes the DTMF tones if they satisfy the 

recommendations, otherwise they are rejected. 

 

Keywords: DTMF, Signal Generation and Detection, Goertzel Algorithm, Frequency 
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Abstract.  The present paper aims to build the algebraic structure of a corps (a division unitary 

ring) from an affine plane what do you want. This construction will do only with the help of two 

bijections (which will call and collimations) in affine plane. For this construction, after having 

built affine plane, we will have an extra axiom. So we will distinguish only two bijections and 

we will see how only with two bijections and with four axioms of affine plane we will build a 

algebraic structure of a corps.  
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Abstract. A collection of data is gathered from surveys held in a Spring Course of the Economic 

Faculty in the University “Ismail Qemali” of Vlora, Albania. The data set for each student 

contains the names of the other students through which he/she have a “social relationship”. This 

relationship includes frequent communications, discussions on exercise solutions, and sitting 

usually close to each other in the class. We have constructed. At the end of the course, a final 

network based on this type of relationship. We are particularly interested on the clustering 

coefficient of this network and assessing it’s “significance”, in the sense of being somehow 

unusual or unexpected. Simulated random graph models, using R platform, are used to test the 

“significance” of the observed clustering coefficient.  
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Abstract. Through this paper we present the development of information technology especially 

in cloud computing and mobile technology as an integral part of everyday life, as well as the 

advantages that cloud computing and mobile technology offers to the business community and 

the private one. Furthermore, it presents the possibilities offered by this technology on the data 

preservation compared with the traditional ones. 

Due to the increased demand for big space, it was necessary to establish a centralized data storage 

which has brought with it more innovation and advantage, in comparison with other media for 

data storage in personal memories. This opportunity has influenced individuals, companies and 

the community in general, because of the access to data at any time and from almost every 

country. Essential principle includes achieving increased productivity benefits at different scopes 

including ecological impact, reducing managerial costs, investments in infrastructure and 

exploitation of common resources. 
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Abstract. Education, like almost every other area of our society has evolved in leaps and bounds 

in recent years. Traditional teaching techniques may still be useful on occasions, but education 

today revolves more around encouraging the student to awaken their curiosity and desire to learn. 

One of the most recent techniques is based on Educational Software. These software are 

programmed for educational purposes and they are beneficial for both sides, students and teachers 

respectively. First of all it makes learning interesting and attractive, providing a lot of possibilities 

for different exercises which students aren't able or hesitate to do in classes. The ability to practice 

and get immediate results of answers, has a huge impact in the progress of learning, making it 

faster and easier. It is also far more flexible for teachers, making a friendlier environment with 

students. The flexibility of these programs provides to teachers a wide area of options for 

explaining things in the simplest way possible and staying in touch with their students and their 

progress. This paper is focused in presenting one such educational tool named SORSE. The tool 

itself is rather easy to work with, but has robust design and high scalability. It has been developed 

to guide students in Algorithms and Data Structures. SORSE helps students understand 

intuitively how algorithms that they learn in classes actually work in practice. It is specifically 

made for searching and sorting algorithms, offering step by step trace how these operations work. 
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Abstract. The social Web provides opportunities for the common people to have link at global 

level through the World Wide Web. The huge number of online users using social web 

applications and sites creates so much data that the concept of Big Data has emerged which 

focuses on computational analysis of data to reveal patterns, and association relating to study the 

human interactions. Such analysis has vast applications in various fields such as understanding 

human behavior, promoting online marketing. The blogs are one of the social web channels that 

offer a way to informally discuss about various topics.  Finding the top influential bloggers has 

been a major research problem in the domain of social web and big data. It has various 

applications in the fields of product marketing and advertising, political and other social issues. 

The existing research pays attention on the blogger's activity and their influence within the 

blogging community and do not consider the sentiment expressed by bloggers in their blog posts. 

In this paper, in addition to activity and influence, we also focus on the sentiment of the blog 

posts of the bloggers. We use the blog post content, compute their sentiment scores using standard 

methods and correlate them with the characteristics of the top bloggers who are active as well as 

influential. Several existing and proposed features have been used. The results computed using 

the real world blog data reveal that the sentiment is an important factor and should be considered 

for identification of influential bloggers in the blogging community. 
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Abstract. The Internet of Things that is defined as anything that can be accessible anytime and 

anywhere provides connectivity to different objects and sensors around us and which will enable 

the transfer of different data between these objects and devices. A thing in the Internet of Things 

can be any natural or man-made object that can be assigned an IP address with a capability to 

exchange date over a network. There is a huge number of applications of IoT to benefit users, 

such as health monitors, smart homes, connected cars etc.  
If everything around us is connected and information about these things that can contain sensitive 

information, e.g. health and other personal information, are collected then these networks become 

very important and must be able to provide a proper security and privacy. It is believed that by 

2020 there will be over 50 billion things that could be connected to Internet.  
Internet of things are very much associated with M2M (machine to machine communication) that 

is identified as a technology that makes objects smart, like smart homes, smart utility meters etc. 

M2M actually is considered to be a subset of IoT and which is mainly used for difficult and 

dangerous tasks, e.g. nuclear plants, etc. The deployment of IoT has already started and is 

expected to transform the way we live. According to Gartner, a technology research company, 

the Internet of Things has just reached the deployment stage by early adopters and the full 

deployment is expected in over ten years. From an industry angle, this paper will examine the 

market and technical trends of Internet of Things, main applications that will be supported by 

this technology, key issues and challenges faced by the industry, standards activities around IoT 

and finally the implementation landscape. 
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Abstract - Considering the total amount of energy consumed in the world, energy used 

in lighting is of utmost importance. For this reason, systems used in lighting should be 

energy efficient, and mıre efficient lighting elements should be preferred. LED, as a 

solid-state lighting system, is more energy efficient than the lighting systems with 

conventional lighting elements. Some of the LEDs used in solid-state lighting systems 

are named as standard 5mm LEDs and power LEDs. Because power LEDs have more 

light efficiency than standard 5 mm LEDs, they are produced as an alternative to 

conventional light sources. Power LEDs draw much more current than standard 5 mm 

LEDs. LEDs need LED drivers that provide them with constant current to run 

efficiently, and have a long life. The present research studies 10 W DC-DC converter 

based current limited LED driver circuits. Simulations were created for these LED 

driver circuits, and they are analysed through their simulations. Efficiency, input 

current, total circuit loss, output current and power values are measured. In this context, 

output current and efficiency values of the driver circuits are analysed in terms of 

energy efficiency, and optimised in accordance with energy efficiency.                   
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Abstract - An electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting application based on metamaterial 

absorber (MA) is introduced and discussed in this paper. This application is operating at ISM 

band (2.40 GHz) which is especially chosen due to its wide usage area. Square ring resonator 

(SRR) which has two gaps and resistors across the gaps on it is used. Chips resistors are used to 

deliver power to any active component. Transmission and reflection characteristics of 

metamaterial absorber (MA) for energy harvesting application are investigated. 83.6% efficient 

for energy harvesting application is realized in this study. 
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Abstract. We are living in digital world. All our activities, actions, purchases, associations, 

movements stored are stored in bits and bytes. Around 74% of online adults use social 

networking sites. More than 1.2 billion people people are active on Facebook each day, 

distributing every day billions data. Main users of social network are young people. What is 

happening in Kosovo? Which social network is most used? What do they know about social 

networks? Are question that this paper will give answers. Based on survey made in 16 

municipalities, where around 1000 school children answered 18 questions related to use of 

social network.  
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Abstract. With the advancement of technology and the raising of massive amount of data, the 

used techniques for data security are continually a challenge. This paper contributes on 

identifying the gaps and evaluating security level on web portals hosted or managed by Republic 

of Kosovo institutions or businesses, whose data privacy and security could be a big business 

concern. The results have been obtained from real case scenario, where 25 security researchers 

have contributed in white hack activities. These activities, were part of a one day conference 

called "The DAY when hacking is legal", held in Pristine 
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Abstract. Trends of certifications in the field of information technology recent years have been 

increased significantly. Researches shows that IT Certifications are one of the key factors to be 

employed by given their value in the technical aspect of learning. Certification, education and 

experience are three key factors related to build a successful career. The employees receive 

training and are certified to develop career while students to brighten their first steps towards 

success. Faculties of Computer Science and Information Systems constantly face the challenge 

of providing qualitative education to adapt to the technological changes that occur continuously. 

This paper shows the need and possibility of integration of vocational education in academia, 

taking into account and analyzing the universities and institutes in various countries that have 

applied such practices. An important part within the paper also includes part of the academic 

programs and the similarities between some training and professional certifications offered in the 

market. This element is important for linking these two areas that will enable the students gain 

technical, academic and professional experience in the field of information and communication 

technology. 

 

Keyword: IT Professional Certification, Education integration, IT curriculum, Academic 
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to present and discuss the importance of combining data 

warehousing and cloud computing. Data warehousing and cloud computing are recent trends in 

modern computing. The Web is becoming the biggest contributor towards the growth of business 

intelligence and data warehousing. The Internet and data warehousing are both technologies that 

are intended to offer easy access to information. The Internet supplies an infrastructure where 

more users can access corporate information. In addition, the Internet can increase the number of 

sources of information to include both internal and external data. Using Internet/Intranet 

technologies to implement data warehouses is significantly reducing the cost associated 

deployment.  On the other hand, Cloud computing is the opposite of traditional data warehousing. 

The main purpose of cloud computing is to share resources. The cloud is the natural integration 

point for data.  

In this paper we discuss opportunities and issues, several challenges when deploying data 

warehouses in the cloud. Cloud infrastructure is the perfect platform for constructing the ideal 

data warehouse. Cloud infrastructure delivers near-unlimited resources, on demand, in minutes, 

and you pay only for what you use. Transforming data warehousing into a cloud service requires 

re-imagining the entire technology infrastructure that supports it. Data warehouse workloads are 

particularly challenging in the cloud. That’s because most cloud environments are not configured 

for typical data warehouse workloads. Relating to making an enterprise-wide data warehouse 

available on the web and discuss a number of important trends and technologies. In this paper we 

conclude that data warehousing in the cloud can provide an easy, cost-effective means of 

augmenting existing environments, deploying development, test, and production environments 

for data footprints and workloads that fit in the cloud’s sweet spot. Data warehousing systems in 

the cloud have great potential, due to potential for elasticity, scalability, deployment time, 

reliability and reduced costs. 
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Abstract. In times of increasing power and capacity in computer simulation mathematical 

models are getting more and more important. For different technical applications and in natural 

science but also in economic systems and management processes appropriate mathematical 

model descriptions are necessary. Hybrid modelling is a special technique for more complex 

model descriptions in order to reduce the degree of complexity. In different fields of interest the 

behavior of a model is dependent on the active state. When the model description is changing 

from one state to another a so-called state event takes place. State event modelling is the overall 

term to describe this modelling approach. One state is defined by one dynamic system description 

and another state is described by the next description. The mathematical environment of the 

model allows finding the description which is the best matching one in each state. In this sense 

it is possible to find the most efficient model description for each state and it is not necessary to 

build up a complicated model structure to cover all cases in one model. Beside the principle effect 

of the basic structure it is also possible to combine different mathematical modelling techniques 

for realizing a hybrid model for a certain complex system. In each case a certain mathematical 

model of the mathematical method can be provided. This is the formal mathematical definition 

of a multi method approach. In different states different models are simulated and a certain master 

algorithm is managing the overall administration of the discrimination. The mentioned issues are 

covered under the overall term hybrid modelling and will be introduced in the corresponding 

paper. 
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Abstract. In this work we present two structurally different mathematical models for the 

prognostic simulation of Austria’s population: A time-continuous, macroscopic system dynamics 

approach and a time-discrete, microscopic agent-based approach. Both models were developed 

as case studies of a series of population concepts in order to support models for decision-support 

in Austria’s health care system. In the present work we want to focus on the definition, the 

parametrisation as well as especially the validation process of both population-models. The latter 

was of special interest as it included a cross-model validation with Statistics Austria’s own 

prognostic model SIKURS.  
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Abstract. The journal SNE – Simulation Notes Europe, www.sne-journal.org - publishes since 

1992 benchmarks for modelling approaches and simulation implementations. This contribution 

summarizes the benchmarks for modelling and simulation of discrete systems, with emphasis 

on the new benchmark C20 ‘Complex Production System’ and discusses extensions wrt. agent-

based approaches and co-simulation. 
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Abstract. Agent-Based Models have become a widely used tool in social sciences, health care 

management and other disciplines to describe complex systems from a bottom-up perspective. 

Some reasons for that are the easy understanding of Agent-Based Models, the high flexibility and 

the possibility to describe heterogeneous structures. Nevertheless problems occur when it comes 

to analyzing Agent-Based Models. This paper shows how to describe Agent-Based Models in a 

macroscopic way as Markov Chains, using the random map representation. The focus is on the 

implementation of this method for chosen examples of a Random Walk and Opinion Dynamic 

Models. It is also shown how to use Markov Chain tools to analyze these models. Our case studies 

imply that this method can be a powerful tool when it comes to analyzing Agent-Based Models 

although some further research in practice is still necessary.  
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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to compare telecom services of the two main 

service providers VALA vs. IPKO in their main domain areas of services.  The survey was based 

in obtaining random sampling through direct interviews from the respective clients that utilize 

their services such as: mobile services, Cable TV, internet and home line phone services. The 

research included 535 questioners that were distributed at various locations throughout Kosovo. 

The results show that the two main operators in general still remain highly competitive in service 

areas mentioned above and having about the same number of clients however one of the operators 

dominates more towards younger generations. Also, the results show that the operators are 

focused bringing new innovative ideas to attract younger generations. The results shows that 

home line services are in the declining mode and cell phones have taken almost entire market 

compare with the traditional home line services.  
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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) compose the fundamental platform for a number of 

Internet of Things (IoT) applications, especially those related to the environmental, health, and 

military surveillance. While being autonomous in power supply, the main challenge in node’s 

processing and communication architecture design remains the energy efficiency. However, this 

goal should not limit the main functionality of the system which is often related to the network 

coverage and connectivity.  

This paper shows the implementation of the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

routing algorithm in an XBee based platform. As shown, the network can achieve low power 

consumption per node primarily due to the energy efficiency of the wireless transceivers and the 

due to the capability of the firmware to enable different operation modes. On the other hand, 

while inheriting the advantages of flooding-based route discovery protocols, the implemented 

AODV algorithm further minimizes the data and processing overhead, which implies the 

additional lifetime prolongation of the energy-constrained mesh network. 
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Abstract. Contemporary distributed systems, exemplified by grid environments, involve 

resources spanning multiple administrative domains. Existing networking techniques and 

solutions do not necessarily apply since they are generally designed to be used in enterprise 

networks – i.e.: administrative domain.  The presence of firewalls and network address translation 

devices compromise the connectivity among resources across different sites, and considerable 

effort is required from site administrators to offer, when possible, a computing environment for 

distributed applications.  In this scenario, grid administrators need privileged access to core 

network equipment of every site, and possibly of network providers, in order to manage the “grid 

networking” – an unrealistic requirement.  Even when resource providers agree to release the 

control of network equipment, heterogeneity in terms of vendor, hardware and firmware make 

the management and operation of such an environment difficult. This paper advocates the use of 

user-level network virtualization to address the networking problems in grid environments. 
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Abstract: Industry 4.0 generally refers to the expected next industrial revolution focusing on the 

manufacturing industries. It is pushed by general global market trends exerting enormous 

pressure on the industries and is supposed to be enabled by a broad range of currently developed 

or already existing technologies. In particular the increasing levels of maturity of cyber-physical 

systems, the internet of things, the internet of services, social media, mobile networked 

computing, big data and predictive analysis are together with paradigm breaking concepts the 

constituents of the so called Smart Factory that is at the heart of Industry 4.0. 

SAP as the globally leading enterprise business software provider supports with its 

comprehensive application suite companies on their way to implement Industry 4.0 concepts in 

their businesses. Covering the largest part of the automation pyramid with its solutions SAP 

provides for its customers an already integrated approach for complex transformation projects 

towards the Smart Factory. To prepare this transformation und support the availability of experts 

SAP developed together with partners from academia and industry an Industry 4.0 pilot 

implementation and an accompanying curriculum. Both is provided to the academic community 

by means of the SAP University Alliance program that offers academic institutions around the 

world access to training material, real world SAP systems and the platform for exchange between 

SAP, academia and industry. 

Since October 2015 UBT is member of the SAP University Alliance. At the focus of the 

partnership is the training of students on real live SAP systems. On the other hand the early 

participation in Industry 4.0 projects provides further excellent opportunities for job preparation 

of students and academic research projects exploiting and enhancing multi-faculty competences 

in computer science, business information systems, business management and mechatronics. In 

the next months these opportunities will be further examined and evaluated focusing on co-

innovation projects with SAP and industry partners preferably from the local market. 
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Abstract. Operation Excellence is the part of the University of the Future. The rapid development 

of the technology is influencing also the model of the Higher Education Institution overall. . This 

paper shows the programs and models for Digitalization and Virtualization of University 

Processes with the focus in UBT as case studies and their impact to the quality education and 

operation in general.  
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Abstract. The transition from school to work is a very important stage in the life of the 

youngsters, during which they aim at a satisfactory integration in the labour market.  However, 

in this process they often face different barriers, such as high unemployment rates, and economic 

inactivity. In Albania, youth unemployment is about twice as much as that of the total 

unemployment rates and has shown an increasing trend during the last years. In 2014, 32.5% of 

the youngsters were unemployed. Furthermore, the rate of those not being in employment, 

education, and/or training in 2014 was 34.5%, of which 36% are unemployed, while the rest 

remain out of the labour market because they are discouraged (23%), dealing with household 

chores and family responsibilities (19.4%) or any other reason (21.4%). From a gender 

perspective, male youngsters are more active than females, with an extremely high difference of 

about 30 percentage points between them, although the inactivity rates are almost equal.  

This paper uses the Albanian Living Standards Measurement Survey 2012 to investigate the 

factors that affect the transition from school to work in Albania. It employs survival model 

estimation and uses the time span from education completion to their first job as a dependent 

variable and several individual, household and community/regional level independent variables. 

Our findings indicate that age, the level and field of education, and family background are 

important determinants of the transition towards the first job. Several recommendations with 

regards to decreasing transition times are provided in the paper. 
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Abstract. Kosovo, as a new state in the region and Europe, has a relatively new, with serious 

allegations towards achieving upward-trend sustainability. After a deep transformation from a 

centralized economy, in an open market economy, with all the destruction made during the war, 

Kosovo has managed to create the basis for economic development, in parallel with regional 

developments. Goals that the relevant institutions have set themselves about the economy, related 

to enhancing the competitiveness of the economy on the regional, European and global trade, by 

reducing trade deficit, increasing exports, absorption of the foreign direct investments, 

membership in regional and global organizations, by being already a member of CEFTA, IMF, 

World Bank, EBRD, ECB and aspires to the WTO. As a new country for business development, 

facing all the current challenges, Kosovo offers numerous opportunities and a wide range of 

business activities, such in agriculture, tourism, viticulture, extraction and processing of metals, 

technological innovation, food industry, etc. But particularly, it is worth mentioning great 

opportunities for economic development, which are linked with many natural resources owned 

by Kosovo, then a relatively young age workforce, with an average age of about 30, suitable 

climatic conditions, very favorable fiscal policy, where taxes are the lowest in the region, the 

geographical position, which makes Kosovo a regional economic crossroad, modern institutions 

in supporting business, the euro, which avoids the risk of the Eurozone and financial stability, 

assisted in particular by the IMF. With these features, Kosovo represents an ideal model, which 

can be used in the best way for investment. However, the relevant institutions should work further 

to promote investment opportunities in parallel with overcoming the challenges that are 

damaging the image of the state.  
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Abstract. The contemporary working conditions that are characterized by dynamic structural 

changes, development of information technology, internationalization of businesses, ever 

increasing of the global competition, and the increase of insecurity, have imposed the urgency to 

develop the small and medium sized enterprises as a highly dynamic sector. For this reason the 

importance to research this topic arises, because it presents itself a very current issue, not only 

locally, but also nationally and internationally. Given the above, the aim of the paper is to analyze 

the role and influence of the small and medium sized enterprises in performing economic 

operations and their contribution to the economic development in the Republic of Macedonia. As 

a result, the set hypothesis of this scientific work reads as follows: the gross-added value of the 

small and medium sized enterprises has a significant impact on the country’s GDP.  

Research has shown substantial impact of the sector of small and medium enterprises on GDP. 

Indicated impact on GDP makes sense because between independent variables the 

multicollinearity has been removed, and therefore it can be seen the isolated effect of one variable 

on GDP. The model was verified through a test of determination where R² = 0.952. This means 

that the model provides a basis for predicting with 0.88% accuracy. 
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Abstract. With Global Value Chains (GVCs) speedily gaining importance in defining the 
prevalent trade scenario, it has become vital to understand their economic implications for 

developing economies. This study takes the case of India and examines the industry-level impact 

of linking into GVCs for the Indian labour market, spanning the period 1995-2011. Due to the 

lack of availability of value added databases till 2013, traditional trade data attempted at 

capturing the impact of GVCs on employment indirectly, through tariffs and growth in import of 

intermediate goods. However, this analysis is riddled with the problem of double counting. To 

circumvent this problem and given the dearth of empirical work on GVCs and employment in 
participant developing countries, this study adds to the existing literature in two important ways; 

first, it uses data on Foreign Value Added from Trade in Value Added database (TiVA) and 

employment data from World Input-Output database (WIOD); second, it estimates a dynamic 

labour demand equation, employing methodologies of difference and system GMM estimation, 

for both manufacturing as well as non-manufacturing sectors. Using panel data for 35 sub-sectors, 

including 13 Manufacturing industries, 21 services sub-sectors and Agriculture, the impact of 

growth in Foreign Value Added in exports (Backward Linkages in GVCs) and Domestic Value 

Added in exports of intermediate products (Forward Linkages in GVCs) on growth of 

employment is estimated. The results show that Backward Linkages have negatively impacted 

employment growth in Indian industries, with higher impact for the manufacturing sector as 

compared to non-manufacturing. Forward Linkages are found to have statistically insignificant 

impact on employment. Trend analysis shows that there has been substantial growth in backward 

linkages of India and consequently a declining ratio of forward to backward linkages is observed 

overtime. 
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Abstract. In the last decade, the social networks became an important factor regarding the web 

presence of an organization in many industries including tourism. Pinterest is the 4th social 

network by unique monthly visitors (after Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn) and the 2nd by 

number of visitors it sends to other web sites, after Facebook (65, 97%). In the USA Pinterest 

(17,66%), sends visitors to the web sites more than Tumblr, Twitter, reedit, Stumble Upon, 

YouTube, Google+ and LinkedIn combined (16,17%), what makes Pinterest an important 

element of any internet marketing strategy. On the other hand, Pinterest is mainly image (sharing) 

based social platform and it is highly suitable for promoting touristic attractions and travel 

destinations. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the current presence of the West Balkan 

countries on Pinterest, their utilization of this important social network, and if necessary, to 

develop basic suggestion for enhancement of future presence.  
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Abstract. The main reason for studying Brand Equity of ISPs arises from the motivation of 

improving marketing productivity in this sector. Given increasing competition, higher costs of 

technology adoption, flattened demand, ISP managers need a thorough understanding of 

customer behavior in order to increase the efficiency of marketing expenses and enhance 

customer loyalty. This study identifies customer’s differentiated response towards ISPs and 

motives in choosing a brand instead of another. In June 2014, a survey among 998 adult 

connected urban households in Albania has been conducted.  A well-structured questionnaire, 

designed on the basis of Keller’s Brand Equity Model evaluate consumer awareness, attitudes 

and perceptions, relationship and satisfaction with current ISP as key driver to consumer loyalty. 

The results reveal the existence of different segments in the Internet Service Providers (ISP) 

market and conclude with a set of implications to guide practitioners and to stimulate future 

research. 

 

Keywords: Brand Equity, Brand Loyalty, Brand Satisfaction, Brand Awareness, Internet Service 
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Abstract. In recent years, data are exploded and they become more unstructured as a result of 

increasing web pages, e-mails, social media, photos and video contents. Traditional databases are 

not enough now to manage such data. However, organizations should manage them to gain 

competitive advantages; otherwise they will go out of play. As unstructured data are increased 

now, companies face with ‘big data’ and data mining tools should be applied to transform mass 

data into information and even into knowledge. There are different data mining techniques 

providing ‘business intelligence’. One of them is text mining, a powerful tool to analyze texts as 

main unstructured data. They are mostly available in the tourism sector in the form of tourists’ 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction stories. In this study, text mining technique will be applied to 

travelers’ comments about hotels located in Durrës on booking.com. This web site collects 

travelers’ positive and negative comments separately, so it enables to analyze comments in a 

bipolar way. In this case, the comments represent unstructured mass data and the competitive 

advantage will be the knowledge of attributes of satisfaction and those of dissatisfaction. Based 

on the research findings, these attributes will be discussed in details. Some of them are considered 

as ‘standards’, where their existence does not create satisfaction but their lack causes 

dissatisfaction. On the other hand, some of them are considered as ‘providing competitive 

advantage’, where their existence creates satisfaction.  

Based on Herzberg’s motivational theory, it’s possible to state that hotel managers should 

eliminate dissatisfies to achieve a standard level. In addition they have to identify and then 

provide satisfiers to create competitive advantage which will result in travelers’ satisfaction. 
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Abstract. A model is a statement of reality or its approximation. Most phenomena in the social 

sciences are extremely complex. With a model we simplify the reality and focus on a manageable 

number of factors. It is impossible to completely understand why consumers default and identify 

all the factors influencing customer’s default behavior. The bank manager sets up a statistical 

model that relates customer’s default behavior to only two important factors, the income and the 

education. There surely are thousands of other variables that may influence customer’s default 

behavior. This article describes the fundamentals of a statistical model building. We begin our 

discussion on the managerial justification for building a statistical model. Then we discuss three 

important statistical issues that are of prime importance to database marketers: model/variable 

selection, treatment of missing data, and evaluation of the model using Bootstrap Method. 
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Abstract. The aim of research is to define and explain a relation between macroeconomic 

indicators such as the budget deficit and inflation. Under consideration is taken the period 

between 1994 – 2012, a period which has had an intensity and greater attention by the 

internationals in terms of performance of the economy. The paper studies these indicators mainly 

through econometric model, by considering indicators a function of each other. Main hypothesis 

of this research is: “If we increase the budget deficit and money supply, the rate of inflation is 

expected to increase." Based on the inflation model only in relation with money supply, it results 

a positive results, this only for the money supply with a dynamic delay of 1. The opposite 

dynamic results without delay. In the extended model of inflation, its connection with the budget 

deficit, not only comes out as negative, but the level of determination for this relationship is very 

low. This has no theoretical consistency and, most importantly, is a very unclear link between 

these two indicators. 
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Abstract. Macroprudentiality came mainly as a result of the recent global crisis which shocked 

the international finance, and has become one of the most debated notions in the district of 

researchers. Existing policies has shown that even if they are applied rigorously, would not be 

capable to prevent systemic risks in an economy, so researchers and experts are seeking and 

applying integrated policies at the macro level. 

In this article we try to summarize all the studies made so far in connection with macroprudential 

policy, the use from the Bank of Albania and the impact that has so far. 

How much macroprudential policy is recognized? Which are the appropriate tools? Which is the 

impact and feedback? These are some of the issues that are examined in this article. 
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Abstract. Small business is an integral part of the market economy. The main economic 

functions usually attributed  to small businesses are the following: innovation, combating 

monopolies and maintain a competitive environment, combating unemployment and creating 

jobs, increasing income of the general population and, consequently, the expansion of consumer 

demand, increase the professional activity, the development of entrepreneurial skills, spirit, and  

traditions as an important institution of civil society, the formation of the middle class as a basis 

for socio-political stability of the state.The goal of research - on the basis of statistical and factual 

information to assess the extent to which a small business in nowdays. 

Russia carries out these functions, and identify the factors that promote and prevent their 

implementation. 
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Abstract. This study examines the theory which seeks to investigate the determinants of labour 

participation, employment and the factors that have impact on gender wage disparity and 

occupational segregation. The study tends to identify factors that determine women’s position in 

the labour market with specific case of Kosovo. Particular attention in the theory is given to male 

breadwinner model which is thought to be an important factor to influence labour market in 

Kosovo. Standard Probit model is employed to estimate a series of functions on labour supply 

decision and employment probabilities separately for male and female in order to observe the 

magnitude of this difference. Further, an assessment of the evidence concerning the nature of 

these gaps in Eastern European countries will be provided in attempt to compare with the results 

estimated from this study. The findings suggest that large differences between males and females 

are still evident. In particular, the educational gap on labour supply and the marital status is in 

accordance with our expectations and the findings elsewhere. Findings also support the view that 

wage affects positively the decision to supply labour and to be employed, except for females in 

the labour supply model confirming the expectations of the influence of the male breadwinner 

model. 
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Abstract. Tax evasion and the ethics about it are widely discussed topics nowadays and they 

have revived a lot of debates among ethics analysts or government representatives and business 

mangers or owners. The first ones argue that it is unethical hiding revenues to avoid taxes, since 

they are one of the ways business owners contribute to their proper countries in order for the 

society of that country to benefit from those. On the other hand, businessmen argue that they 

already pay too much tax and do philanthropic donations, so there is no reason for them to feel 

they should pay more since they already contribute to the society. But what is tax evasion? Is tax 

evasion ethical or justifiable? Why would owners of huge businesses avoid tax even though they 

already have too much money in their bank accounts? Why would random people avoid taxes, 

even though the sum they have to pay is not too big to handle? How does it work for Albania? 

This paper gives some answers to the above raised questions. For this purpose, a questionnaire 

was prepared and filled by 200 students of the University of New York in Tirana (UNYT).  
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Abstract. The paper analyzes the situation in the area of management, policies and decision 

making models for PPP investments in Kosovo, mainly concentrated in the Public Transport 

sector, having used as case the capitol of Prishtina and analyzing possibilities to attract 

investments through new models of management, new policies in order to improve the situation.  

Innovative public transport infrastructure in the Capital of Prishtina would distress the road traffic 

situation, allow a reduction of air polluting emissions of the transport sector and lead to healthier 

conditions for the population all during the year. It also would attract the capital of Prishtina as 

location for economic development, less time loss because of traffic jams and show the 

government’s ability for social, economic and ecological improvement. Because of the cost 

structure of cable car systems such innovative transportation infrastructure would be an excellent 

example for low cost social and ecological sustainability development  

The methodology used includes data analysis and comparative approach with objectives are to 

address and identify problems, obstacles and barriers that are obstacle development of PPP, and 

based on recommendations than final objective is advancing the overall processes related to PPP 

in Kosovo in general and specifically determining the investment sources and models for the 

specific case used as sample in terms of developments for the Pristina municipality public 

transport sector in form of ,,Light Metro,, PPP projects .  

 

Keywords: PPP, management, policy and decision making, project, business environment, 
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Abstract. In the past 2 decades a keen interest in innovation is demonstrated by governments 

(financial instruments for R&D) or intergovernmental agencies (EU financial instruments) 

because of its connection to regional economic advantage. In Albania, understandings of 

innovation is predominantly technological and product driven and defined in general terms such 

that the nature of innovation is disclosed of its contextual influence. Following the above logic 

innovation is assumed to be overly masculine. Through combined analysis of interview material 

from previous studies on the engendering of entrepreneurship based in Albania, this paper 

challenges current conceptualizations of innovation geographically and in a gender context. I will 

tend to present how the context, both social and geographical, of an innovation is elementary to 

its identification as innovative and moreover, reveal some of the many instances of innovation 

that occur in economic sectors and by agents that are typically ignored or undervalued by current 

factors of research and policy making. The analysis will aim to expand the concept of innovation 

for researchers and policymakers considering the concepts of regional development beyond those 

processes associated with technologically defined and growth-oriented sectors. 
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Abstract. The objective of this topic is to show the importance of the marketing in a business 

environment in Albania. I will describe the marketing importance and the reason why marketing 

is a success for many business. The field it operate such as research and develop, strategies, sales 

techniques, promotion, product design, defining the product or the service that the company 

should be creating  according to market or the costumer need. I have described different process 

of the field of work and the planning that marketing should take care of his natural environment. 

There are described the steps that help the companies in Albania to sell the product or service 

that might satisfy costumer or the market need.  And also to measure the customer satisfaction, 

which show the end result which might be a good respond or negative one. 

All this different field which have different style of work and planning and processing and which 

are connected with each other, and work for the business. And the filed that collets and ties all 

this field of work is called “Marketing”   
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Abstract. This paper discusses the main reasons why the financial institutions “hesitate” to 

finance the startup companies. The rationality of doing this research lies on the importance of the 

topic in creation of new companies as a base for future economic development.  

While the country’s economy is still being at the transition phase the establishment of new 

companies and development of the SMEs is being perceived as the only road forward to solving 

crucial issues of employment and economic development as a corner stone for the wellbeing of 

the society.    

However, although the access to finance seems to be the duty of the financial institutions, not 

that often the studies take into account the main reasons of those barriers, and seek for the 

solutions in creating the enabling environment for financial institutions to serve this group of 

potential clientele.  

In this regard, this study has focused on identifying the main barriers that prevent the banks and 

other financial institutions to extend financial service to start ups and understand the key issues 

that makes them increase their risk appetite in gaining market share in startup segment. This 

paper is supposed to help other related parties in the society to understand the reasons of financial 

institution’s “disturbance” in serving startups. 

 

Keywords: Entrepreneurship, SME development, Start Ups, Banking, Access to finance, 

developing countries. 
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Abstract. This study aims to empirically investigate the public-private wage differentials in 

Albania. The public/private pay differential in these countries is certainly an interesting issue to 

study given that the country has undergone in-depth restructuring of the economy, which requires 

understanding in particular the role of the public and private sector. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first attempt in empirically investigating the factors determining the public-private 

wage gap in the country. Using nationally representative data from the Albanian Living Standard 

Measurement Survey 2012, the double selection methodology in Heitmueller (2006) is employed 

in order to model the conditional mean wage regressions with sample selection corrections, as 

well as the quantile regressions approach following Chernozhukov et al (2013), in order to 

complement the findings along the entire distribution of wages. Following these, we employ the 

Oaxaca Blinder Decomposition technique to determine whether the wage gap is attributable to 

the differences in the individual’s characteristics or to the differences in the remuneration 

endowments or wage discrimination.  

 

Keywords: wage gap, double selection, quantile regressions, Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition 
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Abstract. Tourism is the elastic sector and capable of demonstrating the significant capacity past 

the crisis occurrence despite it is more appreciable in the short run. The global financial crisis 

during 2008 – 2009 passed likewise the adverse external shock to developing countries and we 

faced to the consequences of it. It had the significant impact on the tourism sector. Empirical 

results demonstrated that tourist revenues tend to be more affected than cash tourist during the 

time of crisis. Impact of the crisis on the tourism sector associated with the different effects in 

diverse countries. The crisis around the world brought to Albania the highest number of tourists, 

but tourism receipts per tourist were lower compared to other years. The goal of this paper is to 

analyze the impacts of post global economic crisis on the tourism sector according to Albania 

and around the diverse world regions. The paper investigated the indicators of tourism sector 

linking to Albania and global regions through the comparative static and dynamic analysis during 

2009 – 2014. We concluded that the impact of crisis in the tourism sector and its renovation were 

altering to dissimilar countries. The global tourism renovated during 2012, meanwhile the 

Albanian tourism sector was renovating during 2014. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to bring into consideration the actual situation of the human 

resources management in the industry of tourism and hospitality, the challenges this factor is 

going through and the possible perspectives in the future.  
This study is based on the statistical data published by international authorized institutions and 

different studies of the field, compared and analyzed under an accurate literature review process 

made by the author. What comes up from this study is that eventhough the labor force of the 

tourism industry is the biggest ever known until now, half of it is part time employed and no 

qualified, dominated by students and emigrants groups who in general are low payed.  In constrast 

to this, in most developed countries, where this industry is one of the most important regarding 

to income generation,  happens that the service receiver- the tourist, is generally served by the 

low qualified employee. So, the failure or the success in this industry actually depands on the 

lowest payed and under evaluated part of the labour force. This industry suffers from negative 

perceptions regarding the employment practices, which in mostly cases are supported by 

evidence in fact. The phylosophy of human resources management is actually oriented toward 

short term objectives and responsabilites than toward long term ones like as the human resources 

development and its effective carrier path. This tendency needs to be changed due to the new 

challenges of the global tourism market development and smart tourist profile. Related to this 

last point this study offers recomandations.  
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Abstract. Youth unemployment is one of the most debatable issues in recent years in Albania 

and in the European countries. Active labour market policies (ALMP) are designed to help 

preventing the increase of unemployment rates and improving the matching of labour supply and 

labour demand. This paper examines the effectiveness of ALMP-s in improving the labour 

market outcomes of the young people in Albania. The analysis is carried out using micro-data 

from the National Employment Service and the Labour Force Survey conducted by the Albanian 

Institute of Statistics. Our findings provide evidence that ALMPs as a way of combating youth 

unemployment seem to be effective in Albania. However, the results at the macro-level aggregate 

suggest that only ALMP-s per se cannot be a panacea for reducing youth unemployment given 

that the unemployment for young people is persistent. Recommendations on improving labour 

market policies and possible actions are also provided in the paper. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to explore the status of economic cooperation among 

countries in the South East Europe (SEE) with particular attention on the cooperation between 

Macedonia and Albania. In line with the SEE 2020 Strategy adopted by the EU aspiring countries 

in 2013, increased intra-regional cooperation among the countries should be used as a preparation 

for a smooth and faster European and Euro-Atlantic integration. This paper provides an in-depth 

analysis and statistics of the overall economic cooperation, trade patterns and capital movement 

among the countries and identifies major obstacles for increased cooperation that could result in 

higher economic growth rates. The paper concludes that while the cooperation among countries 

of former Yugoslavia is stronger, the level of cooperation between Macedonia and Albania is 

still very low and could be significantly increased provided certain policy instruments are 

implemented. 
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Abstract. Twinning instrument is used for cooperation and long-term institutional partnership 

between public administrations of one or more EU Member States and the national authorities of 

beneficiary country.  The purpose of this paper is to examine benefits of twinning programs as 

instruments for capacity building of public institutions. The paper provides an analysis of the 

twinning program portfolio in Macedonia per sectors, twinning country providers, and 

beneficiary institutions. The conclusions are that Macedonian institutions have benefitted a lot 

from the twinning programs implemented in the last fifteen years; nevertheless, there is still room 

for significant improvements in the design and implementation procedures that would enable the 

beneficiary institutions to take full advantage of these programs. 
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Abstract. Researchers have continuously dealt with the study of economic wellbeing of the 

human society in particular they have been concerned with its reveal in economic and political 

dimensions. The economic welfare is tightly related with the citizen’s participation in social 

and political activities since it is one of the major factors to determine the individul’s identity, “ 

who am I”. This study will be conducted through usage of quantitative methods in an 

intersection manner. The study analyses the ‘wellbeing economic factor’ and its impact or not 

in the political participation in Albania mainly focused on political parties. The descriptive 

spectrum of this study will aim to describe and analyse the economic level of policymaking in 

relation to active involvement in politics. The study argues that the economic level is a 

determining factor in the social and political engagement. The study demonstrates the 

identification of the gender group much influenced by the economic conditions which turns to 

be the low participation of women and young girls in politics. 
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Abstract. This study empirically examines theories which seek to investigate the determinants 

of industry profitability in the UK producer and consumer goods industries. More specifically, 

this research re-examines the Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) relationship using data from 

three- and four-digit UK manufacturing industries. The study uses panel estimation technique in 

order to control for unobservable industry effects which was not possible in cross-section studies. 

Moreover, the research provides evidence with regard to the impact of disaggregation level on 

price-cost margins and elaborates the importance of the choice of the measure of concentration. 

The results suggest that disaggregation is indicated to strengthen the relationship between relative 

efficiency and price-cost margins, specifically in the producer goods industries.  Furthermore, 

this study employs a dynamic model estimator and considers concentration ratios as being 

endogenously determined. We find that the results of the conventional static model estimator 

differ from those of dynamic model estimator. Using the static model estimators, the 

investigation indicates that concentration has an insignificant effect on price-cost margins which 

turns significant and negative when we employ the dynamic model estimator. Conventional 

wisdom in the industrial economics literature interprets the positive impact of market 

concentration on profitability as the evidence of the exercise of market power. The market power 

doctrine postulates that firms possessing market power are likely to collude thus have the ability 

to set higher prices and earn higher profits. This leads to a positive correlation between 

concentration and profitability. We also find that relative efficiency of large firms appears to 

have a negative and significant effect on industry margins when HHI instead of five- or ten-firm 

seller concentration ratio is used. 

 

Keywords: Structure-Conduct-Performance; concentration ratio; efficiency; market 
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Abstract. The dynamic of marketing technology interaction sets the foundation for outstanding 

progress and business opportunities. Email marketing is a tool for customer relationship 

management. Email marketing is a form of direct marketing that uses electronic means to deliver 

commercial messages to an audience. In the context of global economic development, companies 

have raised their competitiveness, so that the elements of mix marketing are not sufficient to 

differentiate the offer in the market. Email marketing, as one of the main components of direct 

marketing, is applying also in Albania, but which is the role, efficiency that the Albanian 

environment offers referring to economic conditions.  The study is done on theoretical marketing 

bases, evidences obtained from the web sites of institutions licensed to publish them and it is 

argued through an observation which is a realized in a number of 250 persons, who belong to 

different levels of society and different geographic areas in Albania. Email-marketing today still 

regarded as one of the most effective strategies in terms of Internet marketing, which can be 

achieved quite simply a mass communication, without major financial strain. 
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Abstract. Businesses do not operate in a vacuum. They operate in a dynamic, complex and 

competitive environment. So, the success and failure of many companies depends on several 

factors and the possibility to analyze them according the information level. The importance and 

the priorities of factors analysis vary from one situation to another due to the specific nature of 

the product and service, company and industry. Therefore, the organizational processes have to 

be based and adapted to the external environment.  

The main purpose of this paper is to critically examine and rank the effects of external 

environment factors on organizational performance in an industry. The data are collected through 

a structured questionnaire. The questionnaire includes sections which assess the impact of 

changes and developments in the external environment.  The survey is conducted mainly in Vlora 

city and randomly in Himara and Orikum. Following the purpose of the study, it has been 

involved all the construction companies that do business in the city of Vlora and in their 

construction projects portfolios are involved: infrastructure, residential buildings (living 

apartments and villas), industrial constructions and other buildings such as hospitals, universities, 

government buildings, etc.  

To analyze the data collected through the questionnaires, we used the statistical test such as mean, 

median, standard deviation as well as specific weights to rank the evaluation effect of each 

external factor. 

This paper reports findings on the relationship between the external factors and the organizational 

performance. The study found significant positive and negative effects of external factors on 

performance as well as classifying them in the factors that facilitate or create barriers to business. 
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Abstract. Culture is one of the greatest assets of a country, and it has the potential to become a 

source of income, if it is managed effectively. The handcrafts of the Albanian artisanry are a part 

of our culture, but still far from having an effective role in the development of tourism. 

Associating artisanry with tourism is of great interest for the present, as well as the future of the 

Region of Shkodra, and studies to this end are important.The objective of this paper is to study 

the effect of the growth of tourism in the increase of sale of handcrafts. First of all, the paper 

intends to ascertain whether the tourism peak season brings also higher sales of handcrafts; 

second, whether the craftsmen recognize the tourist-customer; third, whether the craftsmen try to 

adjust their handcrafts to the tourist-customer requirements; fourth, what do the tourists think of 

such handcraft; and fifth, to ascertain the sales channel of the handcrafts in order to have a clear 

picture of what it takes for the artisanry products to move for the craftsmen to the customers and 

to identify unexploited potentials that would strengthen this industry. This research is based on 

secondary data sourced from the official sites of government and non-government organizations, 

and on primary data sourced through semi-structured interviews with artisanry experts, as well 

as on two surveys: one conducted with the craftsmen and the other one conducted with tourists. 

The results presented in this paper would help to recognize and understand the present situation 

of the artisanry in the Region of Shkodra, as well as serve as basis for some recommendations to 

further vitalize and develop this industry. 
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Abstract. Many studies show the importance of the “earning management and its implications, 

in developed and developing countries. This study aims to compare the earnings management 

initiatives in the Albanian market according to the criterion of firm size. Ln of total assets is used 

as proxy for firm size and absolute value of discretionary accruals for earnings management. The 

performance measuring model (Kothari, Leone & Wasley 2005) is used for calculation of 

discretionary accruals. The One Way Welch ANOVA method is utilised to analyse the data. The 

results indicate that in Albanian contexts, large sized firms are more conservative and results in 

lower levels of earnings management. 
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Abstract: Estimation of economic growth in real time is one of the main objectives for most of 

the policymakers. At this point Gross Domestic Production at quarterly frequencies is the most 

accurate indicator. Most of the countries that have developed this macroeconomic indicator are 

publishing GDP in two main forms, seasonal and not seasonal adjusted. Seasonality is a present 

phenomenon for most of the economic sectors at quarterly frequencies. These different rhythms 

caused by weather, human habits, legislation, and so on, tend to repeat themselves periodically. 

It is therefore natural to try to estimate their impact and take account of them in the analysis of 

quarterly time series. Seasonal adjustment serves to facilitate the comparisons between periods 

especially in the linked periods. These adjustments tried to avoid phenomena like the increase of 

employment in agriculture or accommodation sector during summer because of production cycle 

and the increase number of tourists. In this paper it will be presented a method how to do seasonal 

adjustment on quarterly GDP by production approach in case of Kosovo. The paper details an 

application of Tramo and Seats method using, to seasonal adjustment and trend-cycle estimation. 

Based on sector analyses will be discussed the important problem of the choice between direct 

and indirect adjustment of quarterly series. 
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Abstract. Quality of education is one of the most important determinants of long-term economic 

growth. Beyond economic growth, education improves the living standards of individuals, as the 

more educated are able to acquire more and higher-order skills, making them more productive 

and employable and extending their labor market participation over their lifetime, which in turn 

leads to higher earnings and better quality of life. Quality education ad formal schooling are also 

associated with democratic governments and contributes to development of socio-emotional 

skills like attention, motivation, self-confidence, and physical and emotional health, all important 

determinants of socioeconomic mobility. Policy reviews increasingly emphasis the importance 

of policy reforms at basic pre-Uniiversity education as a step to enhance the productivity of the 

workforce. The purpose of this paper is to present practices and measures that could serve to 

reform the Kosovo Pre-University Education sector. The approach used in this note is to firstly 

present key individual, school-level and system-level variables that impact system performance 

– the first part presents essential system drivers and variables that impact student achievement in 

various international settings.  The framework of analysis is based on system outcomes (OECD 

PISA) rather than inputs. Secondly, the note puts Kosovo basic education performance into a 

comparative analytical framework by constructing estimates of Kosovo student performance in 

international testing programmes and comparing it against international education indicators. 

Thirdly, it presents a more detailed assessment of key ingredients of basic education: teachers, 

education content, education resources and accountability/quality management practices. In the 

final part it lists the suggested reform measures and respective policy interventions. 
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Abstract. In this empirical study I try to analyze weather the economic freedom has a positive 

or negative impact in the social welfare and development in a country. I gathered data from 181 

countries listed in the Economic Freedom Index. My main interest was to see how does the 

Human Development Index stand compared to Economic Freedom Index. As a result, in the 

regression that I run, these two variables are highly statistically significant, and are positively 

correlated with each other. This means that the higher the economic freedom, the higher will be 

the human development. Furthermore, in this study I separately and jointly tested also for some 

other variables which I thought are important such as: Poverty Rate, Unemployment, Inequality, 

Economic Growth, etc. All these variables except unemployment turn to be statistically 

significant. In the end, this study suggests that economic freedom is positively related with 

economic and social development, inequality and negatively related with poverty rate. 
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Abstract. This paper examine the presence of three calendar anomalies in the daily returns of 

leading indices of Macedonian and Bulgarian stock market (MBI10 and SOFIX): the day of the 

week effect, the half month effect and the turn of the month effect. Specifically, we examine 

existence of each calendar effect separately in the mean and in the volatility of the index returns. 

We apply standard regression models with dummy variables for the effects in the mean returns, 

while we apply GARCH(1,1) models with dummy variables for the effects in the volatility of 

returns. The results presents evidence that daily returns of MBI10 are characterized with the 

strong presence of the day of the week effect in the mean and moderate presence in the volatility, 

while daily returns of SOFIX are characterized with weak presence in the mean and strong 

presence in the volatility. The half month effect and the turn of the month effects are not present 

in the mean of both indices daily returns. In contrary, the turn of the month effect is present in 

the volatility of both indices, while the half month effect in the volatility is present only in the 

MBI10 daily returns. 
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Abstract. Nowadays, due to constant change of business conditions, adaptability is considered a 

significant competitive advantage for an organization. To achieve this, solving practical problem 

in real time is necessary. For the last 40-50 years all problems originated from business processes 

needed experts, in order to be solved in a realistic and cost-effective way. Unfortunately, practical 

problems can arise at any time and experts cannot always be available. However, their knowledge 

could be utilized at all times in certain problematic areas with the use of a well-formulated expert 

system (ES) and to a certain extend to intelligent systems (IS) ES and IS constitute the most 

commonly applied branches of Artificial Intelligence (AI). More specifically an ES is in fact a 

computational program, which represents and analyzes an expert’s knowledge in a specific area, 

so as to advise or solve problems in that field. It emulates human reasoning regarding a problem 

by performing a complex process for decision making in a problem domain. Expert systems, 

since their development have been providing us with effective solutions-answers in a variety of 

problems-questions that are difficult to handle using other traditional methodologies. The first 

step for expert systems was made by Post in 1943. Post proved that any mathematical or logical 

problem could be expressed as a set of IF-THEN rules. In 1960, Newell and co-workers the 

created General Problem Solver (GPS), a computer program designed to address a broad area of 

problems. For the very first time problem-related knowledge and problem-solving strategy were 

separated. In the 1960s and 1970s, early expert systems, for example such as DENTRAL and 

MYCIN indicated the importance of domain-specific knowledge, i.e. expertise, and introduced 

an uncertainty framework for ES, which is also known as “certainty factors”. The last 15 years a 

new mathematical approach in modelling and analyzing complex dynamic systems has been that 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs). However the use of FCMs in studying and analyzing Business 

and Economics has been very limited. Furthermore no connection to ES and IS has been 

investigated for Business and Economic problems.  The purpose of this plenary presentation is 

to carefully review recent applications of expert systems, intelligent systems and fuzzy cognitive 

maps in the domain of business and economics. The application of these tools to various business 

issues has made life for managers a lot easier, due to the fact that they constitute a useful tool for 

decision support systems (DSS). This plenary paper has been organized in the following way. 

Firstly, a brief overview is given, primarily of expert systems and of intelligent systems and their 

methodologies, citing some examples of their applications in each case. Then a brief introduction 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps is provided based on recent theoretical developments of Kosko and 

Groumpos. Furthermore taking into account their comparative advantages to conventional expert 

and intelligent systems, recent applications of FCMs to various areas of business management 

are presented and extensively analyzed. A discussion on survey results takes place and the 

significant increase of FCM-related studies in business and management during the last decade 

is demonstrated. Specific examples are provided. Finally, concluding remarks on the usefulness 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping on Business and Economics are provided along with some 

interesting future challenging research topics. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to test whether the Albanian exchange rate market is weak 

form efficient by studying the statistical behavior of daily Euro and USD exchange rate against 

Albanian Lekё, which are the most influential currency in Albania market, during the period 

January 05, 2010 – April 30, 2015. The study seeks to examine whether this currencies follow 

each a martingale. The unit root tests (individually and panel) and variation ratio test are used. 

The various analytical tests implemented in the study provide evidence of non-martingale 

property of exchange market in Albania. 
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Abstract. This study investigates the effects of the global financial and economic crisis on 

Macedonia, with a particular focus on informal economy. The Counter factual approach is used, 

according to which various hypothetical scenarios are created in order to simulate the movements 

of the main macroeconomic variables in absence of particular crisis transmission channels. In 

addition, the effects of monetary policy on macroeconomic variables during the crisis are also 

analysed. The empirical investigation utilises the Macedonian Policy Analysis Model, which is 

a small New Keynesian gap model of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia for 

forecasting and policy analysis. Main results indicate that the foreign demand and prices are the 

main factor for the fall of GDP and inflation and the slowdown in foreign trade. The loss of 

confidence and domestic financial factors also negatively affected the domestic economy, but 

their impact was relatively smaller. In the acute stage of the crisis, monetary policy was forced 

to react to pressures on foreign exchange market. 

However, there are indications that, once the situation in the foreign exchange market stabilized, 

monetary policy started to support economic growth.  
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Abstract. The globalization of economic activities and financial markets has had a very positive 

impact on the world economy. But this effect has also its costs. It can facilitate the ways by which 

money can be laundered internationally which is one of the biggest costs that this phenomenon 

creates. Among many analysts there is a discussion about the relationship that exists between 

globalization and money laundering, as well as economic implications of large-scale money 

laundering. Money laundering threatens the economic and financial systems in many countries, 

and has important effects on income distribution and macroeconomic variables. The negative 

effects of money laundering on economic development are difficult to measure, but it is obvious 

that such activity seriously damages the financial sector economy by diverting resources, 

encourages crime and corruption and distorts the trade indicators in the international sector. The 

main focus of this paper is the effect and impact that money laundering has in the agencies and 

institutional structures as well as the global financial consequences that brings this criminal 

activity. 
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Abstract. In this paper the area and objectives of strategic management and entrepreneurship 

will be examined, i.e. what it is concerned with and which goals it aims to achieve. As an example 

studies involving competitive advantage when applying the strategic management and 

entrepreneurship will be specified. The area of behavior in the strategic management and 

entrepreneurship and its focus will be taken into account as well as what opportunities are given 

for the further development of small and medium companies. An answer will be given to the 

question of whether strategic planning is really so important. Further the strategic management 

and competitive advantage and the process of strategic management and his steps will be also 

considered. The positive guidelines to application of the strategic management in 

entrepreneurship will be briefly given. In terms of strategic management and entrepreneurship in 

the Republic of Macedonia the access to the entrepreneurship by the Government of RM will be 

exposed. Reference to the role of the Agency for Support of Entrepreneurship of the Republic of 

Macedonia (ASERM) will be also given. In that relation, the Program of measures and activities 

in support of the entrepreneurship and creating competitiveness of small businesses in the 

Republic of Macedonia will be taken into consideration, as well as other programs adopted by 

the Government, that relate to the entrepreneurship and the small businesses. Other activities of 

the Government of the RM for encouragement of the entrepreneurship will be specified. In 

relation to the strategic framework for support of the development of small businesses the 

documents in which it is defined will be mentioned. An emphasis of the extent of application of 

the strategic management in small and medium companies will be given, i.e. whether they do 

apply the strategic management and to what extent they are doing so. 

 

Keywords: strategic management, entrepreneurship, competitive advantage, the process of 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the analysis of the trade balances in the ten countries that form 

the ASEAN Economic Community in order to examine if these countries display a similar 

pattern. For this purpose we use unit roots along with fractional integration and  

cointegration techniques. The results first indicate that the order of integration of the trade 

balances of each of the countries is fractional, ranging between 0 and 1 and thus displaying long 

memory and mean reverting behavior. Focusing on bivariate long run relationships between the 

countries we find some evidence of cointegration between some of the ASEAN countries.  
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Abstract. Financial literacy is shown to be an important life skill for people. It influences people 

every day financial decisions and has a macro impact on the economy and financial satisfaction 

of the society. Studies revealed financial literacy to cover three dimensions: financial knowledge, 

financial attitude and financial behavior. This research aims to examine the interrelationship 

between the three components of financial literacy. The main objectives of the current research 

are: a) firstly, to provide some evidences of the existing literature on the linkage between 

financial knowledge, financial attitude and financial behavior; b) secondly, to inspect this 

association in the case of Albanian university students; c) thirdly, to investigate the mediating 

effect of financial attitude on the connection between financial knowledge and financial behavior; 

d) finally, to present some conclusions and recommendation for parents, school and future 

researchers. The main research questions addressed in this study are: 1) Is there any relationship 

between students’ financial knowledge and their financial attitude and behavior in the case of 

Albania? 2) Does financial attitude serve as a mediator factor between financial knowledge and 

financial behavior? The database for this investigation is provided by a survey conducted on 637 

students from eight universities in Albania and is part of my dissertation study.  Person 

correlation technique and linear regression model will be employed to analyse the database. 

Results of this study demonstrate a statistically significant relationship between the three 

components of financial literacy. In addition, financial attitude is discovered to play a mediating 

effect on the association between financial knowledge and financial behavior. Future research 

can be undertaken to explore whether financial knowledge serves as a mediator in the linkage 

between financial attitude and financial behavior.    
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Abstract. The main objective of this research paper is to represent an indication of the initial 

market in Kosovo, including the characteristics of companies, initial projects and programs in 

order to create new businesses and support structures for business organizations, which will be 

supporting start-ups and related advice for possible interventions by stakeholders involved. The 

second objective of this research is to observe, to find and to research the current situation relying 

on past experiences concerned with the support of start-up businesses. This assessment remained 

to consider the advice of interventions practical to strengthen the quality and to extend the limits 

of services of the start-up businesses.  The main aspiration would have improved the rate of 

survival and development. 
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Abstract. Increased demands on life quality in its every aspect, has impose certain obligations 

on evaluating health services quality, which has become one of the key prerequisites, not only 

for health care organizations, but also for governments and society. Quality, serves as an essential 

factor in defining and evaluating a health care institution, as well as, an indispensable competing 

tool between private and public sector, offering these kind of services. Consequently given the 

importance of the argument, numerous studies and analyses, has been carried out through years 

by various researchers and organizations all over the world, to identify the key indicators used to 

assess hospital services quality, and to find the most appropriate method to choose them. 

Therefore this article aims to describe different methods and efforts, made, to evaluate indicators 

used to measure health service quality, to better understand their point of view, their implications 

and applications, in order to select and propose most feasible methods, to use in Albanian context.  
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Abstract. Insurance is a relatively new activity, but nevertheless the problems have started since 

their birth. They are often more sophisticated than the fraud itself of insurance activity. These 

cause loss as insurance companies, as well as individuals. We have fraud by the four participants 

in insurance, insurance companies, individuals insured, courts and police officers. In this paper 

we cover all sorts of tricks and deficiencies noticed in the legislation, which give the opportunity 

to all parties to penetrate fraudulently.  This is a general phenomenon and quite acute, especially 

for our societies insurance, which are new and have neither the experience to be survivors of 

various types of fraud. We have drafted a questionnaire to see how the insurance companies are 

sensitized to this phenomenon.  While have made some suggestions to improve security 

legislation and in this way to prevent various cases of fraud.  
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Abstract. The aim of the proposed research is to analyze further the features of high-growth 

SMEs and Entrepreneurship in Kosovo, to look the nature and the main characteristics of high-

growth firms and their contribution to employment. 

 Firm growth is viewed as resulting from the perpetual discovery and use of productive 

knowledge. A key element in this process is the competence bloc, a nexus of economic actors 

with complementary competencies that are vital in order to generate and commercialize novel 

ideas. The institutional framework determines the incentives for these individuals to acquire 

and utilize knowledge. Birch and Medoff (1994) argued that most job creation occurred within a 

relatively small number of companies, and they adopted the term‘gazelles’ to describe these 

organizations. Compared with ‘elephants’ – large and often publicly traded companies – and 

‘mice’ – small firms that grow very little and hence contribute only marginally to job creation, 

the ‘gazelles’ are vital organizations that grow quickly and create employment for the benefit of 

industry and the broader society. 

High-growth SME’s of Kosovo in average share certain characteristics: growth is closely related 

to a company’s ability to innovate; this involves continual changes to products, processes, 

organizational and managerial practices, strongly market-oriented; decentralized, participatory 

and readily adaptive organization, encourage teamwork among all staff through regular 

communication, shared decision making, skills training and profit-sharing mechanisms, well 

integrated into a network of alliances and partnerships with other firms, service providers and 

public and private institutions. 
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Abstract. World leaders all agree with the German chancellor Angela Merkel that the migration 

problem is getting worse should be treated at its roots: such conditions should be created in the 

„source countries” of the refuges flow which are capable to avoid having to flee from there to the 

people. The international community makes great efforts to curb violence, terror marked as a 

major reason for migration. The problem there is that we do not offer any perspective for the 

people who live in these unfortunate countries. The question arises, what will happen after the 

war? The example of the reconstruction of Iraq, or the chaos in Afghanistan, in Libya does not 

promise anything good for the future. The current model of the intervention applied so far is 

based on military enforcement in changing political regime and institutions. However, 

developments in the field of cyber technology and the virtual structures based on the internet 

provide new opportunities allowing to modify the role, nature and contents of the application of 

hard power. A novel concept is to create a virtual economic zone surrounding the state to be re-

built, providing qualitatively new infrastructural conditions for social and economic 

development. These allow focusing on laying down the foundations for sustainable development 

and satisfy the basic needs of the population. All steps require radical changes in current aid 

delivery practices for funds, scientific and technological help. 

Following the framework of a comprehensive project for developing a virtual economic zone, 

the present research provides a methodological basis to support the necessary changes. The aim 

of the project has been to create the foundations for sustainability under extreme security, 

political and economic conditions. The paper summarises the early research results discussing 

the main principles which should be followed during the development of aid delivery practices 

and the implementation of a virtual economic zone. 
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Abstract: Investment in securities compared to the investment in the real, actual sector brings 

larger profit to investors, but at the same time greater profits are linked to taking greater risks. 

Therefore, when investing in securities it should be taken into consideration to invest in securities 

that have intrinsic value in the market. Due to a number of factors the market value and the stock 

exchange value of shares deviate from their book value. Since 1995 when Macedonian Stock 

Exchange started operating, its main objective was to provide efficient, transparent and secure 

functioning of the organized secondary securities market in the Republic of Macedonia. With the 

aim of assisting in the confidence building in the Macedonian market of securities, it is 

permanently insisted that all investors are provided to enter, or exit all financial instruments 

which are used in trading in different stock exchange markets with fair market values. 

Nevertheless, since 2008 when the world crisis started in the United States, and later affected 

Western Europe and Eastern Europe, it did not leave the Republic of Macedonia immune to it. 

The negative effects were felt in the real sector, and they started to be also felt in the financial 

sector towards the end of 2008. Due to this situation, the prices of the shares in the Macedonian 

stock exchange started to react, and the basic stock exchange index MBI 10 decreased. 

 

Keywords: securities, capital market, financial instruments, market value, book value, stock 
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Abstract. There is a connection between education and economic system which is very strong. 

Educational and cultural qualities of the people achieved through education will be transformed 

into economic value. Education that children receive in the family goes to school with the idea 

of preserving local and cultural values. Different economic philosophy always studied the link 

between family circumstances, education, culture and economic system. Discipline, respect for 

social and performance requirements are that an economic system requires persons. Social skills 

of a person such as generalization, passion for research and abstract thinking are cultivated 

through the education system. Nowadays there is a problem with regard to the development of 

an education system that meets the criteria cultural, environmental and economic policies that 

characterize globalization and post-industrial period. A great responsibility is educational. 

Classic systems of education are not able to assure environmental protection, economic 

adaptability, or trust in other cultures values. 
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Abstract. Agricultural and food industrial sphere is essential for (1) achievement of food 

security; (2) increasing the level of food safety; (3) better utilisation of argo-ecological resources; 

(4) creation of rural workplaces. To improve the agro-food sector of Kosovo it is essential to (1) 

carefully analyse the experiences of transition, privatisation and development of this sector in 

Central-European countries; (2) take into consideration the interests of actual and potential 

stakeholders (e.g. citizens, international direct investors; international trade organisations, rural 

population etc…); (3) analyse the different interest of stakeholders. (4) on base of phases (1-3) 

there is a possibility to forge a long-range, interest –based coalition between different stakeholder 

for a long-range development of agricultural and food industrial sector. Based on a series of 

interviews, applying the MACTOR (Multi-Actor Analysis of Strategies) the authors offer a 

complex picture on actors and their actual and potential strategies in agricultural and food 

industrial sector in Kosovo. Without a complex approach to the food sector, taking into 

consideration the harmonic development of agriculture and food sector there is just a limited 

possibility to achieve a long-range stability. It is extremely important to emphasise the key role 

of food distribution sector: there is an urgent need to promote the organisation of producers’ and 

processors’ cooperatives, taking into consideration the EU regulations. The increasing of value-

added content of products is a key factor of creation of local workplaces. 
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Abstract With increased competitiveness, companies are obliged to look at available marketing 

communication and advertisement channels as a vehicle to communicate their message to 

customers, partners and stakeholders.  On the other side, by seeing the increased interest of 

companies to invest in marketing communication, marketing communication agencies in Kosovo 

have recognized this opportunity and have developed their services portfolio.  These services no 

longer consists of only traditional offering such as print media and TV ads, but also increasing 

digital media opportunities.  This paper focuses on identifying advertisement communication 

channels as well as types of marketing agencies offering such services.  In this research, more 

than 120 companies participated with their offers and marketing communication channel 

descriptions.  In addition, more than 30 interviews are conducted with select marketing agencies. 

Offers provided by these companies were mainly consisted of air time on national and local 

television channels and TV platforms, e.g.  air time in local and national radio channels, outdoor 

communication platforms such as billboards, mega lights, mega boards, wall banners; indoor 

communication platforms; newspapers and magazines; product placement in TV and radio 

shows; digital media; all in one agencies; specializing agencies in PR and digital media.  

Following offer analysis, in depth interviews were carried in order to further explore offer details, 

challenges and future opportunities. Paper concludes with several a conceptual framework on 

how marketing agencies can enrich their portfolio of offerings, especially the ones working as 

one stop shop.  In addition, there is lack of know how in approaching and providing services 

related to digital marketing, as well as yet air time is still provided based on “rule of thumb” 

approach and not employing metrics such as GRP. 
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Abstract Rapid growth of internet penetration, use of social media along with opportunities 

coming for businesses to communicate with their customers using these mediums, in the past 

years there has been a significant growth of digital media adoption within Kosovo companies.  

This paper discusses the growth of digital media usage, communication with the customer and 

the importance of online sales.  This paper focuses on the use of such media and online sales 

within telecom operators and banks in Kosovo.  Paper focuses on identifying the level of digital 

marketing usage and challenges faced.  In addition, paper aims at identifying also the level of 

online sales usage in Kosovo and the attitude of Kosovars towards online sales, as one of 

important chains of closing the digital communication chain with the customer. As part of 

research, 3 telecom operators, 3 banks and 170 individual respondents were part of this project.  

Paper concludes with several ideas on the advantages of implementing a digital marketing 

strategy as well as preparing necessary conditions for the implementation and increase of online 

sales in Kosovo, as there is still a lack of confidence and information from customers on using  

These channels in placing orders via internet. 
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Abstract. In this assignment author had discussed business ethics and the most important moral 

theories In the first part author is discussing about morality rules for everybody, while in the 

second part author had discussed and analyzed existing moral theories and different views that 

those theories may have on capitalism and business. Author had also discussed about free market 

and in a last part on the assignment author had provided conclusions, recommendations, and his 

personal views regarding the impact of theories in profit making.  Morality and business ethics 

for companies and professionals is an important academic and business topic, since business is 

conducted within predefined legal system, and many issues are regulated with unwritten rules 

that are created by the experience, beliefs and values of people that are involved in the process 

of conducting business. 
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Abstract. Complex shapes of some joist with no right axis and difficult working conditions have 

dictated the need for accurate estimates of the elastic line deformation of their support necks in 

order to increase the accuracy of assessing job security during use. 
In the study was taken crankshaft of engines with four times and four cylinders. Theoretical 

methods of calculating elastic line crankshaft necks, because of concessions made to the physical 

model as well as the homogeneity of the material assumptions, completeness and isotropy 

produce deformations results that have a difference with a real workpiece. In this case these 

divergences depend not only on the form and crankshaft constructive properties, but the 

conditions of support, material and technology of its preparation. For these reasons the crankshaft 

test no used in the models, but experimental test in natural size, where loading conditions to be 

closer to those of real use. Results of experimental measurements performed for four crankshaft, 

show that the real values of the elastic line deformation compared with the theoretical method 

for crankshaft spheroidal cast iron GS BM 60-2 have a big change that goes up to 85%. This 

shows that during the calculations of loads and deformations due to the solidity of supports to 

this type crankshaft should be used corrective coefficient 1.85 
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Abstract. Process – and manufacturing automation as well as robotics are currently one of the 

fast growing fields in automation. Advanced process control, cyber-physical systems, industry 

4.0 and “advanced robots” are no longer a headline. They are in realization. As a consequence of 

these developments new social, ethical and human questions appear. 

Therefore this contribution is a first report about the continuous “modernization” of the 

Mechatronics Management BSc and MSc programs which are successful running at UBT. Both 

programs were developed in the framework of two TEMPUS projects from an international 

consortium from 2006 to 2009. Since that time new “buzzwords” appears. For a contemporary 

education of the participants these new subjects have to be included in the curricula. 

 

Keywords: Process Automation, Manufacturing Automation, Robots, Social aspects, Ethics. 
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Abstract: Based on the currents situation for OSHEE it is necessity to design and implement a 

new reform for power sector covering in order to reduce distribution losses and improve 

collection, improve the power market model in line with EU directives and diversify generation 

source. Implementing of smart systems has been analyzed and implemented partially since 

former CEZ Albania Company, and for the state owned Company now OSHEE this new 

technology is highly efficient and can realize the ideas for the development of Smart Systems 

further. The implementation of SMART Systems will impact the OSHEE Distribution System 

through the upgrade of the distribution infrastructure and the transmission meter/data center, and 

the OSHEE Distribution Company-Sales will benefit from the reduction of losses and improved 

billing and collection rates. 

 

Keywords: Smart Metering System, MyAvis, Converge, Billing and Collection System, Smart 

Grid and SCADA System. 
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Abstract. The DC motors are widely used in the mechanisms that require control of speed. 

Different speed can be obtained by changing the field voltage and the armature voltage. The 

classic PID controllers are widely used in industrial process for speed control. But they aren’t 

suitable for high performance cases, because of the low robustness of PID controller. So many 

researchers have been studying various new control techniques in order to improve the system 

performance and tuning PID controllers. This paper presents particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

method for determining the optimal PID controller parameters to find the optimal parameters of 

DC Motor speed control system. The DC Motor system drive is modeled in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK and PSO algorithm is implemented using MATLAB toolbox. The results 

obtained through simulation show that the proposed controller can perform an efficient search 

for the optimal PID controller. Simulation results show performance improvement in time 

domain specifications for a step response (no overshoot, minimal rise time, steady state error = 

0). 
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Abstract. Nowadays, due to constant change of business conditions, adaptability is considered a 

significant competitive advantage for an organization. To achieve this, solving practical problem  

in real time is necessary. For the last 40-50 years all problems originated from business processes 

needed experts, in order to be solved in a realistic and cost-effective way. Unfortunately, practical 

problems can arise at any time and experts cannot always be available. However, their knowledge 

could be utilized at all times in certain problematic areas with the use of a well-formulated expert 

system (ES) and to a certain extend to intelligent systems (IS)ES and IS constitute the most 

commonly applied branches of Artificial Intelligence (AI). More specifically an ES is in fact a 

computational program, which represents and analyzes an expert’s knowledge in a specific area, 

so as to advise or solve problems in that field. It emulates human reasoning regarding a problem 

by performing a complex process for decision making in a problem domain. Expert systems, 

since their development have been providing us with effective solutions-answers in a variety of 

problems-questions that are difficult to handle using other traditional methodologies. The first 

step for expert systems was made by Post in 1943. Post proved that any mathematical or logical 

problem could be expressed as a set of IF-THEN rules. In 1960, Newell and co-workers the 

created General Problem Solver (GPS), a computer program designed to address a broad area of 

problems. For the very first time problem-related knowledge and problem-solving strategy were 

separated. In the 1960s and 1970s, early expert systems, for example such as DENTRAL and 

MYCIN indicated the importance of domain-specific knowledge, i.e. expertise, and introduced 

an uncertainty framework for ES, which is also known as “certainty factors”. The last 15 years a 

new mathematical approach in modelling and analyzing complex dynamic systems has been that 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs). However the use of FCMs in studying and analyzing Business 

and Economics has been very limited. Furthermore no connection to ES and IS has been 

investigated for Business and Economic problems.  The purpose of this plenary presentation is 

to carefully review recent applications of expert systems, intelligent systems and fuzzy cognitive 

maps in the domain of business and economics. The application of these tools to various business 

issues has made life for managers a lot easier, due to the fact that they constitute a useful tool for 

decision support systems (DSS).This plenary paper has been organized in the following way. 

Firstly, a brief overview is given, primarily of expert systems and of intelligent systems and their 

methodologies, citing some examples of their applications in each case. Then a brief introduction 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps is provided based on recent theoretical developments of Kosko and 

Groumpos. Furthermore taking into account their comparative advantages to conventional expert 

and intelligent systems, recent applications of FCMs to various areas of business management 

are presented and extensively analyzed. A discussion on survey results takes place and the 

significant increase of FCM-related studies in business and management during the last decade 

is demonstrated. Specific examples are provided. Finally, concluding remarks on the usefulness 

of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping on Business and Economics are provided along with some 

interesting future challenging research topics. 

 

Keywords: Business and Economics, Models, Expert Systems, Intelligent Systems, Fuzzy 

cognitive Maps. 
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Abstract. Most of today systems are characterized as complex systems with high dimensionality 

and a variety of variables and factors. It is widely recognized that conventional methods in 

modeling and controlling modern complex systems have contributed, till today, a lot in the 

research and on the solution of many of their difficult problems. However, their contribution to 

the solution of the increasingly problems associated with them has proved to be limited. New 

methods have been proposed for modelling and studying complex systems that utilize existence 

knowledge and human experience, intelligence and Artificial Intelligence techniques,  will have 

learning capabilities, supervised structures and advanced characteristics such as failure detection, 

isolation and identification qualities. This is more urgent and needed on management systems.  

In this paper the challenging problem of developing intelligent supervisor management systems 

is investigated using Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs). A mathematical description of FCM models 

is briefly presented; new construction methods and an algorithm are developed and examined. 

The issue of modeling the supervisor of large complex systems is addressed and is modeled using 

a FCM. An illustrative manufacturing example from the chemical process is used to prove the 

usefulness of the proposed method. The management of the process is modeled as a two level 

supervised structure using FCMs. Simulation results using real data from a Greek company 

producing software drinks and another one producing wine are presented.  

This study has shown that the application of FCM on investigated business and economic 

problems may contribute to the effort for more intelligent control methods and for the 

development of autonomous systems.  Finally conclusions and future research directions are 

provided.  

 

Keywords: Intelligence, Intelligent management, Fuzzy Systems, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps,, 
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Abstract. This papers analyzes the control action of conventional PID controllers and self-tuning 

adaptive controllers in processes with varying parameters and in the presence of external 

disturbances. The intention is the exposure of diverse behaviors that become apparent when 

external disturbances kick in or process parameters vary significantly. The evaluation of 

controller performance is based upon the comparison between the desired response and actual 

response of the controlled process. The discussion will be limited to a conventional PID controller 

and one variant of self-tuning adaptive controller: Takahashi [1] self-tuning PID controller. The 

aim of this investigation is to capture to advantageous properties of self-tuning adaptive 

controllers in situations where conventional approaches fail to compensate for parameter 

variations or influence of external disturbances. On the other hand, for the sake of all fairness, 

we will also present cases where conventional control approaches are more efficient at 

maintaining good control performance in comparison with their self-tuning counterpart. The 

results presented here are obtained using “Self-Tuning Controllers Simulink Library”[2] and the 

simulations have been carried out for single-input single-output (SISO) systems only in the 

SIMULINK MATLAB environment. 
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Abstract: The Accelerometer and Gyroscope modules used for measuring the orientation of the 

quadcopter usually generate noisy signals which directly affect the control strategies. The high 

speed motors used in quadcopters cause high noise levels which makes the real time control 

almost impossible. In this work the Kalman filter is applied to the noisy measurements obtained 

from accelerometer and gyroscope modules. The measurements are conducted for two cases: 

Motors stopped, and Motors activated at high speed. The Kalman filtering is applied separately 

for each measurement and the obtained results show noticeable improvement in noise level for 

two cases. The joint implementation from accelerometer and gyroscope modules is also 

conducted in order to optimize the predicted signal levels. The results show that the proposed 

Kalman filtering method can be used in real time measurement of quadcopter orientation, also in 

the case of low-cost measurement modules. 

 

Keywords: Kalman Filter, Noise Reduction, Quadcopter Sensor Modules, Noisy Accelerometer 
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Abstract. Directorate for Accreditation of Kosovo (DAK) is only National Accreditation Body 

in Republic of Kosovo, recognized by Government, which in accordance with international 

standards, assesses technical competences of the Conformity Assessment Bodies (CAB)s that 

deal with activities such as: testing, calibration, certification and inspection both in public and 

private sector. Till now application for accreditation and all other procedures for accreditation of 

CABs are carried out so that all the documents of the application and the receipt of the certificate 

of accreditation are conducted in the offices of DAK. 
By Management Information System (MIS), database of DAK (DAK-MIS), customers will have 

100% documents online, starting from the application, check of documents, selection of non-

conformities, through this database. 

DAK-MIS database will facilitate the work of DAK and CABs. The main goal of this paper is to 

inform the CAB's and other Interested Parties about DAK- MIS database. 
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Abstract: In Kosovo universities in general there is a lack of students practical work, this fact is 

one of the reasons why in Kosovo are no sufficient number of professionals to fill the market 

needs. The aim of this work is to go through the steps of conceptualisation, development and 

application of a Mechatronics Systems with students. Also in this project students work on all 

the phases of the work which we consider to be of great benefit. The work was organised as it 

would be on a real life company, students were split on groups and the groups worked in different 

fields of project and also took part on every step taken during the development of project like the 

organisational and technical steps, for example: research, planning, development, programming, 

testing, deployment etc. 

  

Keywords: Product Development, Industry, Students practical works, Testing, Deployment, 

Electronics, Sensors, PLC, Programming 
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Abstract. This study provides a review of the literature on e-learning systems evolution and 

environments. The argument is that e-learning systems should be embedded in the core strategy 

of the institution. To support this premise, studies for e-learning are analyzed and six 

recommendations are drawn for universities to follow in order to have successful e-learning 

environments. The main contribution of this study, however, is the identification of the trends 

and statistics regarding the e-learning usage in the Balkan region. These stats are identified 

through a survey conducted in 40 universities in 10 countries from this region. The results show 

that more than 70% of the universities have adopted LMS, which does not fall short behind when 

compared with universities in the world. Also, the results show that around 64% of the private 

universities develop LMS in-house, compared with around 38% of the public universities, which 

have funding from the governments and can purchase vendor based solutions. However, the 

results from the survey suggest that public universities in these countries are more prone to open-

source rather than vendor based. 
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Abstract: ICT skills gap has been a pressing issue in labor market where Kosovo population it 

is ranked among the youngest nation in EU. The skills gap in ICT sector hinders companies from 

gaining competitive edge in delivering innovative products and services to meet the demands 

locally as well as to provide outsourcing services for larger markets such as European markets. 

The improvement in ICT skills gap will have a direct impact and further promoting Kosovo 

workforce.  As it is known ICT enables young entrepreneurs to get easy access without significant 

investment into EU markets by providing services and innovative products for those markets. 

The study investigates current demands in the ICT markets as well as the shortage of skills needed 

to match the current industry needs in order to recommend changes in the education systems. The 

survey has included local companies that provide services for the local market, EU market as 

well as US market.  The survey finds that companies mainly require employees with lot of 

experience and multi-skills such as:  ability to apply research skills, solving problems, foreign 

languages, project management, university degrees and certifications. 

 

Keywords: Skills, markets, labor, products, services, entrepreneurship, innovative, demand, 

industry 
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Abstract. Internal control involves everything that controls risks to a bank. The objectives of 

internal control as a system relate to the reliability of financial reporting, timely feedback on the 

achievement of operational or strategic goals, and compliance with laws and regulations. The 

objectives of internal control at a specific transaction level refer to the actions taken to achieve 

the target within the allowed limit of risk. An effective internal control system reduces process 

variation, leading to more predictable outcomes. There are some important documents for 

regulating the internal control system as such: The Directive 2006/43/EC “On statutory audits of 

annual accounts and consolidated accounts”, published by the European Commission in 2006; 

8th Company Law Directive of the European Union, Article 41; “The internal audit function in 

banks,” Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2012; “Corporate Governance Principles for 

Banks” Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2015.  

It should be noted that Albania, an EU candidate country, is approaching the EU directives and 

Basel principles via legislation and regulation framework. Related to bank’s internal control 

system, its structure and responsibilities, Albania has taken periodically the way of 

accommodating the requirements of EU directives and Basel principles within the law no. 9662, 

dated 18.12.2006 “On Banks on the Republic of Albania”, amended; regulation no. 63, dated 

14.11.2012 and lately the new regulation, dated on 02.09.2015 “On Internal Control System”. 

This last one, has given the minimum requirements for setting up an effective internal control 

system and supporting arrangements by the three lines of defence model; a strong internal control 

system, including an independent and effective internal audit functions, as part of sound corporate 

governance; the findings of internal audit to be followed and bank’s management to take 

appropriate and timely corrective action in response to internal control weaknesses; the internal 

audit to provide vital assurance to bank’s board of directors and supervisors with whom should 

be an enhanced two-way communication for discussing the risk areas identified, measures 

received, etc. This paper aims to inform bankers, researchers, and other stakeholders with some 

principles of internal control system regulated in Albania as well as raising some other related 

issues to be considerate for ensuring the efficiency and effectiveness of internal control system 

of banks in Albanian. 
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Abstract Businesses, shareholders and all other interested parties (Custom, Tax Administration 

and Customers) require just in time information regarding profit, price, stock and support. 

Businesses have responded to those requests with implementation of IT (Information 

Technology) infrastructure, but implementation of advanced IT system infrastructure has created 

cost for shareholder and there was immediate need to recruit and to train existing staff. With this 

step, management focus was oriented in non-strategic processes, and for the implementation and 

managing of those processes, the management did not have necessary skills, due to this reason 

many companies in US, Europe and Asia have started to outsource those processes. Regarding 

process of outsourcing Glassman (2010) concludes, “outsourcing of non-strategic processes 

eliminates a distraction, enabling management to focus its distinctive capabilities on areas critical 

to its strategic success” (p.1). 
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Abstract. The booming lending period and many lenders (16 banks and 21 non-bank financial 

Institutions in Albania) brought about unprecedented competition in credit markets within 

Albania. Economists usually view lending and competition favorably, but in Albania resulted in 

a number of unforeseen non-performing loans. Findings report increased problems of borrower 

over-indebtedness, reduced loan repayment incentives, and growing debts for lenders (Campion 

2001; McIntosh and Wydick 2005). The weakening performance of lenders is due in part to the 

absence of information sharing in these markets. Because growing numbers of lenders (banks 

and non-bank financial Institutions in Albania)  increase the level of asymmetric information 

between lenders, credit information systems (often called credit reporting bureaus or credit 

bureaus) can play a crucial role towards improving credit market performance and, in turn, credit 

access for the poor.  Increases in formal sector lending among the poor have created a need for 

credit information systems that provide potential lenders with borrower information. Improved 

screening affects from the system causes the level of non-performing loans to decline.  

In this paper we will present effects of a credit information system to be implemented in Albania. 
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Abstract. National infrastructure of information and communication technology is the backbone 

of the Information Society. In its broadest, it includes telecommunications wired, wireless, 

satellite, computer networks, transmission and switching, digital television, a wide range of 

devices, terminals, also, software programs and applications, bases electronic data and digital 

library. With the application of ICT in the public sector, citizens and businesses, but also the 

government itself will have effective services and very quick access to the service from any point 

and distance, boost economic and social development, opportunities for capacity building, 

permanent services at any time, as well as presentation of national achievements. In this paper, I 

will try to present the application of ICT in the public sector in Kosovo. During my research, I 

will be involved to identify the main differences of the application of ICTs in key sectors of the 

central institutions and local (municipal) in our country. In the consulted literature of this 

concerned field, the visits that I conducted in various institutions of central and local in our 

country, I have developed a questionnaire through which we will draw information detailed to: 

organizational aspects, sector networks, hardware and software, the Internet, electronic services, 

data center and security. I hope that the finalization of this work will achieve the appropriate level 

to come to some conclusions: What are compatible application and technology for the application 

of ICT in the public sector, including central and local institutions. 

 

Keywords: ICT, Public Sector, sector networks, hardware and software, the Internet, electronic 

services, data center and security 
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Abstract. This Research is aimed at addressing some view concerning enterprise models and 

information systems. The research is divided into two parts, in the first part is conducted the 

examination of information systems in general, while in the second part which is more important 

part of this research, we tried to investigate about three different elements in business demanding 

to integrate those and to give the effect of integration approach. 

The discussion has been oriented towards the planning of resources in enterprises, including key 

components in this context. 

Knowing that Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) includes all processes under the organization 

such as: Operations, Accounting, Marketing, Human Resources, Supply Chain Management 

(SCM), Customer Relation Management (CRM) etc., we will try to explain a ERP process in the 

framework of integration of SCM and CRM by emphasizing the role of Information Systems.  In 

this paper we have utilized descriptive analysis and comparative method of observed issues from 

the studied topic. The results are focused on theoretical explanation of the relationship having 

limited practical approach. 
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Abstract. Machine Learning algorithms are increasingly important as (Big) Data analysis is an 

ever going need for the so called “Data Driven Enterprise”. In effect even the rise of the 

quantity of unstructured data and the necessity to analyze those data resident in scattered pieces 

of information coming from text, word processors, emails, assistance tickets that are not fully 

integrated in conventional systems (and databases) is bringing the necessity of a ML initiative 

inside an institution. So, it comes the necessity to bring ML techniques into “traditional” 

operational systems and datawarehouses. This paper discusses some different approaches to 

bring “on-line” ML analysis to systems, proposing a practical approach based on a newly 

introduced SOA tool “on top” of the most important open source statistical package: R. We will 

show how REST webservices and JSON can be used as a logical link to an operational 

backend, a NoSQL Data Lake and any R package.  
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Abstract. A critical overview of modelling Business and Management (B&M) Systems using 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps is presented. A limited but illustrative number of specific applications of 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps in diverse B&M systems, such as e business, performance assessment, 

decision making, human resources management, planning and investment decision making 

processes is provided and briefly analyzed. The limited survey is given in a table with statics of 

using FCMs in B&M systems during the last 15 years. The limited survey  shows that the 

applications of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps to today’s Business and Management studies has been 

steadily increased especially during the last 5-6 years. Interesting conclusions and future research 

directions are highlighted. 
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Abstract. Technology that can scale, perform and deliver 100% uptime is the difference between 

today’s successful applications and those that fail. Relational databases (RDBMS) have struggled 

to keep up with the wave of modernization, leading to the rise of NoSQL as the most viable 

database option for online Web and mobile applications. Notwithstanding, some other specific 

fields, where no structured, data must be analyzed. For certain applications, though, the presence 

and declaration of Relationships are paramount: take the acronym of CRM as the most important 

(and obvious) example. Relationships are still important in a business environment, especially 

when it comes to join tables and (meta) data. Using a database like MySQL or PostgreSQL (a 

RDBMS, relational database management system) we can, through a normalised database 

structure of separate tables, join one or more tables together, but in NoSQL the premise of joins 

is nonexistent, if someone wants to have relational data in a document database the general 

approach is to use embedded documents (sub-arrays within a key inside of a document) or 

reference objects of other documents. In this paper we will explore a specific Customer 

Relationship Management System used as a metadata layer that is combined with a NoSQL 

engine (based on an open source search engine). We will see the important benefits brought by 

the NoSQL engine, particularly in the fields of analytic (Big Data Analysis) and in the mixture 

of Structured and Unstructured Data in the same application. We want to demonstrate that this 

lack of relational data in the NoSQL engine is not overweighting the benefits that it brings, and 

we want to introduce a practical way to solve to this problem. This approach is comprised of a 

set of tools given to the Business User, in order to achieve the best from both worlds.  
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Abstract. This paper deals with and shows the results of different performance indicators 

analyses made utilizing the help of Simulation and concentrated on dimensioning problems of 

handling calls capacity in a call center. The goal is to measure the reactivity of the call center’s 

performance to potential changes of critical variables. The literature related to the employment 

of this kind of instrument in call centers is reviewed, and the method that this problem is treated 

momentarily is precisely described. The technique used to obtain this paper’s goal implicated a 

simulation model using Arena Contact Center software that worked as a key case at the time 

where the events analyses could be executed. This article comes to the conclusion that Simulation 

is a completely suitable instrument to accomplish its purpose since it could be adequate to 

demonstrate, for the call center taken into consideration principally that: (a) it is feasible to reduce 

the agent contingent; (b) reasonable variations on the demand design can impact very much the 

key performance indicators of the Call Centers’ project; and (c) it is feasible to increase the 

service level if a combined handling format is followed. 
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Abstract. In the global economic dynamics nowadays the potential power for development of 

business and enterprises is greatly based on their capacity to employ innovative approaches for 

doing business, particularly on their capacity to use the information and communication 

technologies. In this perspective, it is important the development of enterprises in relation to 

using and providing e-business services. The aim of this study therefore is to provide an overview 

of practices of Kosovar enterprises in using e-business. Data gathered from the surveying of 87 

small and medium enterprises in Kosova show that e-business is used above average in doing 

business. Furthermore, results show that Kosovar enterprises use e-business much more in 

purchases rather than in selling their products. The study further explain the survey findings as 

well as the recommendations to improve the e-business approaches among Kosovar enterprises. 
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Abstract. Information on health systems are extremely important for society. A free health 

information systems may result in irreparable consequences for the whole population. For more 

Furthermore, information systems include health information in various forms, from data 

expressed in question and numbers to the personal images of patients. Which will form used for 

sharing or recording data that must be protected in an appropriate manner. Therefore, the security 

of data logging in health is an element that should be taken sincerely in consideration. The main 

security problems are generic and relate to the information systems in general. These problems 

include the technical and administrative aspects. Health system in Kosovo after the war has been 

the awkward, as in terms of organization as well as in the services provided. 
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Abstract. Management Information Systems or MIS broadly refers to a computer system of 

information that provides managers the tools to organize, assess and manage efficiently 

departments within an organization. 

Information Systems Management serves to assist in the more effective and efficient 

management of information. These systems make possible the production of information and the 

utilisation of information, sharing information with others, and protection and preservation. 

Nowadays the businesses, institutions and organizations use MIS to certain functions or the entire 

organization. Some of the most important applications are in dimensions or functions such as 

human resources, finance, marketing, manufacturing, asset management etc. 

The primary definition shows that the primary task of management information systems (MIS) 

is to process the data of the organization and present them in regular reports in different periods 

of time depending on the specific requirements of the institution or company. 

In this research we have attempted to explore some of most important issues concerning the 

implementation of IS practices in Network Administration. The case study is focused on the 

explanation of the function of Intranet in Higher Education Institutions. The research methods 

used in this research are mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. 

The opportunity to improve the functioning of Intranet in this type of institutions may be 

perceived on the better utilisation of resources of the organisation, which in return should lead to 

more internal functional communication.   

In this regard we have analysed the institutions resources and we have recommended some 

organisational change in order to achieve more effective and efficient utilisation of resources. 
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Abstract. This Research is aimed at addressing some view concerning enterprise models and 

information systems. The research is divided into two parts, in the first part is conducted the 

examination of information systems in general, while in the second part which is more important 

part of this research, we tried to investigate about three different elements in business demanding 

to integrate those and to give the effect of integration approach. 

The discussion has been oriented towards the planning of resources in enterprises, including key 

components in this context.  

Knowing that Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) includes all processes under the organization 

such as: Operations, Accounting, Marketing, Human Resources, Supply Chain Management 

(SCM), Customer Relation Management (CRM) etc., we will try to explain a ERP process in the 

framework of integration of SCM and CRM by emphasizing the role of Information Systems.  In 

this paper we have utilised descriptive analysis and comparative method of observed issues from 

the studied topic. The results are focused on theoretical explanation of the relationship having 

limited practical approach. 
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Abstract. E- Customer relationship management is an issue that every company, large or small 

must take in some way. Handled well, a CRM strategy can deliver significant benefits for 

companies and customers. Interaction with customers, in particular, has been enhanced and 

organizations who wish to remain competitive have started to implement CRM programmes and 

techniques in order to develop closer relations with their customers and to develop a better 

understanding of their needs. At the same time, the use of e-commerce techniques in CRM allows 

insurance organizations to identify customers, monitor their habits and use of information, and 

deliver them improved information and services according to their recognized needs and buying 

behavior. This paper looks at new developments in e-CRM in the insurance industry. 

 

Keywords: e-customer relationship management, insurance industry, ICT. 
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Abstract. This research is conducted in response to the low number of articles in relation to the 

effects of technology on social life in the region of Balkans, respectively Kosovo. In general, the 

negative correlation between internet and social well-being prevails in most of the conducted 

studies. However, it is clear that the internet has many positive effects, such as improvement in 

communication and access to information, ability to earn remotely, etc. The negative effects 

mainly relate to the decline in communication with the households, decline in social activity and 

incline in depression and loneliness. Through the use of survey, Kosovo society, mainly from the 

service industry, is questioned over their perception on the effects the internet is having in their 

daily life. As a result, comparative analysis provides overview of the literature review versus 

primary data collection for Kosovo society, and understands what the differences are, if any. 

 

Keywords: technology and social life, internet and social life, technology, internet, social impact 
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Abstract. Every day more and more demand for electricity in our country are growing, to meet 

these requirements, avoiding the generation of electricity from coal, as the production of 

electricity from coal, damages the environment and our health, we must invest in production of 

electricity from renewable energy from wind, sunlight etc.  
At pre-sent, energy from non-renewable resources such as fossil fuels or fissionable materials 

accounts for over 92% of the world energy usage. In addition, energy generation based on burning 

of fossil fuels has caused an increase in carbon dioxide (CO) and other gas emissions, leading to 

global warming.  A switch from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources such as sun, wind or 

water has become one of the major challenges of the 21st century.   

My subject is about producing energy form photo-voltage. I have studied different technologies 

of photo-voltage,   recent developments, increasing efficiency and cost differences between 

different technologies of photo-voltage. Also feed-in tariffs are discussed, the tariff which 

supports to increase investments in producing electricity from renewable energy and assist in the 

return of investment.  
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Abstract. This paper aims to show the importance of energy efficiency in the power engineering, 

that it is essential to all areas of the economy and society, as well as for the environment. While 

saving energy always involves certain sacrifices from the usual habits, efficient use of energy has 

led to increased quality of life, greater competitiveness of companies and the economy as well as 

energy security. Energy sources that are most in use today are based on the combustion of fossil 

fuels, and supplies of these fuels have their limitations and should be used more efficiently, thus 

improving energy efficiency by implementing certain measures in this field. 
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Abstract. This paper presents and analyses the current state of the energy sector in Kosova. It 

assesses the potential for development, and investigates the needs of the sector. Kosova’s energy 

sector is in a dire state presenting an obstacle for economic development of the country. The 

sector is not compliant with international standards and codes and has negative consequences for 

both system operators and consumers. In addition, this paper presents a general overview of 

energy production and use in the region, and discusses the possibility for coalescence. In 

conclusion, the report presents a few possible scenarios for the development of the energy sector. 

 

Keywords: Kosovo Energy Sector, Energy Production, Energy Sector Development 
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Abstarct. Requirements for exploitation of renewable energy have occupied a special place in 

the world of developed technology; they carry in themselves the hope of a viable advanced 

possibility towards sustainable development. Kosovo has a favorable geographical position and 

favorable climate conditions for utilization of solar energy. Solar energy is a promising energy 

source of the future and it’s use represents potential, since it is an inexhaustible natural source of 

energy, is the largest natural reserves of energy that is distributed throughout the world in 

quantities greater than our energy needs; is clean and it’s use requires no additional cost, as well 

as does not expose risk to environmental pollution. The main focus of the assignment is, the 

impact of polluted air on the surface of solar panels, efficient energy use of sun to public street 

light in Shtimje. On the basis of analysis of the current situation are presented three pillars, where 

for each pillar are presented the clarifying objectives and for each geographic objectives are 

foreseen measures to realize their investment. Data on air quality through monitoring stations 

during are with completed data for all types of pollution occurring by CO2, SO2, SO, CO, Nx, 

including O3 and PM10 PM2.5 particles which have resulted that pollutants are of larger size 

and are influencing directly the efficiency of solar radiation that are represented in the form of 

smog on the solar panel surface creating shaped isolation layer. 
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Abstract. The continuous growth of the population and the increasing demand of urbanization 

push towards the development of high buildings. To meet their energy demand, the European 

Community is trying to address the designers to nearly zero-energy buildings. It is easy to make 

energetically self-sufficient a small residence, but it will be a real challenge to do the same for 

high residential buildings. In the general research the “P> 20” is studied; a building with more 

than 20 floors, equipped with renewable energy systems and low impact technologies, and 

energetically self-sufficient. The first technology introduced in this paper will be the Pico 

Hydraulics system, a technology for the exploitation of hydroelectric potential of gray water to 

produce electricity. Finally, the economic, environmental and social advantages of  P> 20 will 

be illustrated, for Albania and European cities. 

  

Keyword: Pico hydraulics, energy, high buildings, zero energy buildings 
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Abstract. Electrical power systems are such nonlinear systems that the ever changing working 

environments. Generator outputs, loads and the electrical power system parameters are 

continuously changing. In recent years, because of economic and environmental conditions, 

electrical power systems have been forced to work nearly maximum load capacity with the most 

efficient operating conditions. Accordingly, also, power flow and critical fault conditions 

analysis is a significant criterion for operation of electrical power systems. Modern power 

systems are planned for high level, multi-variable dynamic systems. In this study, 16 busbar 

section from 118 busbar interconnected 420 and 170 kV Marmara region electrical power system 

transmission lines are discussed. Electrical power system stability is investigated under the 

critical fault conditions. Power flow and critical fault condition analysis of newly installed 

transmission lines, additional power transformers and power generating units possibly installed 

in coming future was performed. Power flow and fault analysis of mentioned electrical power 

system are solved by using the Power System Analysis Toolbox 2.1.9 (PSAT) software. 
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Abstract. Shunt compensation is widely used in alternative current transmission and distribution 

networks to produce reactive power support. Located in critical points such as vicinity of load 

centers, the use of Shunt compensation has beneficial effect on power system performance. The 

focus of this paper is a case-study in Albanian Power System: the implementation of Shunt 

Compensation in transmission network. For the most critical part of the network, there are 

performed simulations in two situations: without reactive compensation and with shunt 

compensations. The simulations data results to be in compliance with measurements data of the 

voltage for overhead transmission lines at levels 110kV and 220kV. By this way, the paper 

presents the impact of shunt compensation in improving voltage level of transmission network.\ 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present method that detects useful feature points and creates 

descriptor for object recognition based on hardware architecture. We propose hardware 

architecture that uses FAST and BRIEF algorithms. Feature point detection process needs 

extensive computing power and processing time. Therefore, we build hardware structure for real-

time processing. Loading the images in parallel, creating Gaussian filter image, finding feature 

point candidates, selecting valid feature point, and creating descriptor modules operate 

simultaneously and independently using pipeline structure to reduce processing time. Proposed 

hardware architecture of FAST and BRIEF algorithms is simulated by Modelsim and ISE 

software program. The result of our hardware structure shows that 44fps achieved in case of 

1920x1080 resolution image. 
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Abstract. Electricity consumption increases substantially over the years where residential use 

significantly contributes to the overall consumption. The growth in the population and variety of 

home appliances together with increasing comfort levels of the people results in higher levels of 

residential electricity use. In fact, nearly one fourth of Turkey's total electricity consumption is 

due to the domestic use. To achieve global sustainability targets and reduce the overall electricity 

use, focusing on the domestic consumption is crucial. In this research, the energy consumptions 

patterns of households are determined to identify the potential electricity savings existing in the 

residential sector. Moreover, specific policy recommendations which can promote the behavioral 

change are driven by measuring the responsiveness of people to different measures and the 

combinations of these measures such as information, feedback, rewards, and social influences. 

A survey was conducted to determine the patterns and the responsiveness of the residential 

customers. The results obtained from the survey are used to depict a general view of Turkish 

households towards electricity consumption behaviors and their energy efficiency attitudes. 

Responses indicate there should be more regulations and improvements in energy policy. An 

electricity allocation problem is solved in order to see possible impacts of behavioral change 

measures on the network. Scenarios are defined for each policy and allocation problem is solved 

to see the possible generation cost reduction. Also, gas emissions for each scenario is recorded 

to understand the possible effects of policies on the environment. Results show that behavioral 

change studies seem to be well worth to study. In order to reach residential efficiency, possible 

policy alternatives are suggested for Turkish households. 

 

Keywords: Energy efficiency, residential electricity consumption, consumer behaviors, 

behavioral change, policy implementation, impacts on the electricity network 
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Abstract. Energy efficiency is the first step toward achieving sustainability in buildings and 

organizations. Energy efficiency helps control rising energy costs, reduce environmental 

footprints, and increase the value and competitiveness of buildings. EU studies show that 

buildings are responsible for 40% of energy consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions in the EU. 

While new buildings generally need less than three to five litres of heating oil per square meter 

per year, older buildings consume about 25 litres on average. Some buildings even require up to 

60 litres. 

What is very important is that currently, about 40% of the EU's buildings are over 60 years old. 

Certain studies indicate that by improving the energy efficiency of all buildings and by just 

meeting the EU 20-20-20 energy targets, we could reduce total EU energy consumption by 8% 

to 10% and lower CO2 emissions by about 6% to 7%. However this cannot be achieved by state 

policies and government regulations alone. New methodologies and mathematical developments 

“on energy efficiency for buildings” are needed if we are to meet these goals. Thus no one is 

surprised that the topic of energy efficiency for buildings has become a research issue of the 

outmost importance for the last 8-10 years. Many scientists have turned their attention to the 

development of new methods of taking advantage of renewable energy sources, as well as 

controlling the existing technologies, to achieve the aforementioned goals. These efforts have led 

to the appearance of a new research field (among others); that of the Intelligent Buildings (IBs).    

Many definitions have been given in order to describe what an IB really is, with the more suitable 

definition for our studies is the one given be the European Intelligent Building Group (EIGB) 

which states that “intelligent is a building which offers its users the most effective environment 

and on the same time uses and manages its resources in a manner that ensures the reduction 

of the cost due to the use of equipment and facilities”. 
In addition a lot of attention, by many scientists and researchers, has been devoted to advanced 

control methods and new algorithms that can be employed on old and new buildings for achieving 

maximum energy savings for them.  

In this paper an overview of control strategies for energy efficiency of buildings is provided. 

Some of them such as Model Follower, Predictive control, Fuzzy neural controller, Fuzzy Logic 

Control (FLC), Fuzzy PID control and other present control methods are carefully reviewed, 

evaluated and presented. The new method of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) is presented and is 

related to Energy efficiency of buildings.  In addition FCMs are used to model and control a 

building for its total energy requirements. Simulation results for energy efficiencies with real data 

from buildings of the south part of Greece are provided. Conclusions and future research 

directions are briefly given at the end. 

 

Keywords: Building energy management system, energy efficiency, fuzzy control, Fuzzy 
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Abstract. Built heritage in Kosovo is a significant resource that plays very important role in the 

social, economic, cultural and environmental sustainability of our cities and rural areas. Old 

buildings are mainly sustainable, however they can benefit from improving the energy efficiency 

measures, which are considered key actions within sustainability.The aim of this study is to 

combine these two concerns by looking into interface between energy efficiency and historic 

preservation in our built heritage.  How to improve energy efficiency measures without 

endangering the historic values of the buildings? How to find a balance between sustainability, 

energy efficiency and preservation of our built heritage? 
This study with attempt to promote energy efficiency measures in heritage buildings that will 

preserve heritage values and at the same time decrease the environmental load of heritage 

buildings. 

 

Keywords: Kosovo, sustainability, energy efficiency, heritage buildings 
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Abstract. The contribution of architect Bashkim Fehmiu as one of important personalities in 

Kosovo in second half of 20th century, includes many areas such as: academic as professor at the 

Faculty of Architecture at the University of Prishtina, administrative, as founder of Prishtina 

Institute of Urbanism, contribution in the urban planning as the author of many urban plans of 

Prishtina, and his architectural contribution as the author of several important buildings of this 

period. Even his work in above mentioned areas is not still investigated, analyzed, classified, 

documented and published, nonetheless is recognized by many people, maybe as result of short 

time between the period of his active contribution with nowadays. 

This paper aims to initiate illumination of one another dimension of his multidimensional 

personality, his poetic dimension. In this paper is analyzed “Poem of Architecture” (“Poemza e 

arqitekturës”) written in 1954 during his studies in Belgrade, unpublished until now, where he 

expressed his feelings, love, his views and vision on architecture. 
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Abstract. The overall goal of this paper is to examine the suitability and potential of the policies 

addressing returnees housing sustainability and affordability and to determine the impact of the 

policy on housing delivery for Afghan refugees. Housing is a central component of the settlement 

experience of refugees. A positive housing situation can facilitate many aspects of integration. 

Unaffordable, unsafe housing, however, can cause disruptions in the entire settlement process. 

Large numbers of Afghans first fled their homes as a result of the internal conflict and later due 

to the invasion of the Soviet Union in 1979. It is now 30 years since influx of refugees and 

migrants moved abroad Afghanistan. Today, Afghans make up the largest refugee and migrant 

community in the world. Returnees have two main problems, namely the lack of access to land 

and adequate housing; which forced many returning refugees to live in poor, overcrowded and 

makeshift conditions. A general study of selected residents of the city using the Systematic 

sampling technique was administered in five big Afghan cities to obtain information on the socio 

economic characteristics and housing condition of households there to resettle back the refugees. 

This paper aims to identify a suite of built forms for housing that is both affordable and 

environmentally sustainable for Afghan refugees. 

The result was the development of a framework that enables the assessment of the overall 

performance of various types of housing development in all zones of country. There is very little 

evidence that the present approach of leaving housing provision to the vagaries of market forces 

has provided affordable housing especially to the Afghan refugees. There is the need to 

incorporate social housing into the policy to assist people who cannot provide their housing 

consumption needs.  

 

Keywords: Afghan refugees, Housing policy, Affordability, Social Housing, Housing Provision, 

Environmental sustainability principles. 
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Abstract. Architects are highly dependent from technology and the need to have integrated tools 

that also allows them to create models. The main objective of this research is to identify architects 

role in change influenced by technology and increasing urban data (BIM, GIS and CODES). 

Architects role in given context is analyzed from global and local perspective. Specific objective 

of this research is to investigate the use of BIM and urban data from perspective an architect, 

analyze reduced architects’ influence, owners crush design fees and possibilities to take back 

design control. Literature review, daily spontaneous interviews with participants in the planning 

and design phase of Prishtina projects and three interviews with experts in information 

technology have been conducted. Understanding role in change influenced by technology and 

increasing urban data would minimize misunderstandings and provide architects and each 

participant in construction industry with clear responsibilities. 

 

Key-words: Influence, Architects, Technology, Change 
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Abstract. There is an increasing demand for starting massive program of public works and new 

development projects to provide better living conditions for residence in Afghanistan. Most of 

these development projects will involve the acquisition of land. The current land acquisition 

method practiced by the central government is expropriation, which is a cash-based transaction 

method that imposes heavy fiscal burden both on local municipalities and central government, 

and it does not protect land ownership rights and social equity of landowners, besides it relocates 

the urban poor to remote areas with limited access to jobs and public services. Also the 

expropriation method that is currently practiced by municipalities in Afghanistan is a complete 

top-down method, where other key stakeholders are not given the chance to participate in the 

development processes. The primary objective of this paper is to evaluate the feasibility of land 

readjustment as a collaborative implementation tool of urban development plans in Afghanistan 

and propose a land development mechanism that can value landowners’ rights, besides open a 

window of opportunities for landowners, community members, NGOs, private developers and 

other institutions to actively collaborate in the cities’ development, which as a result will 

accelerate and facilitate the implementation process of the current development. 

The questionnaire analysis through interviews both with government officials and community 

members backed by observations of different case studies in countries where land readjustment 

is used as a collaborative land development tool are used to find out the applicability of the 

method in collaborative implementation of master plans in Afghanistan.  
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Abstract. Çarshia e Madhe is the historic commercial and crafts center located in the heart of the 

old town of Gjakova. It represents one of the rare examples of open air bazaar with urban and 

architectural characteristics influenced by Ottoman period architectural characteristics and local 

expression. Methodology of study was developed through creation of analysis with focus on 

façade architectural characteristics, using site survey, photographic documentation and literature 

research as tools to get results. This study aims to analyze in detail shutter typologies of the shops 

in this trading center as the main architectural characteristic and their spread throughout the study 

zone. Fusion of nine typologies of shutters are spread unevenly through Çarshia e Madhe with a 

dominance of typology nine, two, six, and new type and absence of typologies eight, three, five 

and one.   
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Abstract. The research deals with the analysis of the Hotels, where as a case study is taken 

Kosovo. Focus study were the cities with the greatest number of people, namely those which are 

visited more by tourists. The research is based on analytical method, which helps in the final 

results. Analyzed in terms of functional objects, architectural, access to the facility, their capacity 

and conditions that they offer guests. The classification of buildings is done in two groups; 

a) Those built before 1999 and 

b) Those built after 1999. 

Analysis show that cases of hotels built before 1999, which once met all the requirements in 

terms of functional, architectural and urban planning, today some of them lack any of the basic 

elements, characteristic of a hotel. 

Furthermore, from analysis few hotels built after 1999, meet the functional elements in terms of 

interior space, but on the other hand they lack in urban and architectural aspects. 
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Abstract. Systems Engineering application to the construction industry is a permanent and 

continues process that bring optimization of processes that are followed with positive effects that 

influences positively several factor as time, cost and other related factors. Benefits through 

process engineering are driven forces toward process development of construction industry. This 

paper try to present benefits through engineering of permit process, relation of this optimization 

with other processes as time, cost and stakeholders benefit. The entire permit process is analyzed 

in Kosova, some EU countries and as well comparison with process in Switzerland. 

 

Keywords: Process Engineering, Permit, optimization  
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Abstract. It is widely believed that historic urban fabrics make an important contribution to foster 

identity and a sense of belonging for local people. To restore historic buildings, particular 

vernacular structures, is therefore an important contribution to achieve urban structures that deal 

with and respect local people with their particular way of living.  One such historic element is 

earth construction, and in this case earth constructions of the central and eastern Europe region. 

Earth constructions turned out to be beneficiary for the micro climate, because of the material's 

ability to balance between day and night temperatures. Earth constructions are also 

environmental friendly because the material is at the building site and it can be maintained easily. 

Besides, earth buildings and villages have a distinct character, which were developed over 

centuries. Finally, earth constructions could play an essential role in the process of making cities 

green, and therefore some techniques have to be developed to bring earth constructions to big 

cities and make them green and environmental friendly 

Unfortunately, earth constructions are declining and are used only in outlying regions. To 

understand this old technique, and to bring back the knowledge to local people as well as sensitize 

governments and stakeholders is essential to help fostering earth buildings,. This is the focus of 

the contribution, where earth constructions in Central and East Europe are focused on and first 

results will be presented. 

 

Keywords: Earth, environmental architecture, vernacular architecture 
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Abstract. Sacred Geometry, mathematical scales and ratios can be found from the smallest, 

insignificant, hidden parts of Nature, to the grand masses, forms and occurrences. Scientist, 

philosophers such as Pythagoras (sixth century BC) believed that numbers had unique 

personalities and characteristics. Da Vinci found the same ratio value in different parts of human 

body. Major landmarks in Architecture were designed using musical distance in tonality as a 

scale measure, while music was created from the special Sound Refraction inside Religious 

Architecture. Through a brief historic review from pre-historic to modern times, this research 

aims to give a proper understanding of connection between music and architecture, and the 

principles of sacred geometry that relates them, while pointing the focus on “Philips Pavilion” 

(1958) by Iannis Xenakis, (1922) and its space construction using sound as a key element toward 

space experience and architectural evocation.  
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Abstract. Cities and towns are expanding at rapid rates in Afghanistan due to rural-urban 

migration and return of more than five million Afghan refugees to their homes since 2002. The 

predominantly rural society of Afghanistan with only estimated 24% of the population living in 

the cities is changing at a rapid rate of 4% per year, one of the highest rates of urbanization in the 

world. Similar to many developing countries, Afghanistan’s urban centers face huge challenges 

of informal settlements, lack of basic infrastructures, exposures to environmental pollution and 

poor sanitation. Decades of conflict, rapid population growth and lack of public investments are 

contributory factors, but the core of problem lies in the outdated systems of planning and urban 

management. Insufficient trained human resources at the disposal of the local authority, and 

unwillingness of civil servants to adopt new urban development tools resulted in failure to 

undertake institutional reform despite the continued efforts and technical and financial supports 

by international agencies. Afghanistan National Standards Agency took the initiative to introduce 

new measures to tackle the urban development challenges through preparing new codes for 

architecture, structure and urban development approved in 2012. However, most related 

organizations, such as municipalities and Ministry of Urban Development Affairs, still does not 

apply these codes and continuo to use the inherited dysfunctional systems which hamper effective 

urban development. The research objective of the paper is three-fold which seeks to achieve them 

through diagnostic study. First, to scrutinize urban development tools which are regulated in 

Urban Development Codes of Afghanistan; secondly, assess the viability of implementing these 

tools in new development areas and in the existing informal settlements; and thirdly, propose 

measures to be adopted by the local government in order to utilize more practical and sustainable 

approach to urbanization, and planning and management of resources. 

 

Keywords: urban planning, urban development challenges, urban management, architecture and 

urban development code, zoning regulations 
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Abstract. The urban population of developing countries is increasing rapidly at an alarming rate. 

As a result disturbing feature of this trend is proliferation of informal housing development in 

most cities of development counties. Hence Kabul is one those fast growing cities which has 

witnessed rapid urbanization abreast many challenges that informal settlements have become 

inevitable manifestation of it. A rapid increase in the urban population of Kabul and its related 

consequences have been difficult to handle and manage and also the limited capacity of the 

government to meet the high demand for building plots has led to growth of the informal 

settlements. This research explores the quality of life of residents in informal settlements in 

Kabul, Afghanistan. The paper begins to address this by exploring the quality of life of informal 

dwellers in five areas in Kabul, and investigates the factors that are most important in improving 

the quality of life of residents in informal housing as well as the main obstacle to a better quality 

of life. This research also examines the effects of urban improvement practices in Kabul by 

exploring how upgrading of urban space in informal settlements influence residents′ quality of 

life and perceptions of safety. The research found that physical interventions in the informal 

settlement have had positive impacts on both the quality of life of the residents and on overall 

perceptions of safety. Again upgrading considered as effective approach to deal with informal 

settlements, and it is not only improving the physical environment, but empowering the 

community to be more actively involved in the development and maintenance of their 

neighborhoods. 

 

Keywords: Informal settlements, quality of life, urban upgrading, environmental impact 
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to present the analysis for the urban road “Fehmi 

Lladrovci” in the city of Prishtina, aiming to identify the geometric and the intensity of a traffic 

flow factors which influences to the reduction of multimodal level of service. The study is 

focused in urban roads categories for the level like road “Fehmi Lladrovci” is, this road is one of 

the main roads of the city. Integral parts of this study are the models applied to calculation of 

multimodal level of service for each modes of traffic as vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles and public 

transport based on NCHRP’s report and HCM 2010 manual. The impact of factors affecting 

multimodal level of service for all modes of road traffic are important elements and they affect 

the quality of level of service through urban roads. There are a lot of numbers of the participants 

moving on the road “Fehmi Lladrovci” which is located near the central zone, where along its 

extended collective housing with business premises. Based on the results obtained from this study 

recommendations for modifications are made for changing the width of the road, in order to 

increase the multimodal level of service to all modes of road traffic.  

 

Keywords: multimodal level of service, the geometric factors, modes of traffic. 
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Abstract. Considering urban development’s World-wide, which are based on economic, social, 

environmental, cultural trends and good governance; towards sustainable development of urban 

areas, while there coming years will be concentrated most of the World’s population, as result of 

that is very important development of interrelations Community-Academy conversely, in context 

of promotion of expected results such: 

 Academic institutions as community based organization 

 Community with base on general development projects 

 Determination of common development objectives 

 Sustainability through economic, social and environmental dimension   

In general the aim of this study is through used comparative research methods and literature 

review, to present a better picture from relevant facts and concepts to possible benefits from 

developments in relation Community-Academy, as very important component of new approach 

to urban development 

 

Key words: urban, economic, social, academy 
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Abstract. Geothermal Althing is a new vision for future sustainable development projects which 

supports social, economic and cultural aspects of Iceland in terms of geothermal energy resources 

and promotes them globally.  

For developing this topic, except Design Studio works at University of Liechtenstein and field 

trip in Iceland with the studio, I also did additional researches by trying to relate this topic also 

with non-developed countries but which are rich with geothermal resources.  

For this inter-connective approach between Iceland and non-developed countries, I was also 

visiting Republic of Kosova and Serbia as a potentially rich geothermal countries from Balkan 

Peninsula, where I discussed with a few political leaders of that region, university lecturers in 

Prishtina and also visited the geothermal spring of Vranjska Banja with the highest temperature 

of underground water of 150°C, which flows on the surface with 98°C, fig.27. After all these 

researches we come to the project of Geothermal Althing, which presents an interspersing idea 

about geothermal energy for non-developed countries in one side, and promotion of Icelandic 

professional and natural resources to the globalized world on the other side.  

 

Keywords: Geothermal resources, non-developed countries, Environmental impact, future 

potential. 
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Abstract. Urban sprawl is a phenomena that affected the entire world, in particular the capital 

cities.  There are different cases and forms of the city extensions, which influence the community 

in many ways, like: social behaviour, economic prosperity, irrational land use, infrastructure 

disorder, energy inefficiency as well as polluted environment.  

This paper explores typical examples of urban sprawl evident in European cities and the core 

reasons of its appearance. The analyses will focus on the rapid urban extension of Prishtina; it’s 

over population and all consequences affecting daily life.  

The aim of the paper is to highlight the most dangerous factors resulting in Prishtina’s chaotic 

city development, in order to raise awareness among decision makers and other stakeholders to 

prevent further urban sprawl and find any potential possibilities for efficient and sustain urban 

solutions. 

 

Keywords: urban sprawl, consequences in society, core of the city, land use, infrastructure, 

environment. 
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Abstract. As part of the section on the Architectural History and the Architecture Values 

and Heritage, this paper will offer to the participants of the 4th IC ASPCE 2015 Durres 

Albania view on the development of the Ottoman House floor plans and its characteristics 

presented through the examples of the houses built in Istanbul between the 17th and 19th 

century and their comparative analysis with the Ottoman houses built in the Panagia 

district in the Ottoman town of Kavala, Greece. The Ottoman House has its specific 

characteristics and a huge value that has a special place in the universal history of the 

house types.  It is a type of house that can be found within the territories of the Old 

Ottoman Empire, in the territories of Rumeli and Anatolia. The goal of the paper is to 

conclude that the houses built in Ottoman Kavala, and that still exist in the old district of 

Panagia, have typical Ottoman floor plans emulgated with local influences and can be 

placed among the several typical architectural floor plan types of the Ottoman House. 

 

Keywords: Ottoman house, typology of Ottoman house floor plans, sofali house, 

Vernacular architecture, Ottoman house in the Balkans, Istanbul houses, Ottoman Kavala 
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Abstract. The territories of Kosovo do hold quite a number of historic sacral monuments that 

several national entities call “their” architectural heritage. Can we really speak of a single nations’ 

heritage in territories where, through the course of history, the politically leading or majority 

nation was shifted in place? To which nation does immoveable heritage belong, if the nation is 

no longer dwelling around the monument? Who takes care of such national heritage? Is heritage 

“national”? How can a national state administrate and manage architectural heritage that is not 

considered to be “his” national heritage?  

Questions like those are current status for Kosovo nowadays. Answers are getting more urgent 

as the new state has to complete his new legislation within this or the next year(s). Kosovo hardly 

knows about all of his built heritage, as many of the information collected in the past is scattered 

in different national archives refusing exchange of information and documents. And finally, 

hasn’t the term “national” heritage anyhow been replaced by “world heritage” within the last 

decades? But again, how can the care and protection of this heritage be managed in future, by 

national states and their national heritage organizations or by the international community and 

its official organizations?  

The paper is not trying to answer those questions but to show irrelevant the terminus of national 

heritage nowadays became. Therefore it will dig into the history of several buildings, ensembles 

and towns in Kosovo and trace back their architectural history, like for Novo Brdo and Gracanica, 

Prizren, Decani and Peja. Additionally it will show that this is not a unique situation for a specific 

region, but that similar cases have happened elsewhere in Europe, too. 

 

Keywords: Architectural Heritage, Care and Protection of Monuments, Christian Basilica, 
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Abstract. This seminar paper is a research on the theoretical framework of architectural history 

of 18th and 19th century urban dwellings in Kosovo. Special effort is placed on the particular 

type of urban dwelling in Kosovo known as “banesa qytetare” [urban house] which has been a 

subject of study for especially Emin Riza and Flamur Doli in between the 1993 and 2013.  

Commencing with thorough description of “banesa” in terms of architectural characteristics, 

“banesa-s” typology and chronological derivation of its typology as well as spatial distribution, 

followed by composition of volumes that correspond to types of “banesa”, and significant 

features that give naming to the particular type. The material scope will cover “banesa-s” 

drawings and historic writings, of various researchers. Further analysis will include the ongoing 

debate on the origin of “banesa” in Kosovo in comparison with’ similar’ dwellings on the region 

with special emphasis on the “Ottoman house” in the Balkans. 

 

Keywords: Banesa in Kosovo from 18th-19th century, architectural composition of banesa, 

typologies of banesa, banesa with porch [hajat], banesa with gallery [çardak], banesa with side 

gallery [qoshk], urban kulla. 
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Abstract. A common challenge in business life is the need to compose multidisciplinary teams 

to foster efficiency and innovative thinking by using different expertise on a problem or project. 

The creation of design often happens with the cooperation among experts from various 

disciplines due to require wide heterogeneous information.  Thus, how this information 

processing takes place, has become increasingly vital to the overall success of product design. 

The research area of this study is to analyse information sharing aspects and behaviour that occur 

in multi-disciplinary product design teams during their problem solving activity.  

In order to observe and record multidisciplinary information behaviour of design team work, a 

design task in a laboratory environment has been set up. For in-depth understanding of the 

process the verbal transcripts have been analysed and coded according to ‘design content’ and 

‘information behaviour’. The data describe different information behaviour during the design 

process and show the flow of information within the process. He results from two case studies, 

one was according to defined criteria evaluated as successful design process and the other one as 

unsuccessful, have been compared. The frequency and duration analysis clearly state that using 

more information or dedicating bigger portion of time to information behaviour do not help the 

team to come up with the desired outcome. The analysis of the data explore different information 

behaviour during the design process and show patterns of information application within the 

critical situations. The results of design content analysis provide a thorough understanding of the 

information flow based on the design content.  

 

Keywords: Design Teams, Multidisciplinary Information, Design information, Cognitive 
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Abstract. Urbanization is a continuous process, affected with different elements in different 

development periods.  

Knowing that urbanization is a multi-sectorial process oriented to different activities with the aim 

of harmonizing urban –architectural landscape with natural landscape to achieve as much as 

possible urban sense of community living there (in behavior or sociological aspect).  

Considering that role of different buildings all over urban area not only through their interior 

view functions-destinations but also through their exterior view architectural form-façades is un-

substituted; this research is trying to give answer on question: 

At what level façades can create urban sense of community living in urban area? 

Searching for answer, was developed a research method “consumer preference for product” 

(called “Utility method”), where through survey are shown their preferences on observation on 

their actual made choices, this through: 

 Visual representation (materialization) 

 Visual context (integration) 

 Visual integration(form-complexity, harmony) 

 Visual socialization (behavior reflection on behavior) 

 Visual aesthetics (color, rhythm ) 

 

Keywords: urbanization, community, sense, process, façades, visual, landscape. 
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Abstract. It’s to be considered as an important issue, the issue of public space identification and 

social relation-ships of the community with them. It’s the fact that social aspect of the people 

living in urban areas is considered as main aspect identified with: 

 Inclusiveness and equity for different community categories 

 Sustainable integration of urban development and 

 Tradition  

Considering this, the aim is to insist on development of those public spaces and definition of their 

role on social, societal and traditional aspect for the community. 

Knowing that Peja as important urban area in Kosova, as city under modern development, is in 

the phase of developing new identity, so, actuality there is adoption in between transformation 

and integration. The aim of this paper is to present inter-relation between public spaces and social 

activities developed there, towards promotion of social, cultural and integral values for citizens. 
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Abstract. This studdy is based on the strategic development plan (SDP) and urban development 

plan (UDP) for the city of Ferizaj, 2008-2015+, as well as regulatory plan (RP) of 2011, which 

the term expires in 2016  Functionality of the city center of Ferizaj, resolving  the problem of 

mobility in the down town area, expansion of the municipality frontiers its results of urban 

expansion and growth  of the population, adequate traffic solution which enables creating new 

area for the city center is necessary and primary necessity  . 

Analysis and identification of critical points of intersection, in which the movement takes place 

with intense, walking areas and identification of the most frequented points, connection to other 

urban areas. (taken from the UDP & SDP), The purpose of this analysis and research is the 

expansion, functioning, unobstructed approaches, the creation of spaces that do not need the day 

light (parking garages) creating unobstructed walking area for every age group (public life)  ,  

green areas    ,  new jobs and development of small businesses . Creating a sustainable solution 

which will enable the development and formation of new spaces that will be appear as a needs in 

the future. 
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Abstract. A crucial point during the transition process of a country is the rule of law. This process 

is not easy and is often followed by negative outcomes. Illegal, uncontrolled and unplanned 

construction is one of them. This spreads process is usually very fast and spreads rapidly across 

the whole territory of the country. Similar to other countries of the Balkan Region, Kosovo has 

been dealing with this issue as well and has undergone a treatment process of equipping those 

buildings with legalizing permits.  The law for constructions treatment without permit entered 

into force in 2014 and is implemented by the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning. As 

a result some building owners responded positively to the process and applied, however that 

number is not at a satisfying and in the recent months the process for legalization permits is being 

faced by a low number of applications. The main objective of this research is the identification 

of the actual challenges in the legalization process and how to turn them around to success. This 

will be achieved through data collection from legalization applicants and interviews with 

representative legalization officers from the Balkans who managed to have better results through 

a more simplified legalization process. 

 

Keywords: Illegal Constructions, Legalization Process, Informal Settlements, Kosovo, the 

Balkans 
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Abstract. Considering the fact that the energy production in Kosovo is not sufficient in relation 

with the everyday demand and the same time the growth of the energy demand based on different 

resources is evident, a detailed analysis and identification of the energy performance of this sector 

is inevitable. One of the main components that cause the energy demand in residential sector is 

the heating energy demand. The energy recourse and heating systems used by the residential 

sector in Prishtina are diverse. This paper elaborates and identifies the number of residential 

buildings, number of dwellings, building typologies, heating energy resources, heating systems 

used by the dwellings and the energy demand for heating energy, by using quantitative 

methodology. Based on the results achieved by the research, future detailed analysis are possible 

to identify other components which affect the heating energy demand by the residential sector. 

These results will be used as a basis of the first district scaled energy modelling of the city of 

Prishtina. After analysis of the current state the investigated districts, future concepts will be 

made increasing efficiency and sustainability. 
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Abstract. The period June 2012 – March 2014 saw a prolonged deficit of precipitation below 

normal. This led to a major continental scale drought across southern Europe, and in eastern 

Kosova in particular. E.g. see figure 1 below for the month of December 2013, from Drought 

Monitoring Center for SEE. In fact December 2013 was the fifth driest month in the recorded 

history of Kosova.  

February registered the driest month in the recorded hydro-meteorological history of Kosova, 

since 1927 with only 2.1 mm precipitation, which expressed in Standardized Precipitation Index 

(SPI). The chance of getting this value in February was 1 in 156. So, since June 2013, 

consecutively there were dry month, i.e. there was rainfall deficit (a meteorological drought) that 

consequently led to a hydrological drought. By March 2014 the water supply reservoirs of 

Batllava, Badovc were at 20% of normal levels, and nearly exhausted. There was approximately 

not more than 6-8 weeks of water supply remaining for upwards of 500,000 citizens. 

Situation of drinking water supply was becoming much more difficult to citizens of Prishtina, 

Podujeva, Kastriot, Fushe Kosova and Gracanica. Thus, water supply restrictions hours were 

growing and there was a fear to citizens for the lack of water and at the same time were aware 

for a maximum of water saving. The Government Local and Central authorities, other 

Institutions, NGO’s, were mobilized in order to find a solution, even for a temporary time, to 

deal with drought periods. There were few choices as the underground water level was affected 

by droughts and the only hope was the alternative supply from the Lake Ujmani (Gazivoda) 

where through the steel pipe fill Badovc Lake. Although, the pipe was not in a good condition 

because since year 1986 only once was included for operation to the system to fill Badovc Lake 

in 1996 as the water level fell at this Lake.   
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Abstract. Through this paper is analysed the possibility of recycling asphalt and reusing this in 

receipts of new asphalt to build road infrastructure inside urban areas and inter-urban areas, 

because analysing the investments that are being realized in the road infrastructure in Kosova last 

years, and investments that are going on, there are indicators showing economical, environmental 

and ….benefits of the society. 

According to database of the Kosova Ministry of Transport and Telecommunication until the 

year 2014, the territory of Kosova has 2005.5 km of the road, 4% are highways, magisterial roads 

32% and 64% regional roads, most of them should be reconstructed, so, the existing asphalt layers 

should be removed, and this layer has a thickness of 15 -30 cm, depending on category of road.  

Positive expected effects from re-use of recycled asphalt can be treated through cost-benefit 

analyses, especially through its direct impact on: 

 Reducing massive exploration of our natural and other resources for producing asphalt 

 Reducing production and use costs of asphalt 

 Growing possibility for problem-solving through asphaltation of more roads in urban 

or periurban areas 

 Minimizing of environmental degradation from asphalt waste 

 Improving public health 

However considering information, that level of asphalt recycling in Kosovo and in the region 

does not exceed more than 5%, while the construction waste 10%, it is the fact that this process 

should be treated seriously especially considering the fact that Kosova is a state under 

development and there is limited capacity for investment in road infrastructure considering mass 

needs. 

 

Keywords:  asphalt, road, infrastructure, investment, benefits. 
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Abstract. The processes of processing of 2D or 3D geodetic or geo-information data by using 

the FME software and other software's or tools in combination and then through mathematical 

logics in FME building of such 3D models from original measured terrain data within 

transformers given by FME, could be considered as very important attempt of creating of such 

3D models, exactly when we have to deal with huge data by the size of its as input data. These 

kind of doing of processing of data through FME software, can be considered as important issue 

also for resolving of other today related exercises derived from field of geodesy and geo-

information. By the way many organizations and private companies or investors require realistic 

and accurate 3D models of their projects for decision-making through visualization and 

simulation. Additionally for creating the most accurate 3D models as the final product, both 2D 

and 3D, often needs to be shared with decision-makers in a different file format. 

 

Keywords: 3D DEM, GIS, GPS, DEM, SRTM, RASTER, 3Dpdf. 
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Abstract. This study consists on a structural analysis comparison of a typical highway bridge 

between KTP, EN and AASHTO based on load capacity. The Eurocodes are currently in the 

process of national implementation towards becoming the Europe wide means for structural 

design of civil engineering works. A team from Mott Macdonald inspected 562 bridges and the 

main causes of the defects are figured out in the study as traffic load, nature force, and aging, 

lack of maintenance and design deficiencies. As design codes are advancing with time, the need 

of Albania to upgrade its code has become a must. This paper presents the deficiencies of KTP 

when compared to the other design codes in order to help identify the areas which KTP is prone 

to problems and defects. A typical highway bridge with three spans (60, 80 and 60m) was selected 

to be compared. CSi Bridge was used as the tool to do a structural analysis of this bridge. The 

bridge was designed three times according to each code. Maximum moment is compared for the 

maximum load combinations of each code, on the columns and beams supporting the highway. 

Due to the design of the bridge the only members giving a cross-section of the load effect from 

the main deck are the one chosen. KTP is 40%-90% lower than EN and 20%-80% lower than 

AASHTO when compared for maximum moment at mid span of the beam and column. These 

refer to the biggest areas of deficiency KTP faces when compared with EN and AASHTO. 

 

Keywords: KTP, EN, AASHTO, Road Bridge, CSi Bridge. 
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Abstract. The Center Business District of Tirana (Skanderbeg Square) plays a crucial part in 

Tirana Transportation System. After a closure of about 2 years, being under reconstruction, CBD 

opened to traffic on November 14th, 2011.This study analyses performance parameters like: 

travel time for both cars and buses, waiting time at bus stations, and passenger boarding 

alignment for bus passing through or around the CBD before and after it was opened to traffic. 

Route that follows Kinostudio -Kombinat bus line has been selected as a represe native of all 

other lines passing through the center of Tirana. Opened to traffic for the supply to meet the 

demand differently with sustainability approaches, this significant structural change in 

transportati on system of Tirana has deteriorated the total transportation system of Tirana City. 

Higher travel speeds were observed within CBD but slower ones out of it. In addition, although 

this change has led to a slight. Improvement in east part of Tirana, travel speeds at the west part 

which is a main entrance to Tirana of intercity commuters has been significantly deteriorated  

(20-25%). Moreover, this change indirectly has changed flow distribution at signalized 

intersections thus making the system less efficient. Last but not least, capacity of public transport 

services has not been increased to cope with the increase of number of public transport 

commuters, hence making the mode less attractive. Providing the supply to meet the demand is 

not anymore the solution, but the sustainability is permanent solution. 

 

Keywords: Public transport, Sustainability, Travel speed, Passenger accumulation 
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Abstract. Nowadays cost of highway materials increase every year. In addition, use of marginal 

materials results in early development of pavement distress, requiring more frequent repairs also 

rehabilitation, associated lane closures, traffic congestion in high volume traffic areas which 

increases the potential for construction zone accidents and increased levels of environmental 

pollution related to automobile emissions. Therefore, there is a strong desire in our country to 

optimize the use of materials currently used for highway pavement construction and to seek 

advanced materials that are cheaper and environmentally friendly. It has now been recognized 

that the age of limitless construction materials and the use of conventional materials in their 

present form is fast coming to an end, and new technologies need to be developed to continue to 

support the rehabilitation and reconstruction of pavements. Today, concerns about limited 

availability and sustainability are driving the search for new and advanced materials for highway 

construction. In this paper we describe the potential for considering the use of alternative 

materials, also encourage the industry to accelerate the development and implementation of 

products still under development. The materials range from materials under development to 

recently commercialized materials. 

 
Keywords: construction materials, next generation sustainable cement, ecofriendly cements. 
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Abstract. The joints of the human body act as mechanical or building structures joints. Joints 

connect different segments by enabling the movement of these segments. The design of a joint 

that provides durability or static support differs from that one which provides only movement. 

Joints of the human body, as organic joints, are considered more complex than other types of 

joints. Finite element models help to comprehend the knee structure behavior under the action 

of dynamic and static loads. Deformations in the articulating cartilage and the distribution of 

loads from meniscus provide data to understand the effect of loads in different parts of the 

knee. This study aims to calculate the stresses in the contact area of the tibiofemoral joint, using 

the finite element model. During this process, it will be an approximation of geometric shape of 

the femur, tibias and articulating cartilage to their real shape, taking into account the physic-

mechanical characteristics of their components. The study, based on results of numerical 

calculations, aims to provide practical recommendations for dimensioning the tibiofemoral 

articulating cartilage and for the quality of the materials, to be used in knee prosthesis industry. 

 

Keywords: Tibiofemural joint, articulation cartilage, contact area, FEM 
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Abstract. Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites (the combination of two or more 

materials). Used more often in the defense and aerospace industries, advanced composites are 

beginning to play the role of conventional materials (commodities) used for load-bearing 

structural components for infrastructure applications. 

These unique materials are now being used worldwide for building new structures as well as for 

rehabilitating in-service structures. 

“FRP” is an acronym for fiber reinforced polymers , which some also call fiber reinforced 

plastics, so called because of the fiber content in a polyester, vinyl ester, or other matrix. Three 

FRPs are commonly used (among others): composites containing glass fibers are called glass 

fiber reinforced polymers (GFRP); those containing carbon fibers are called carbon fiber 

reinforced polymers (CFRP); and those reinforced with aramid fibers are referred to as aramid 

fiber reinforced polymers (AFRP). 

This paper presents an example for strengthening the reinforced concrete column a wrapping 

of CF sheet externally, the strengthening system must have a national technical approval. This 

approval defines the material properties but also further system coefficients. 
The strengthening of concrete members means using constructional measures to restore or 

improve their load-carrying capacity, serviceability, durability or fatigue strength. 

The effects of strengthening measures can generally be described in quantitative terms 

and therefore analyzed numerically For reinforced concrete columns designed according to the 

earlier editions of DIN 1045 there are some strengthening assignments that fall midway between 

redesign and sprayed concrete. It is for these projects that wrapping with fiber-reinforced 

materials is to be recommended. This method has already been used frequently in Europe and 

elsewhere, often on the basis of design codes or guides covering the subsequent strengthening of 

reinforced concrete compression members by means of wrapping with fiber-reinforced materials. 

 

Keywords: Composite, FRP, CF sheets, reinforced concrete columns, wrapping, strengthening. 
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Abstract. There is a continuous increase of quality on civil engineering materials in developed 

countries and parallel increase of need for new constructions in developing countries. 

Professional community should propose solutions for the durability that can resist in different 

severe environments. The most important factor that can affect concrete durability is represented 

by the pore distribution. Transport properties can take place through the porous network inside 

the cementitious composites and the aggregates interface, permitting the ingress of aggressive 

agents damaging concrete function intrinsically as a material and the well-functioning of the 

entire structure. The use of a crystalline admixture during the mixing procedure can fill the pores 

and capillarity of the cement composites, while in case of the appearance of the cracks, can 

perform as sealing agent, representing a secondary innovative benefit. Concrete structure, in this 

case will be more durable and there will be no need for un-planned intervention. 

 

Keywords: durability, self-sealing, concrete, crystalline additive 
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Abstract. Challenges that civil engineering industry is facing nowadays have changed compared 

on what had to be faced in the past decades. Sustainability, economic aspects and life cycle of 

construction materials represent now important requirements, as highlighted in the new Model 

Code 2010. New solutions are being developed to provide an answer to the newest code requests. 
Self-healing/repairing materials can perform an accomplishments of these challenges by 

introducing an innovative way of thinking for materials, the concept of “bio-mimicking”. 

Different studies confirmed the self-healing capacity of cementitious composites, depending in 

the type of activated mechanisms. Microscopic and chemical investigations allowed the 

observation of different sealing/healing mechanisms, as due e.g. to continuing hydration of un-

hydrated cement/binder particles, crystallization of calcium carbonate or the improvement of the 

bond between fibers and matrix. This paper will try to light up the way through which these 

mechanisms can promote crack sealing or healing capacity. 

 
Keywords: self-healing, self-sealing, concrete, sustainability 
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Abstract. The application of the European Standard EN 1504: “Products and systems for 

protection and repair of concrete structures - Definitions, requirements, quality control and 

evaluation of conformity,”  can be considered a real milestone for the companies carrying out the 

rehabilitation and restoration of buildings, bridges and other civil concrete structures. To 

successfully repair concrete, the genuine cause of the damage must be known. This will facilitate 

the proper methods of repair to be applied. A repair is considered successful if the structure is 

restored to the nearest degree to its original state.  This specific requirement applies basically to 

cultural objects or similar ones; this is not of same validity for bridges built in the last century. 

Drafting a repair plan and concept, different repair options can be derived based on the state and 

exposure found. After taking both economic and practical aspects into consideration, the most 

favorable repair measure is then selected. In the case of repairing of bridges Kaçanik-Hani i Elezit 

in Kosovo, Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC) was used. 

 
Keywords: Repair and Protection, Products and Systems, Bridges, Self-Compacting Concrete 

(SCC), EN 1504. 
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Abstract. In this paper of works will be try to present the fundamental computation referring to 

the imperfection impacts phenomena of non-precise erection effects of the structural members as 

are vertical columns. Depends from the structural type, the structure should have a vertical 

structural members with the enough vertical and shear capacity provoked from horizontal action 

of earthquake, wind, dead and imposed vertical loads. The structural designers, during the 

structural computation are improve the several approximations creating the dynamic modeling, 

having into the consideration of structural elements classification in the prior and secondary 

structural elements. It is very none that the structural vertical elements have a designed capacity 

from the horizontal actions, the nonstructural elements has the indirect impact on the structural 

behavior at all. Also the non-precise erection phenomena or imperfection of the vertical structural 

members is very important in the structural behavior.  

 
Key Words: Structure, nonstructural elements, non-precise erection - imperfection. 
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Abstract. The fire may occur anywhere and in any phase in the lifetime of a building .Fire 

resistance requirements should be based on the parameters influencing fire growth and 

development. For calculating the characteristic fire load, the characteristic fire load has to be 

determined using the  table of EN 1991-1-2 Annex E.The aim of this paper is to present the 

methodology used in this tool and to show an example of application. The fire resistance of a 

steel beam submitted to compartment fires which supports a non-collaborating concrete slab in a 

compartment is estimated in case of an unprotected and a protected steel section. It will be 

possible, having this gas temperature, to calculate the temperature of a steel profile .Different 

results can be extracted from the software. The software package that will be used to perform this 

calculation is Ozone V2. Ozone V2 has been developed as a practical design tool to realize a 

performance based analysis of the behavior of simple steel elements in a compartment fire 

situation. 

The figures provided for the input data by the graphic interface are indicative values. They can 

be modified by the user who has full responsibility for the choice of these input data. A 

combination of a two and a one zone model is included. The criteria of transition offers to the 

user an automatic decision procedure to know whether a two or a one zone model is appropriated 

to the fire stage which is model. 

 

Keywords: Compartment fire, Zone model, Fire resistance of a steel, Software package 
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Abstract: The last decade has been characterized by construction of multi-storey buildings in 

almost all cities of Kosovo, with the storey-height ranging from B+G+4 to B+G+11 and even 

B+G+15, which means that they need to be subjected to the revision of the main project,including  

things be verified for the effect of fire. 

This paper aims to illustrate the use of EC regulations for the verification of   reinforced 

concrete structures under effect of fire, respectively: 

EN 1991-2-2 Basis of design and actions on structures. Part-2.2: Actions on    structures exposed 

to fire and EN 1992-1-2:2004 Design of concrete structures- part -1-2: Structural fire design. 

In this regard, we will review the residential and business object B+G+11,    respectively the 

complex called "KULLAT" in Mitrovica, the safety assessment of reinforced concrete structures 

in case of fire The analysis of certain parts of the structures - beams and columns by applying the 

tabular method and analysis of beams with the application of simplified calculation method will 

be shown. 

 

Keywords: Fire calculation, Tabular calculation, simplified calculation method, Cross-section 

resistance 
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Abstract. This paper discusses the importance of GIS and aerial photos in creating national 

registry of illegal constructions in Kosovo with it strengths and weaknesses and challenges that 

has passed the process of compiling the national register of illegal constructions (NRIC) in 

Kosovo. The methodology applied is built on the basis of legal liability of two levels of 

government in Kosovo. The Ministry has developed and provided the legal basis, built technical 

capacity at the local level and maintain the national database registry, while local level had 

registered the illegal construction in its own territory. The GIS basis and registry database were 

based on open source GIS capabilities (QGIS).  The whole process lasted during a year divided 

into several sub phases involving interpretation of the law and regulations, building technical 

capacity in GIS's and interpreting aerial images (orthophotos), the compilation of the register, its 

publication and modification, improvement of errors in the registry, etc. As a result of applying 

the methodology they were registered about 350,000 illegal buildings in the entire territory of 

Kosovo. 

 

Keywords: GIS, DB, Orthophoto, Shape file, Shape file, NRIC, Illegal construction. 
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Abstract. Today, environmental protection is of great concern in Kosovo. Almost all waste water 

effluents from the localities are discharging in surface water and groundwater without being 

significantly treated deterioning water quality in Kosovo’s rivers. The aim of this paper is to 

analyze the level of pollution in the Neredime river created from municipal wastewater as well 

as to identify pollutants and their impact on the river. An attempt has been made to present the 

situation of the waters defining physicochemical water qualities of Neredime river from the 

source to the outskirts of town in the south-west of Ferizaj; this includes 5 (five) stations in 

different seasons. Determining the level of pollution is made using twelve physicochemical 

parameters such as: Temperature, Turbidity, pH value, Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Potassium 

Permanganate Demand, Chlorures, Ammonia, Nitrites, Nitrates, Iron, Manganese and 

Conductivity. Rating curves were drawn on the basis of results obtained in the laboratory for 

each parameter. The arguments have been used to classify the water quality in each of the study 

areas. According to the results of laboratory analysis of the samples taken, it is appearant that the 

river water shows major water quality changes from the source to the outskirts of town. It was 

observed that the values of physico-chemical parameters exceeded the tolerable limits at almost 

every station. This may be due to the high impact of human activities, unprotected areas along 

the river and direct discharge of municipal effluent which may include other individual 

pollutants. The river autopurification ability is low, especially during the summer when the 

pollution level is greater while the amount of river flow is low. 

 

Keywords: Surface Water Pollution, River Autopurification Ability, Municipal Waste 

Water, Physicochemical parameters. 
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Abstract. This Paper aims to show in an inductive way the importance of as we called “the basic 

cell” on any structural pattern – the tetrahedron. Taking the tetrahedron as being a building block 

of any three dimensional structure we departed from the simplest possible structure which is the 

column, each time we added another column to the previous ones present within the model the 

resulting pattern became more stable with fewer degrees of liberty and gained in rigidity until we 

obtained tetrahedron – the basic cell necessary for any spatial structure to be stable and resist to 

actions from exterior. This paper calls for an increase to awareness within the community of 

structural engineers as well as the architects– by re-visiting one of the basic principles on which 

our profession lays. 
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Abstract. In this study, the performances of existing reinforced structures are evaluated by using 

Turkish Seismic Code (TSC-2007) and Eurocode 8. The performance evaluation of eight story 

existing reinforced structure are made by using static pushover analysis method which is a 

nonlinear elastic method according to the conditions stated in both TSC-2007 and Eurocode 8. 

The damage levels of elements obtained in analysis results are compared and the performances 

of existing reinforced structures are evaluated according to two codes. 

 

Keywords: Turkish Seismic Code, Eurocode 8, nonlinear elastic calculation methods, static 

pushover analysis, performance evaluation. 
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Abstract. In this study, the behavior of building during earthquake depends on its shape, size 

and geometry building. Simple geometry in plan performs well during the earthquakes but 

buildings with irregular and asymmetric structure shape in plan have sustained significant 

damages. The plan geometry of buildings was defined as cubic, T, U and L shape. 

Four type of high-rise buildings, with two models for each type, were designed and analyzed to 

explore the earthquake behavior of these structures. Buildings have been specified as four models 

with different geometrical plan but same area.  The analysis was made for two different numbers 

of stories for each model: 20 storey model and 38 storey model.  

Maximum moments in columns and beams, storey displacement, period-mod number values and 

base share forces affected from seismic action, were compared between models.  

Analysis of the models was made with integrated software package for the structural analysis and 

design of buildings ETABS 2015.  

 

Keywords: High-rise buildings, seismic analysis, different geometry on plan, maximum 

moments in columns and beams, storey displacement, period-mod number values, base share 
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Abstract. A Matlab code has been developed in order to estimate the moment-curvature 

relationship of reinforced concrete sections under different types of axial loadings and steel 

percentages. A numerical method has been adopted to develop the moment-curvature relationship 

which depends on the depth of the cross-section, ratio of reinforcement and depth of the neutral 

axis. Two different concrete models are used in developing the code. The mathematical models 

used are Chandrasekaran's proposed reinforced concrete model and Mander's reinforced concrete 

model. The resulting moment-curvature relationships developed from the different concrete 

models are then compared and evaluated.  

 

Keywords: Matlab, Moment-Curvature, Concrete, Ductility 
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to investigate some of the physical, mechanical, durability 

properties of cultured marble, an artificial rock produced with polymer resin as binding material. 

Four different series of cultured marble were made with different proportions of fillers, polymer 

resin and catalyst. The dimensions of the specimens use for the tests were 40x40x160mm. The 

samples were investigated for water absorption, specific gravity, tensile and compressive 

strength; heat resistance and resistance to wet-dry cycles. The produced specimens showed 

almost no water absorption, very good tensile and compressive strength, at the same time 

negligible effect from the heat and wet-dry cycles applied.  
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Abstract. Contemporary design methods of bearing capacity of deep foundation (pile 

foundation) change according to different design codes. The main requisition of the designing 

process of the deep foundation is related with the axial bearing capacity, which should be 

sufficient to withstand the applied loads. Many authors has developed and published detailed 

methods to analyze the behavior of a single reinforced concrete pile or a group of piles, based on 

vertical bearing capacity due to lateral friction or residence at the pile point. The goal of this 

paper is to illustrate the calculation methods according to 3 analytical methods of vertical bearing 

capacity of bored single pile and group of piles of a bridge foundation. Only the vertical loads 

are considered during the design process. Shear loads and bending moment act as horizontal loads 

on the group of piles. A comparison between three different methods is shown to determine the 

bearing capacity and the stress limit allowed. The bridge is located in the 26 kilometer of Elbasan-

Tiranë highway. 

 

Keywords: Bearing capacity, reinforce concrete pile, lateral friction, bored piles. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of an experimental study that investigated, the effects 

of steel fibers and polypropylene fibers on the mechanical properties of concrete. 

Two types of fibers used are hooked  end steel fibers of 50 mm and 30 mm length with the aspect 

ratio of 67 (length 50 mm and diameter 0.75 mm) and 44 (length 30 mm and diameter 0.75 mm). 

On the other hand, three types of polypropylene fibers are used of length 12mm, 6mm and 3 mm. 

Steel fibers are used of 0%, 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1% by the volume of concrete and polypropylene 

fiber are prepared of 0 %, 0.25 %,  0.5 %,  1 % by the weight of cement. 

The experimental program consisted of testing the compressive strength and split tensile strength 

on steel fiber- reinforced concrete and polypropylene fiber-reinforced concrete. 

28 day compressive and split tensile strength ëere prepared and tested by using cubes of 

dimensions 10 cm X10 cm X10cm. 

 

Keywords: Aspect Ratio, Steel Fiber, Polypropylene Fiber, Polypropylene Fiber-Reinforced 
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Abstract. In Albania a significant number of wood-processing engineers exercise this profession 

in the field of manufacturing and trading of furniture. In this sector exercise their activity over 

800 manufacturing entities distributed across the country with about 9,000 employees. The main 

purpose of the study is the assessment of wood processing engineers as perceived by the 

manufacturing entities and their adaptation to the requirements of the labor market.  

The data collected through a structured questionnaire for this purpose, are thrown into a database 

(where they are analyzed to generate the results given in this paper. The selection of the 

respondents is made by purposeful sampling, as access to a non-probability sample. The 

surveying method chosen is the "face to face" one. The material prepared refers to 100 surveys 

carried out throughout Albania. There have been selected the main manufacturing entities that 

operate in the field of manufacturing and trading of furniture and which are well-known in the 

market. 

The respondents are mainly wood processing engineers, experienced managers of manufacturing 

entities, economists etc., exercising the above mentioned profession. The study shows that the 

market needs wood processing engineers who are professionally skilled. The most part of 

respondents express themselves in favor of engineers who have carried out Master Studies in this 

profile. They think that scientific and economic training also matter in the formation of engineers. 

In Master degrees, the courses related to the field of architecture are valued higher than others. 

Respondents also think that Professional practice of students is paramount in the formation of a 

fully trained engineer. The most effective way to this goal is that the professional practice should 

be realized in the manufacturing, and is best if carried out through paid employment. Elements 

completing the profile of the wood processing engineer are also considered the knowledge of 

foreign languages and new technologies. 

 
Keywords:, manufacturing entity, practice, market, wood processing. 
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Abstract. The main purpose of the paper is analyzing legal regulation of registration of 

immovable property in Kosovo, using and analyzing all relevant sources in force, and the study 

and recognition of forms of ownership, with special emphasis on ways of acquiring ownership - 

as the fundamental basis for registration of those rights. Kosovo by establishing the Law on the 

establishment of the registry of immovable property rights developed enormously with regards 

to the issue of regulation of property rights as one of the fundamental human rights guaranteed 

by the Constitution and International Conventions. In practice, in the past often accrued that land 

records were neglected by the authorities that forced the former system that were not complete, 

which created a vacuum to the abuse of different circumstances especially in most cases from the 

former owners who were no longer living in the property they used to own, therefore the 

ownership issues were also the subject of unresolved issues of heritage and unpractical laws 

which stopped the transfer and registration of immovable property. In the beginning, immediately 

after the war ended in 1999 other consequences occurred, where there were many claimants to a 

certain number of real assets. As long as property rights were not clearly defined largely been 

due to the lack of land books which were stolen by Serbia, it was difficult to attract potential 

investors, and with time citizens lost investment opportunities and had difficulty in financing 

their businesses. Today, the market of real estate still faces numerous challenges, since a 

significant number of cases are arising from the lack of a clear system of functioning of the 

administration of property rights. Specifying and having better legal rights of ownership, and 

having these  registrations documented have a primary importance in designing and improving 

the development of urban planning and infrastructure, which in this stage appears to stay in a 

chaotic situation, allowing space for the implementation of state reforms . 

 

Keywords: Property, registration of immovable property, Cadastre. 
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Abstract. With the growing development of technology, people are faced with the growing risks 

from cybercriminals. Everyday thousands of people worldwide are victimized by cybercrime. 

Recently, the dangers of this kind of crime have increased significantly. That is why since June 

2014, every. Prosecution Office and law enforcement agency has a new investigation branch, the 

Cybercrime Investigation Unit, specialized in dealing with cybercrimes. This paper analysis the 

procedures of cybercrime investigation according to the Albanian legislation such as handling of 

electronic evidence and methods and tools of investigation. The paper deals also with the issues 

of cooperation with Internet Service Providers (ISP) and regional and international cooperation 

in the fight against cybercrime. Finally the paper analysis the work and progress of the new 

Cybercrime Investigation Units. Included in the paper are some interviews with cybercrime 

investigation agents providing information on the process of investigation of these crimes in 

Albania and challenges faced by them.  

 

Keywords: cybercrime, electronic evidence, investigation, law, Albania. 
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Abstract. With the rapid growth of cybercrime in the recent years, both nationally and 

internationally, there is an increased risk of cyberattacks against business companies. The 

development of new technologies challenges both online security and data privacy of companies 

worldwide. Companies face many challenges in managing privacy and cybersecurity risks related 

with the collection, use and disclosure of personal information regarding their customers and 

employees. With cyberspace becoming the central information and communication 

infrastructure, the need for a cybersecurity strategy has become essential for the security and 

survival of companies from cyberattacks. Loss of their customers’ data means loss of trust 

resulting in economic loss. Thus cybersecurity and privacy protection is both an economic and 

legal challenge for companies. This paper examines the interaction between privacy and 

cybersecurity by highlighting their common challenges. It continues with analyzing the 

international framework and policies against cybercrime and data protection and the importance 

of awareness raising campaigns in increasing the consciousness of companies about 

cybersecurity risks. Finally the paper emphasizes the necessity of an international cybersecurity 

strategy which should include privacy protection as a key element.  

 

Keywords: cybersecurity, privacy, protection, strategy, companies  
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Abstract. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 

(CISG) is an important example of attempts towards the unification of the international private 

law. The CISG is seen as a big success with seventy nine contraction states, most of them are 

important states that lead and rule the world’s largest economies. The set goal of CISG to achieve 

a uniformed law-Loi uniforme (because the states which has signed , ratified and applied it; by 

doing so the character of UNIFORME Law becomes clear as CISG aims to create uniform rules 

followed by uniform interpretation However is it entirely true that CISG creates uniformity in 

contracts for international sales of goods but there are also countries such United Kingdom which 

aren’t part of The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. 

Also in the contracting states the companies, lawyers, courts perceive, interpret and involve CISG 

in different ways based on their interests. Most of the contracting countries often exclude the 

CISG. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods itself 

allows the contracting states to derogate. For this reason I’m going to give an overview of CISG 

and the problems with its applicability. 

 

Keywords: CISG, Applicability, Lui Uniforme, Private International Law, reservations  
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Abstract. The Republic of Kosova has pursued a unique process for achieving its independence. 

Since the beginning of the war by the Kosova Liberation Army, the NATO bombing, the 

Rambouillet Conference, the Resolution 1244, the all-embracing proposal of Martti Ahtisaari for 

monitored independence until reaching the agreement for normalization of relations between the 

two countries, Kosova and Serbia, in all these events the incorporation of the Serbian minority 

has been the principal part of the political discussions. The legal base of the creation of the 

Association of the Serbian municipality’s is constitutional and lawful, more exactly in the law 

for local self-government that contains provisions for inter-municipal partnerships and it enables 

the creation of associations between municipalities.  The Association of Serbian municipalities 

does not affect on the legal order nor the positive right  since it represents an aftermath of the 

rights of the Serbian minority guaranteed by the constitution of Kosova,  with organic laws and 

ordinary laws. The constitutional willpower has been of a kind that the Serbian language and 

especially the Serbians to have reserved rights in all levels. From all these we consider that the 

creation of the association will strengthen the democracy whereas it will bind even more the 

Serbians with the political and legal system in the Republic of Kosova. 

 

Keywords: The Association of Municipalities, the constitution, political system. 
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Abstract. Franchising and its contents through the individual elements constituting it is 

necessary to analyze in terms of competition law and how these elements go into this right or that  

international and national legislation governing the issue of franchising agreement and its 

prejudice to the principles of free competition. In the paper, an analysis of the legal regulation of 

franchising contract in the country and of its application, highlighting weaknesses in both areas. 

It is obvious that there is a lack of legislation on franchising and very little use of it, as opposed 

to the region and the world, further negative impact on the overall situation in this sphere. 

 

Keywords: franchising, contract, competition law, antitrust law. 
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Abstract. The research topic of this comparative study is   republican character of the   Kosovo 

governing system. In public discourse and in political communication, as well as academic 

lectures, Kosovo is considered a Parliamentary Republic, which is based on the principle "of the 

separation of powers and the checks and balances among them ". Although constitutional 

definition of relations between the executive and legislative power favours parliamentary 

republic, the constitutional powers of the president, the powers of government and especially the 

constitutional and political power of the prime minister, weaken significantly the parliamentary 

character of governance to the benefit of semi-presidential system. Despite this, neither by the 

current government theories, nor by the constitutional definitions, Kosovo cannot rank in semi-

presidential systems, or pure parliamentary systems. Comparisons of constitutional relationships 

between main institution powers in Kosovo, and similar relations and powers of the states in the 

region and beyond, testify to the specific nature of parliamentary democracy in Kosovo.  

Constitutional based comparison of Kosovo governance with similar parliamentary systems and 

analysis of theoretical models vis-à-vis Kosovo model will be exactly the basis of supporting the 

hypothesis that Kosovo is not typical parliamentary republic. 

 

Keywords: Kosovo, parliament, the republic, prime minister, government 
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Abstract. The main idea of this scientific lecture will be a comparative analysis of the essential 

similarities between the philosophical culture and musical art in ancient Greece. The processing 

of this study will remain in different historical periods where philosophy, known as more 

sophisticated technique of the human thought together with the musical creativity as the art of 

the Muses in ontological aspect, will be sublimated in a common denominator. As it’s known, 

the substance of music as spiritual human creativity has always been and remains - an “intimate 

“ matter of philosophy, just  as philosophy has always remained an  eternally pleasant music of 

the human mind. In this context, will also speak on why philosophy and philosophers from all 

known forms of art until then rated the musical art as one of the most important creativity in 

human’s life. 

 

Keywords: antiques, phylosophy, music, ontology corespondence, artistic hierarchy, helenical 

assessment etc. 
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Abstract. The Republic of Kosovo has issued several legal acts which are in place to prevent and 

combat the phenomenon of money laundering. These acts determine the issue of state response 

and other institutional mechanisms which have competence in the field of law enforcement to 

strike this criminal phenomenon. Until now, prevention of money laundering is regulated by: 

UNMIK Regulation, Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code, the Law on Prevention of 

Money Laundering and Prevention of Terrorist Financing and the Law on Extended Powers for 

Confiscation of Assets Acquired by Criminal Offence.  

 

Keywords: Money laundering, comparative overview, organized crime, prevention and 

detection. 
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Abstract. Nowadays organized crime is considered as a real threat to the security of any country, 

but in particular, to the security of countries with fragile democracies that do not have any 

strength, tradition or experience to effectively deal with it. In this regard, for Balkans, this 

phenomenon is considered as the main threat to the security of each country and the region in 

general and in particular for our country Kosovo. Despite the progress achieved, the creation of 

institutions since 1999 had three transitions; UNMIK period 1999-2008, the declaration of 

independence on February 17, 2008 and the arrival of new EULEX mission in 2009 that was 

made to build a new future through integration process in the European Union, in the eyes of the 

international community our region is still considered quite fragile and challenging. The events 

of 1990-1999 in former Yugoslavia created great difficulties not only for the new states but also 

in the actual integration developments that these countries aim not to lose the chance to refute 

another infamous epithet as "organized crime haven". In this epithet may have doses of 

exaggeration, but the truth for these last 20 years is that, while all kinds of industries in the region 

have failed, there is a thriving new "industry", working day and night in full capacity: industry 

of organized crime. 

 

Keywords: What is organized crime? What are the sources? Where is more widespread in the  

Western Balkans? How can you fight against organized crime? Which are investigative 

techniques? 
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Abstract. The presentation shall be focused on how intellectual property helps universities 

establish relationships with the industry through technology transfer. A brief introduction shall 

be given on Intellectual Property Rights as well as the main principles of IPRs. The presentation 

will make (and certainly explain) the connection between the university and industry and how 

intellectual property rights play a crucial role in this aspect. Additionally, substantive 

presentation about technology transfer will be given as well as varied alliance structures that 

biotechnology companies choose to form collaborations e.g pharmaceutical companies, toward 

transferring technology and other inventions. Three factors that shape the formation of 

alliances—capabilities, control, and context shall be elaborated. The changes provided by the 

adoption of the Bayh-Dole Act in the US as regards to University vs industry collaborations shall 

be explained. Consequently, a proposal and the reasons as well as the benefits of adopting such 

an act in Kosovo shall be introduced to the audience. 

 

Keywords: Intellectual Property, Technology Transfer, University, Industry, collaborations, 

innovation activities 
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Abstract. Marriage as the cell of society has exerted significant influence on the development of 

society. But how is marriage traditionally treated, how are defined the reports between the 

husband and wife with a specific emphasis on the Code of Lekë Dukagjini, and whether there is 

any manifestation in the contemporary legislation? In this case, the definition of marriage is 

treated in the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, and is defined more precisely by the Law 

on Family and the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kosovo. Also, in this case specific emphasis 

is given on the marriage in different countries globally. This topic has been discussed even for 

the importance of the marriage and marriage transformation trends, including various types of 

marriages. 

 

Keywords: marriage, tradition, positive law, modern trends 
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Abstract. This paper aims to analyze regional and global developments in the constitutional 

drafting in the post-conflict countries and the processes that have anticipated the foundation of 

these constitutions. In these countries, the influence of the international factor has played a crucial 

role in the drafting and adoption of the constitutions.   

In this paper we will analyse specific case studies, such cases where international agreements 

have led to their independence. As well here will be treated the role of international law in the 

substantial part of the constitutions of these specific countries, based in the agreements that have 

anticipated the foundation of the fundamental acts. Also there will be certain amount of attention 

on the role of Venice Commission in the case of Kosovo and the implication of international 

factor in the whole process. 
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Abstract. E-government often is thought to lead, almost invariably, to e-democracy, by 

improving governmental transparency, expanding the information flow between governments 

and citizens, and enabling citizens to exercise more effective control of governmental institutions. 

E-Democracy is a technology-based mechanism enabling people to effectively participate in the 

decision-making processes that affect their lives, livelihood and lifestyles. This paper examines 

the possibility of ICT and E-government to enhance democracy in Albania and considers the 

factors that might contribute to the evolution of a successful model of e-democracy.  

 

Keywords: e-government, democracy, e-democracy  
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Abstract In my paper I will analyze influence of the party system on the foreign policy, case 

study: India. Indian party system evaluated from dominant party system (sometimes this period 

of time is called one party system, but it not correct) to multiparty system. India got independence 

on 15th August 1947, three years later become a republic. India adopted democracy and 

multiparty system (1951/52, first election for central government, after independence). Even 

though that multisystem party was introduce, Indian National Congress (INC) ruled India from 

1947 till 1977. INC came to power again in 1980 and ruled till 1989 and then came to power in 

1991. From the end of 90s coalition period in Indian politics has started. Till 2014, when 

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) came in to power, no single party could win election. Research 

question: how big is the influence of party system on the foreign policy of India?  

 

Keywords: India, party system, Indian National Congress, BJP, Foreign Policy 
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Abstract. Turkey as a safe haven has been welcoming of more than two millions Syrian people 

without any ethnic or sectarian discrimination for four years. State institutions have spent nearly 

6 billion dollars to set a life for asylum seekers in the best refugee camps and without any notable 

support of United Nations and other external agencies and countries. However, out of the camps, 

life and safety conditions of especially lower class Syrian people have been getting worse day by 

day because of security related problems emerging between citizens and Syrian asylum seekers, 

even in the border cities where local people have more cultural values in common with Syrian 

community. Actually, % 54 of Syrian population in Turkey is under 18; publicly in city centres 

local people have faced with many of these children as beggars, who have been considered as a 

minor threat for public with their harassing style. By a projection of ten years after, those children 

who are now canalized in begging groups at the streets, could be exactly predicted as being 

integrated in criminal gangs; they may easily commit crimes (drug use and sell, pick pocketing, 

robbing, pandering, harassment, rape, injury, murder etc.) in public, unless they are integrated in 

society as valuable individuals for social capital of Turkey.  An approach for social policy of 

integration is a proposal for potential conflict resolution in future of Turkey societal security. 

This study aims at pondering on case of begging Syrian children, who have been far from 

education for four years and they have been still not enrolled in a formal education. This potential 

threat for societal security transforms Turkey from haven to hell for both Turkish and Syrians 

without any institutional enterprises understanding of social capital and integration policy need 

for security of society. 

 

Keywords: asylum seekers and refugees, societal security, social politics, integration 
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Abstract. Scholars interested in the European Union (EU) enlargement have noticed an 

asymmetric public opinion support for EU eastward enlargement, with on the one side the 

lukewarm EU public support for such policy; and on the other the unsurprisingly enthusiastic 

public support in EU membership aspiring countries from the former communist Central and 

Eastern. What explain such a public support for EU membership in countries that aspire to join 

the Union? Interested in democratic stability and economic recovery, Central and Eastern 

European countries (CEECs) have a pragmatic view of EU membership; it has worked in the 

neighboring countries of the West, and they hope that it will work for them as well. Thus far, 

such a rational approach has been enough to explain high support for EU membership in former 

communist EU membership aspiring countries. Relying on original data that we gathered through 

public opinion surveys in Albania and Kosovo, we find out that institutional trust can be a 

powerful predictor of such support.  
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Abstract. One of the main critiques against EU membership conditionality is that, being a 

dialogue between Brussels and national elites, it shows little concerns for affecting direct social 

change by directly engaging the publics of the countries that aspire to EU membership. In other 

words, the EU has shown little efforts to apply public diplomacy in affecting public attitudinal 

change in line with EU norms in a number of issues. However, one may ask: would EU public 

diplomacy impact public attitudes in EU membership aspiring countries in the direction 

advocated by the EU? We try to answer this question through a quazi-experimental research 

design that analyzes data collected through a public opinion survey in Albania and Kosovo. Our 

results suggest that, indeed, our quasi-experimental questions wield slightly different answers 

from the control questions, although such differences depend both on the topic, other attitudinal 

features, and socio-economic status of the respondents.   
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Abstract. The problem of the protection of minorities was raised as an issue in the Treaty of 

Versailles, completed at the end of the war by the major Allied powers. The Allies had imposed 

certain obligations on the treatment of minorities to such states that had them in their territories. 

They also forecasted a trusted international organization with universal character, the League of 

Nations, the mission to ensure the protection of European minorities. Since the fall of the Berlin 

Wall and communist regimes, Europe was a witness nationalism outbreak. Whole regions were 

covered with ethnic conflicts which were a serious threat to the stability and unity of Europe. 

Today, each in its field of responsibility, the OSCE, the Council of Europe, the European Union, 

are coordinating their efforts to develop a coherent system for the protection of national 

minorities. So, protection of minorities is an important factor for the stability and unity of Europe. 

Western Balkan aspirant countries are a multi-ethnic society. The latest international analyses on 

guide us to the fact that some Western Balkan countries aspiring of becoming EU members, 

judging by the EC progress, lag in the implementation of the part of the Copenhagen political 

criteria that deals with respecting of minority rights. As it is well-known human rights and 

minorities remain an objective of the European Union in its foreign policy. European Union at 

the beginning of XXI century has been committed with multiple projects to stability and 

economic development in cooperation between the countries of the region. In the study, 

“Minority Rights in the Eastern Balkans”, 2008 made for the needs of the European Parliament, 

in the case of Serbia, 12,5% are presented as non-Serb population, but not the percentage of the 

Albanian minority in due to the lack of data. Therefore, a study on the Albanian national minority 

in Serbia it is more than necessary. The purpose of this paper is to present the issue to minorities 

in the Balkans in the historic plane. In this paper will be presented to political positions, 

economic, educational and minorities in general in the Balkans. It will become a comparative 

analysis between the position of minorities in different historical periods and in different regimes. 

International agreements will be analyzed dealing with the Balkan states and peoples, 

respectively, will address the issue of protection of minorities in these agreements. The results 

from this research will contribute to shed light on the protection of minorities in the Balkan level. 

The research was conducted analysis methods and relevant materials.  
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Abstract. The main idea of this scientific lecture will be a comparative analysis of the essential 

similarities between the philosophical culture and musical art in ancient Greece. The processing 

of this study will remain in different historical periods where philosophy, known as more 

sophisticated technique of the human thought together with the musical creativity as the art of 

the Muses in ontological aspect, will be sublimated in a common denominator. As it’s known, 

the substance of music as spiritual human creativity has always been and remains - an “intimate“ 

matter of philosophy, just  as philosophy has always remained an  eternally pleasant music of the 

human mind. In this context, will also speak on why philosophy and philosophers from all known 

forms of art until then rated the musical art as one of the most important creativity in human’s 

life. 
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Abstract. The main focus of this paper will be the role of small states at General Assembly and 

Security Council at United Nations. United Nations is a complex macro-structure of interaction 

between different actors, where the main role is reserved for states. It is founded after World War 

Second and most of its character was shaped during the so called Cold War, when small states 

had little to contribute, and where mostly considered as satellites of two main alliances. In legal 

aspect (UN Charter), all nation states are supposed to be equal, as they might be considered as 

such in General Assembly, but the practices tells us about different picture of this supposed 

reality. Security Council as the executive body of UN where the power is concentrated has Five 

Permanent members with the right of veto, and the role of other states is quite limited. Reality of 

21st century is very different from the days when UN was founded. The dissolution of former 

Soviet Union and Yugoslavia has paved the way for a more active role of small stats though now 

they are competing with certain other actors like Multinational Corporations, International Non-

Governmental Organisations etc. UN reflects the world of 1945, though the reality should have 

reflected the world of 2014, that means supporting a greater global role for all actors that 

understand and accept real responsibility for maintaining global peace and security There are 

mechanisms for small states that have the power to influence by creating alliances and raise their 

voice as well and have space for participating in decision-making process. Cases which will be 

treated in this paper are: Slovakia as non-permanent member at Security Council in 2006, 

Liechtenstein –successful attempt to amend Rome Statute, Singapore, and Albania etc. When 

analysing the role of small states it is normal to put in question if such states are able to ensure 

the security of their citizens and whether they are able to create successful international relations 

and have the capability to decide and be part of policy making process at the United Nations. 
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Abstract. Albania's integration into the European Union, is one of the biggest challenges in these 

25 years. To become a member of the EU, Albania must meet the criteria set for all candidate 

countries for membership in the European Union, approved by the Copenhagen European 

Council in June 1993. These criteria have political and economic character that predict: justice, 

freedom and security, guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, respect for human rights and 

minorities. To meet these criteria, Albania shall cooperate with the European Union. If the 

European Integration Process will be classified in several stages, each stage has maximum and 

minimum length. In this paper main objective is to give a brief, descriptive framework of the 

challenges that Albania have to face in the process of European Integration together with the 

advantages of this process and secondly we will list the institutions involved together with their 

role in the process of Integration. According to theoretical analysis it will conclude that starting 

from the current phase and the cases of other countries that have undergone the process of 

European integration, Albania's EU membership can occur after 2-12 years period from 2017 to 

2027. 
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Abstract. The Republic of Kosova has pursued a unique process for achieving its independence. 

Since the beginning of the war by the Kosova Liberation Army, the NATO bombing, the 

Rambouillet Conference, the Resolution 1244, the all-embracing proposal of Martti Ahtisaari for 

monitored independence until reaching the agreement for normalization of relations between the 

two countries, Kosova and Serbia, in all these events the incorporation of the Serbian minority 

has been the principal part of the political discussions. The legal base of the creation of the 

Association of the Serbian municipalities’ is constitutional and lawful, more exactly in the law 

for local self-government that contains provisions for inter-municipal partnerships and it enables 

the creation of associations between municipalities. The Association of Serbian municipalities 

does not affect on the legal order nor the positive right  since it represents an aftermath of the 

rights of the Serbian minority guaranteed by the constitution of Kosova,  with organic laws and 

ordinary laws. The constitutional willpower has been of a kind that the Serbian language and 

especially the Serbians to have reserved rights in all levels. From all these we consider that the 

creation of the association will strengthen the democracy whereas it will bind even more the 

Serbians with the political and legal system in the Republic of Kosova. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to analyze the role of multilateral diplomacy as a main tool 

that small states use in order to achieve their aims and objectives in international relations. One 

of the main behaviors that was identified by the scholars of IR which is used by small states is 

being part of regional and international organizations and, form the major part of it, using 

multilateral diplomacy instead of unilateral or bilateral diplomacy. Multilateral diplomacy is 

defined as the approach of administration of international relations through the direct contact of 

negotiations at different forums such as conferences or congresses by representatives of at least 

three sovereign countries. The paper is divided in three main parts. In the first part analysis is 

focused in definition issue of the main concepts such as: “small states” and “multilateral 

diplomacy”. In the second part, the short historical approach of multilateral diplomacy will be 

treated; emergence of multilateralism; the transformation from unilateral diplomacy to 

multilateral diplomacy. Whereas, in the third part of the paper the main analysis of the paper will 

be treated in giving clear and concrete conclusion regarding the importance of multilateralism 

for the foreign policy of small states.  

 

Keywords: Multilateralism, small states, international organizations, foreign policy behaviour 
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Abstract. Agriculture as the main branch of Kosovo’s economy was structured in line with the 

country’s political system. After the World War II agriculture was structured according to the 

communist system in the form of cooperatives and huge agricultural- industrial complexes. 

During this period Kosovar agriculture saw rapid development in all its branches, including: 

farming, field crops, orchards, vineyards, processing of agricultural products and production of 

fertilizers. Agricultural complexes were established in many parts of Kosovo, representing 

complete food value chain from production of raw material to the final product. This era was 

marked with the development of numerous agro-industrial complexes, large livestock farms, 

vineyards and factories for processing of their products, large areas planted with cereals and 

mills, from where the flour was sent to the bread factories. But during 1990s following the 

introduction of coercive measures (by the Serbian regime) in the entire agricultural system, 

destruction of Kosovo Agriculture farms began. After the violent expulsion of workers from 

work, forcibly installed management began the sale of cattle and destruction of technology. All 

this lasted until 1999,when   the end of war in Kosovo marked the time of the intervention of 

numerous international organizations in Kosovo agriculture aimed at its rebuilding , but now 

under completely different conditions, turning the agriculture into a branch compliant with  new 

free market economy and competition. In this paper, we will discuss the impact of these 

international organizations with different programs and donations, which have helped a lot in the 

recovery of Kosovo agriculture. 
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Abstract. Regional and international developments are based on the strategic orientations in 

region and this is made possible through geopolitics as a tool for expanding political influence. 

In this regard, the corridor 10 occupies a strategic position in international and regional 

developments, as well as the Albanian cause, because this corridor lies throughout the most 

important part of it on the territories inhabited historically by Albanians. This communication 

artery was the spark of many wars / conflicts such as the Balkan Wars, World War I; it also was 

a neuralgic peak even during the discussions of Yalta in 1945, and during the Cold War it had 

the epithet of a stabilizing factor in the region and the world, even today it has the same 

significance as it is supposed to be under the control of one of the world powers that today 

compete with each other to control strategic positions in the World. In this regard the interest of 

the small people/nations is treated which are attacked or even often become a part of these major 

interests. 

 

Keywords: Strategy, Conflict, Geopolitical Interest, Positioning 
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Abstract. In today’s international relations, state and non-state actors have a huge impact in 

shaping national and global policies, it is impossible to think about imposing rules in global 

warming without the collaboration between states and NGOs, corporations and international 

organizations, while individuals like singers, actors or important businessman’s have also began 

to give attention to such issues and initiate or take part in campaigns on environmental, economic 

or political issues.  The different theories of International Relations have showed that states 

remain the most important factor in world politics, but also non-state actors do have also an 

important role. Not just states can follow the view of Machiavellianism, but also not all non-state 

actors can adhere to liberal positive intent. Because world politics have undergone several 

changes, this paper analyzes state and non-state actors by a multi theoretical perspective which 

includes different features of different theories of International Relations, because there is no 

theory which gives a general real fact of world politics today. Moreover, this paper will show 

how the failure of a state such Iraq and the emerging of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 

(ISIL) as a non-state actor that gained control over a large territory, pose a threat to international 

security. Recent developments in world politics have showed that not just states can represent a 

threat to international security, but also non-state actors are a threat to international security, but 

also pose a challenge to many countries in the world and make them to create partnerships to 

challenge those threats to their national and international security. 
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Abstract. This paper presents preliminary remarks for the research project on Transitional 

justice in Kosovo. Building a state, recovering from the past. The main research questions 

concern how and why transitional justice efforts in Kosovo have been constructed and 

implemented. The project will involve discussion about transitional justice (TJ) as a concept; the 

background of Kosovo conflict and how it internalized international norms and standards 

connected to transition and peace-building efforts. Social constructivism’s relevance as IR will 

be tested. 
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Abstract. Agriculture as the main branch of Kosovo’s economy was structured in line with the 

country’s political system. After the World War II agriculture was structured according to the 

communist system in the form of cooperatives and huge agricultural- industrial complexes. 

During this period Kosovar agriculture saw rapid development in all its branches, including: 

farming, field crops, orchards, vineyards, processing of agricultural products and production of 

fertilizers. Agricultural complexes were established in many parts of Kosovo, representing 

complete food value chain from production of raw material to the final product. This era was 

marked with the development of numerous agro-industrial complexes, large livestock farms, 

vineyards and factories for processing of their products, large areas planted with cereals and 

mills, from where the flour was sent to the bread factories. But during 1990s following the 

introduction of coercive measures (by the Serbian regime) in the entire agricultural system, 

destruction of Kosovo Agriculture farms began. After the violent expulsion of workers from 

work, forcibly installed management began the sale of cattle and destruction of technology. All 

this lasted until 1999,when   the end of war in Kosovo marked the time of the intervention of 

numerous international organizations in Kosovo agriculture aimed at its rebuilding , but now 

under completely different conditions, turning the agriculture into a branch compliant with  new 

free market economy and competition. In this paper, we will discuss the impact of these 

international organizations with different programs and donations, which have helped a lot in the 

recovery of Kosovo agriculture. 
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Abstract. As the study of ‘government bureaucracy’, public administration has generally faced 

continuous negative perceptions within the public. In a transitional country as Kosovo, civil 

servants are mainly perceived as inefficient, unresponsive, bored, and unhelpful to citizens 

seeking services. This paper will initially address some of the identified challenges in public 

administration in Kosovo, including: limited infrastructure for meeting citizen demands, strong 

centralism, and lack of professionalism of civil servants. Given the high degree of uncertainty 

and inflexibility of the administration environments in developing countries, this paper will 

emphasize the urgent need for the modernization of public administration in Kosovo. As it 

requires an effective and efficient process to fully meet citizen’s demands, the modernization of 

public administration includes digitalizing of public procurement, administrative 

decentralization, evaluation of public management, as well as ethical behavior of civil servants. 
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Abstract. The main purpose of this survey is to gain an insight of the independence and 

credibility of the media in Kosovo. The survey was focused on several areas to obtain an opinion 

from the population on media industry in areas such as media freedom, information credibility, 

political influence and how the information is obtained (TV, radio, internet, other).  The survey 

included more than 1000 direct interviews with selected locations in different regions of the 

Kosovo.  The results show that majority of the population has a moderate view in most of the 

answers questions as there seems to be lack of information by the population in general in relation 

with the media. Also, during the research it was noted that majority of the audience obtains 

information from internet then followed by TV and their focus is in local news events, followed 

by international news events and sports events.   

 

Keywords: Independence, insight, industry, information, political, opinion, news 
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Abstract. The main focus of this paper is on examining the role of small states in policy-making 

in United Nations with a focus at General Assembly and Security Council. We try to analyze the 

role that small states play in terms of shaping policy within UN and its organs. One of the key 

elements we analyze in this paper is the phenomenon of balance or bandwagon in policy-making 

that small states deal with or use to promote their interests. The concept and definition of small 

states in International Relations and the how small states use balance or bandwagon to push 

forward their agenda or concerns will be analyzed in this paper. At least 100 states are considered 

to be small, all of them being members of the special informal grouping in the UN called the 

Forum of Small States (FOSS). Small states play an important role in UN decision-making 

process, because of their number and the need bigger countries have for their votes. This brings 

often bargaining into the pre-voting process, which can benefit to an extent the interests of small 

states. But despite the good standing small states have, they don’t represent an unique voice to 

push agenda’s forward, and merely are divided and are unable often to take joint position or 

efforts. This comes because of the lack of resources, the lack of access to "bigger discussions" at 

the UN, they mostly are developing or under developed countries and in need of foreign 

assistance, etc. This paper will address those issues and come to concrete conclusions about the 

real influence small states have in the decision-making process at the UN and how this as been 

used by small states to promote their interests and agendas. 
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Abstract. The issue of Kosovo, although it was solved during the communist system in the 

former Yugoslavia of  Tito, with the advancement of the Albanians rights within the federation 

in that time, however did not meet the requirements and also the expectations of Albanians to be 

equal with the other peoples of the former Yugoslavia. Albanians movements for freedom 

continued over the years and were intensified especially after the collapse of the state of 

Yugoslavia, which was followed by the loss of many human lives and extensive economic 

damage, consequences which are observed to the present day. The abolition of Kosovo's 

autonomy in 1989 by Serbia led by a dictatorial regime, Kosovo lost a status of a constitutive 

element of the former federation with which marked the final collapse of the Kosovo autonomy. 

The dampened violence that followed by killing of hundreds of Albanian civilians and the 

imprisonment of thousands of others were widely covered in the Western press, which marked 

the beginning of the internationalization of the issue of Kosovo in the World.  Visits of many 

foreign delegations, especially American ones presented to the world a very different reality from 

the one shown from the Belgrade Government, which affected the approval of resolutions in the 

US Congress and the European Parliament unto the UN Security Council. Latest demonstrations 

and especially beginning of the war in 1997 occupied the front pages of western major 

newspapers and western television had sent correspondents in the field who extensively inform 

the international public of the terror that was going on in Kosovo, appealing for intervention I 

order to stopping terror in Kosovo. Images that were sent were terrible and very similar to those 

of World War II.  
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Abstract. The question of womanhood is an unending story. What should have an end is the 

inequity coupled with    violence against women. It is demonstrated that women are mentally 

strong, able in many jobs and scientifically skilful. Their capacities are confirmed in the most 

civilized countries, where economy is permitting a good education and a complete formation, 

posing the two sexes at the same level. International Organisations and Associations are 

discussing on ending not only the inequity, but especially violence, public, and also private 

violence against women. The last events of the global war between West and East, demonstrate 

that organisms and associations are working for setting an end the inequality in race, age and 

gender in human society. The present global war between West and East reveals that women are 

also good soldiers, the only ones capable of combating against the Islamic State which is 

terrorizing the entire world. 
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Abstract. The aim of paper is an attempt to provide a comprehensive and multidimensional 

presentation of the determinants that shape the South Asian region. The current state of research 

gives rise to the following research questions: What are the constitutive factors and values of 

South Asia? To what extent is the shape of the region of South Asia influenced by endogenous 

factors and to what extent by exogenous factors? What is the importance of South Asia for the 

new international order emerging in Asia? By answering these research questions, I have 

attempted to verify the following research hypothesis: The main constitutive factor of the region 

of South Asia are activities of major powers, both regional, such as India, and external, such as 

China and the United States. These powers perceive South Asia as key for the realisation of their 

superpower aspirations and as a means of increasing their own role in Asia. 
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Abstract. The subject that I have chosen – Reporting on Crimes and Violence and its correlation 

with Ethics and Human Rights – is one of the pivotal subjects in news writing and reporting. 

Reporting on crimes and violence without prejudice is considered an immense achievement in 

the media. Despite the fact that reporting on this sector is regulated quite comprehensively, it 

continues to be underdeveloped from the professional aspect; not because the Kosovar media do 

not know how to report, but for the fact that the Kosova war and subsequent crimes have made 

the media less sensitive to such phenomena. Reporting on crimes and violence is, without any 

doubt, one of the most challenging issues that the media is facing nowadays, particularly for field 

reporters that are directly encountering such situations. Crimes are of different kind and their 

nature is delicate, which put constraints on reporting perspective.  Therefore, all guidebooks and 

experiences gained over the years suggest that reporting on crimes and violence requires from 

journalists not only specific education, but also the readiness to encounter potentially dangerous 

assignments. Having said that, journalists covering this sector need to be well prepared from 

physical, psychological, emotional and intellectual aspects. These parameters are not aimed at 

‘alarming’ reporters on reporting limitations, but above all, tell us that they should be aware of 

danger and consequently be careful about the potential risks in order to help them keep situation 

under control to the best possible way. Despite unpredicted developments encountered in the 

process of reporting on crimes, violence, social crisis, terrorism and similar, a skilled reporter 

should be able to quickly identify important details, note them down properly, as well as make 

use of his/her professional, mental and technical assets. All in all, being a good reporter requires 

prerequisites of a completed personality. The subject that I will elaborate during the Durrës 

Conference will be focusing the following issues: What guidebooks suggest about; reporting on 

crimes? Children and vulnerable groups; Accidents and disasters; Ethics and human rights; 

Media and documents protecting the rights of expression; Intrusion of privacy; How does the 

Kosova;s Code of Print Media regulate reporting from crime scene; and similar issues. Taking 

into consideration that media products propagating war, conflict, violence, hatred or hurt public 

emotions are strictly prohibited, the subject that I have chosen to elaborate is of vital importance. 

Consequently, I recommend the Faculty of Media and Communication in UBT to approve the 

subject so we could start discussing the details and potential uncertainties related to this field.  
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Abstract. The main purpose of this survey is to gain an insight of the independence and 

credibility of media in Kosovo. The survey was focused on several areas to obtain an opinion 

from the population on media industry in areas such as media freedom, information credibility, 

political influence and how the information is obtained (TV, radio, internet, other). The survey 

was conducted by the UBT and the Kosovo Media Institute (KMI). UBT and KMI, through the 

survey intended to provide a research based in primary data on the media industry. The survey 

included more than 1200 direct interviews of different ages. The locations were selected in 

different regions of the Kosovo.  The results show that majority of the population has a moderate 

view in most aspects with lack of information in the media sector how the financing of media 

industry works. Also, during the surveys it was noted that majority of the audience obtains 

information from internet then followed by TV and their focus is in local news events, followed 

by international news events as well as sports events.   
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Abstract. RTK started its activity with only two hours of programming a day, later extended to 

four, and to achieve 20 hours of programming a day, of which about 65% of the overall program 

was local production. Through the years, RTK as a public media continued to accomplish its 

goals and objectives. This medium was required to keep the balance between programs of general 

interest and the specific programs that serve the needs of viewers, necessarily, have to do a 

combination of news programs, sports, programs based on facts, current affairs programs, various 

documentaries, debates and discussions, cultural programs, etc. Television services of RTK in 

Kosovo transmitted through Transmission Network Terrestrial in Kosovo (KTTN), which 

reaches approximately 80% of the population, and in satellite transmission for compatriots living 

abroad, as well as other Albanians who live and make vacations in regional states, in those of 

Europe, and those who live across the Atlantic. Establishing a balance between the freedom of 

the media and the viewers-listeners, meaning the public, also it should be a priority of RTK. 

Determination of rules, foremost it is the duty of every media, therefore, RTK, set standards, 

which they are more ethical rules for the creation of the program rather than dealing with legal 

rules. 
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Abstract. Politics uses its instruments to exert influence over the public media. The main 

instrument that politics uses is the law – as the grounds which regulate the rapport between the 

public media and the political power. Examples of the most independent public broadcasters can 

be found in those countries where politics has adopted and executed such legislation that limits 

the possibility of politics to exert influence over the main components related to the independence 

of the public media. In the case of the Radio Television of Kosovo – RTK, politics has failed to 

follow this practice notwithstanding that RTK has been established based on models of the public 

broadcasters in countries representing the Democratic -Corporatist and North-Atlantic Models. 

The political power in Kosovo has used the law as an instrument to exert influence on the two 

main parameters related to the editorial independence of the broadcaster: the manner of financing 

and the election of the medium’s Board. The model of influence has not changed in spite of 

changes made within the RTK’s founding institution or by changes of political forces in power. 

RTK went through only one five-year spell of pre-payment during which time it underwent the 

transformation into a company that is financially independent. However, that same period 

demonstrated that financial independence alone without managerial independence is no 

guarantee for editorial independence. The consequences of such influence are reflected on the 

editorial policies and program content, which render this broadcaster that has the legal status 

“public” into a medium that serves as a “loudspeaker” for the voice of the political power. 

 

Key words: public broadcaster, RTK, editorial independence, political instruments  
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Abstract. The Republic of Kosova has pursued a unique process for achieving its independence. 

Since the beginning of the war by the Kosova Liberation Army, the NATO bombing, the 

Rambouillet Conference, the Resolution 1244, the all-embracing proposal of Martti Ahtisaari for 

monitored independence until reaching the agreement for normalization of relations between the 

two countries, Kosova and Serbia, in all these events the incorporation of the Serbian minority 

has been the principal part of the political discussions. The legal base of the creation of the 

Association of the Serbian municipalities is constitutional and lawful, more exactly in the law for 

local self-government that contains provisions for inter-municipal partnerships and it enables the 

creation of associations between municipalities. The Association of Serbian municipalities does 

not affect on the legal order nor the positive right  since it represents an aftermath of the rights of 

the Serbian minority guaranteed by the constitution of Kosova,  with organic laws and ordinary 

laws. The constitutional willpower has been of a kind that the Serbian language and especially 

the Serbians to have reserved rights in all levels. 

From all these we consider that the creation of the association will strengthen the democracy 

whereas it will bind even more the Serbians with the political and legal system in the Republic 

of Kosova 
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Abstract. Franchising and its contents through the individual elements constituting it is 

necessary to analyze in terms of competition law and how these elements go into this right or that 

international and national legislation governing the issue of franchising agreement and its 

prejudice to the principles of free competition. In the paper, an analysis of the legal regulation of 

franchising contract in the country and of its application, highlighting weaknesses in both areas. 

It is obvious that there is a lack of legislation on franchising and very little use of it, as opposed 

to the region and the world, further negative impact on the overall situation in this sphere. 
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Abstract. The main purpose of the paper is analyzing legal regulation of registration of 

immovable property in Kosovo, using and analyzing all relevant sources in force, and the study 

and recognition of forms of ownership, with special emphasis on ways of acquiring ownership - 

as the fundamental basis for registration of those rights. Kosovo by establishing the Law on the 

establishment of the registry of immovable property rights developed enormously with regards 

to the issue of regulation of property rights as one of the fundamental human rights guaranteed 

by the Constitution and International Conventions. 

In practice, in the past often accrued that land records were neglected by the authorities that 

forced the former system that were not complete, which created a vacuum to the abuse of different 

circumstances especially in most cases from the former owners who were no longer living in the 

property they used to own, therefore the ownership issues were also the subject of unresolved 

issues of heritage and unpractical laws which stopped the transfer and registration of immovable 

property. In the beginning, immediately after the war ended in 1999 other consequences occurred, 

where there were many claimants to a certain number of real assets. As long as property rights 

were not clearly defined largely been due to the lack of land books which were stolen by Serbia, 

it was difficult to attract potential investors, and with time citizens lost investment opportunities 

and had difficulty in financing their businesses. 

Today, the market of real estate still faces numerous challenges, since a significant number of 

cases are arising from the lack of a clear system of functioning of the administration of property 

rights. Specifying and having better legal rights of ownership, and having these registrations 

documented have a primary importance in designing and improving the development of urban 

planning and infrastructure, which in this stage appears to stay in a chaotic situation, allowing 

space for the implementation of state reforms . 
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Abstract. The rapid development of information technology. Already spread among us, in every 

home, it has effects in communications. In fact, the world turned into a small village, where 

almost anything happens, spreading the news quickly. Along with this, it has powered the process 

of borrowing of foreign words of languages with less impact, as the Albanian language, which 

already is crowded with words from Greek, Slavic, Latin, Turkish and international expressions, 

etc. Today it is filled with English words. All the world is speaking English, including the 

Albanian speakers, but the question is whether there is a need to become lazy and expect enriched 

only with foreign words. This approach sounds, furthermore to be linguists’ problem, but having 

in mind the role of the media in communications, it is worth to be addressed in this context. 

English words, in modern times, can attract international expression parallel to the 20th century. 

So, knowing that reporters are transmitters of vocabulary to the general public, can have a key 

role in preserving the language. 
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